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ABSTRACT
A Contribution to the Genetics of the Mosquito Aedes aegypti
(L.) with particular reference to factors determining colour.
by
G.A.H. HcClelland.
The literature relevant to mosquito genetics is first
reviewed.
In the present work, 51 different strains of Aedes
aegypti have been examined for colour variation in particular.
I1ethods of rearinG, handling and routine are briefly described.
Colour of the dorsal abdomen was so variable, that a
scheme was devised to classify it, according to paleness, in
37 grades and sub- rades. These could be nssiened to 15
numerical colour values to enable the paleness of a population
to be quantitatively defined. Photography of variants was
adopted as a routine.
In Linkage Group I, two partially sex-linked factors
controlling eye colour and one controlling abdominal colour
were isolated, and 4 linkage distanoes determined. This is
the first example of partial sex-linkage in A. aegypti and
the first three-point, linkage estimation in any mosquito.
In Linkage Group II one new mutant control ing thoracic colour
was isolated and its recombination with the previously
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described s locus measured.
At least 4 mutant alleles are shown to occur at the s
locus sld one is identical with a ene previously ascribed to
another locus. Two new mutants were isolated in Lirucage
Group III and the crossover distance of one measured from the
previously described blt locus at which a second mutant allele
was isolated. A further three potentially useful mutants
were obtained and other variation mentioned.
The variation in abdominal colour in 39 strains is
described and discussed. The frequency of genotypes in
populations polyworphic for an ~ allele suggest~,though not
si ·nificantly, some degree of heterosis.
Hybrids were sucoessfully obtained between three pairs of
Stego yia 8pecies~ The relationship between h. aegypti and
mascarensis, one of the two orosses ~ivinB fertile hybrids,
is aiscussed more fuily.
A number of gynandromorphs and intersexes is also
recorded.
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INTRODUCTION
The application of genetics to the study of mosquitos haa
been surprisingly limited, consid~ring the wealth of other
information on the group and their comparative affinity to
Drosophila. Perhaps this is because the study of disease
vectors has been largely the preserve of medicine where
genetics has, until recently, received scant attention.
Mosquito genetics has nevertheless beoome, during the last
decade, one of the more active growing paints in medical
entomology. A great impetus derived tram the development, in
many species, of resistance to insecticides and oonsequently
the harsh realization of the genetically dynamic potential
of insect populations •.
To lend perspective to the present study, it 1$ useful to
review the gradual development of mosquito genetics from its
origins to the present. The first phase probably en~ed with
the comprehensive review by KITZ}lILLER (1953) who drew
attention to the existence of e. genetioal aapec t in m'Osqu,ito
seudi.esand the urgent need for i.ts further em.phasis.
Subsequent advances have been well Bumme.rizeedby ROZEBOOM and
KITZi'UL.LER (1958) and DAVIDSON and MASON (in press) ,ao that.
anything beyond an outline treatment would here be superfluous.
-19-
THE GENETICAL ASPECT IN MOSQUITO STUDIES
CYTOLOGY
The 'earliest work on mosquito chromosomes stemmed from
the great surge of interest in comparative oytogenetics
following the rediscovery of l¥1endel'swork, rather than from
any specia.l curiosity for mosquitos in particular. Over
fifty years ago STEVENS (1910, 1911) examining gonial
material, gave liJixas the diploid number of chromosomes in
Culex, Culiseta and Anopheles. Stevens' figures of metaphase
chromosomes could be Ii ttle bettered today" but she was
oertainly lookillg at Anopheles \,.then she described heterosomes
formed by fusion of large equal and small unequal chromosomes
(STEVENS, 1910). Her later comment on the apparent absence
of heteroaomes in Culex and Culiseta (STEVENS, 1911) was to
receive genetic confirmation thirty-five years later
(GILCIffiIST and HALDANE, 1946).
The lower estimates of ohromosome number by LOJl1EN (191/+)
and N. TAYLOR (1914) in Culex pip1ena we,re,attributed byME'l'Z
( 1,916) and vlHITING (19'17) to poor- fixation and
misinterpretation of the close ohromosomal pairing
oharaoteristic 0·£ the Diptera. The same is probably true of
CARTER's (1918) prgparat10na ot Aedes aeg¥Etl. All more
recent studies have confirmed a. diploid number of six. This
is the lowest chromosome number in any group of the
cytologically-kno\.,rni>1etazoa given by NAKINO (1951) with the
-20-
exception of some Platyhelminthes, Nematoda, Nematomorpha.
Polychaeta, a few lower Arthropoda and some anomalous
Hemiptera.
In the Culex pipiens group, which has been most
extensively worked, it is generally agreed that there are two
equal pairs and one smaller pair of metacentric chromosomes
(HANCE, 1917; MOFFE/!T, 1936; SUZUKI, 1939; CALLAN and
..
!·IONrrALENTI, 1947; KITZ},IILLER and FRIZZI, 1954; BRELAND, 1961;
RAI and CRAIG, 1961). At prophase the centromeres appear as
"flared" unstained regions (GRELL, 1946b; BRELAND, 1961).
Meiotic and mitotic preparations are usually obtained from
gonial and other tissues of 4th stage larvae or pupae, but
LONG (1961) claims confirmatory mitotic figures from 1st stage
larvae.
One of the large pairs of chromosomes in !i.aagypti is
said by HAl and CRAIG (1961) ,to be Bubmetacentric with an arm
length ratio of 4: 3. The same authors report that the
chromosomes of Aedes vexa,ne, Aedes atropalpu.$, Aedes st1mulaf,ls
and Aedes albop1otus resemble those of the C. pip1ene gr-oup,
SUZUKI (1939) however observed three pairs of different
length in A. albopiotu8, as did KITZr-ULLER and FRIZZI (1954)
in Aedes geniculatu.:s. BH.ELAND (1961) in the moat extensive
survey. of 24 species in 9 genera, considers that there is
Iittle likelihood of Much metaphase variation between spee iea
of mosquito outside the anophelines. In this tribe, although
the two larger pa.irs are typically V-shaped metacentrics, 'the
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distinct heterosomes vary from punctiform iriAnopheles
claviger (FRIZZI, 1950b) to subtelocentric and about half the
length of the autosomes in Anopheles maculipennis (PRIZZI,
1950 a,b). The difference between the X and Y chromosomes in
the male is most marked in Anopheles stephensi (RISHIKESH,
1959).
HOLT (1917) discovered the developmental polyploidy in
the pupal gut of C. pipiens t but it was left to BERGER (1937,
1938) to show that this was followed, at metamorphosis, not by
cytolysis but by the unusual process of somatic reduction
division. The few large cells of the larval gut with 48, 54
or more, chromosomes thereby divide into the 8 or more times
as many small diploid cells that form the adult gut. GRELL
(194611) confirmed Berger's work with detailed descriptions of
the processes of both duplication and reduction. SCHUH
(1951) showed that, by preventing the reduction division,
colchicine arrested metamorphosis. RISLE. (1959, 1960) has
recently described somatic reduction division in~. aegypti
with few pOints of differenoe.
Studying meiotic figures in Q. pipiena, MOFFETT (1936)
noted wide variation in chiasma frequency between individual
mosquitos. The bivalents of the short chromosome rarely had
more than one chiasma. Where two chiasmata occurred in a
bivalent, these were most often both terminal. This was
interpreted by PATAU (1941) as evidence of chiasma
interference across the centromere, a conclusion fully
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confirmed by CALLAN a.nd MOl/TALENTI (1947). Chiasma.
frequency in the small chromosome bivalent was 1.95, in the
larger two bivalents 2.91. The chance of a proximal chiasma
in one arm increased the more distal was a chiasma in the
other arm. In contrast the same authors found no such
interference in CuliB"~ta lon,giareola ta .
The existence of polytene chromosomes in mosqui toe "....,as
first reporte d by BOGOJA''lLE1·SKY(1934) in /::..maculi:t:snIlis>and
BERGER (1936, 1937, 1938) in c. pipiens, but SUTTON (1942) was
the first to describe characteristic banding patterns .similar
to those of the familiar salivary chromosomes of Drosophila
and some other Diptera. \orking wi th C. pipiens and
A. aegypti, Sutton's beat preparations were from the
malpighian tubes of 4th stage larvae, pupae or adults, but she
was also able to use nuclei of the salivary glands, gastric
caeca and mid-gut of the prepupal stage. To these
possibilities, GILLHAJ<f (1957) added cells of the rectum and
anal papillae. D1either he nor STALKER (1954) 'wer-e able to
observe banded polytene chromosomes in ·the ovarian nurse
cells, or other adult genital tissue.
The construction of saliv'ry chromosome mfltlS in lIlosquit.~f!
was pioneered by FRIZZI (1947, ~ llSl,.) in his studies of
~roup. FRIZZI and RIGCIARDI
(1955) made maps for t.he neotropical Anopheles a.lblma.nus and
Anopheles aguasalie. Together with Holstein, Frizzi ma.pped
the important African malaria vector Ano:eheles ~amb1ae
observing great inversion variability (FRIZZI and H.oLS7:.bJ:N,
1956 and, with K1 tzmiller, the chromosomes of the It.American.
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Anopheles punctipennis (FRIZZI and KITZMILLER, 1959).
KITZMILLER and FRENCH (1961) have preliminarily reported a
study on Anopheles quadrimaoulatu8 and ROBBS (1962) has mapped
the salivary chromosomes of several stra.ins of A. albimanus
for comparl-son. Other oytological studies of Anophele~ will
be mentioned later in connection with insecticid~ resistance.
Mapping of salivary-type ohromosomes in Culicine speoies
has lagged behind that in Anophelines, but a beginning was
reported by KITZHILLE.R and CLARK (1952) in C. Eipiens 12iEiens
and C. pipiens fatiga,ns•
.._ • - - - <
KITZHILLER (1954) later observed
that good spreads were more difficult to obtain in C. pipiens
molestus than in the other two species of the group, although
there were no differences in banding pattern apparent between
the three speoies. The chromosomes are not united in a
chromocentre as in Anopheles but sprea.d separately or even
unite ter~lnally to form rings. If bulbous, weakly st~ining
regions are homologous with the centromeres, two of the
ohromosomes are obviously sUbmetacentric. There are no.
differenoes that can be correlated with sex. Tha salivary
chromosomes of A. ae.gypti have been described as very long and
.fragile by A1DIGRIERI (1961), who ives a photograph showing
eLe a.rba.nding of chromosome fragmenls .but no map. A
preliminary map is said, however, to have been prepared by
MESCHER (1960). Of all mosquitos eo far etudied, A. aegYEti
would seam to have the least amenable salivary chr-omoaomee.
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SPECIAT.ION AND HYB_RIDc!ZATION
The ultimate definition of a species is at the genetio
level (MAYR, 194m,) and it was largely as a taxo'nomic tool that
genetics first proved its usefulness to the mosquito 'Worker.
Anopheles
The phenomenon of "Anophelism ~ malaria", ~he abaenee
or decline of malaria in areas where the prinCipal vect,or
A. maculipen.nis wa.s abundant, led ROUBAUD (1920), WBSENJlERG-
LUND (1921) and GRASSI (1921) independently to suggest that
the habits of this mosquito might vary in different places.
This they linked with agricultural, social and economic
changes that had resulted in a rising cattle popu.La tLcn which
might have diverted the mosquitos from man. An alternative
suggestion was of the prior existence or induction of a race
of A. maoulipennis preferring cattle. In HOlland VAN THIEL
(1926) discovered statistical differences in the morphology of
.adult !. maculipennis reared from brackish sites compared with
those from fresh water. He later (VAN THIEL, 1927) conoluded
that the differenoes were not the result of salinity and named
the braokish-water form, whioh were short ...winged,a.tro:ea~s,
and the freah-water form, which were longer-winged, mes~,ea.e.
DE BUCK, SCHOUTE and SWELLENGREBEL ,(, 927. 1930) oorrelated the
preseno~ of the short-wing form with the malarious zones of
Holland. Both forms were equally susceptible to the
parasite, but the long-wing form hibernated and so did not
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transmit malaria during the winter. The true-breeding of the
short-wing form even after several generations in fresh water
confirmed that the differences were genetic. The Joint work
of Hackett, Missiroli and Martini (HARTINI!.1 al., 1931;
HAOKETT!1 ~., 1932; MISSIROLI et ~., 1933) showed that
differences in the exochorion of eggs, described by FALLBRONI
(1926) were more reliable means of separating several forms of
lie maQulipennis than van Thiel's statistical characters.
There was again a clear correlation between the presence of
some of these forme, salinity of breeding place, degree of
man-biting and incidence of malaria. ROUBAUD !1!l. (1933)
showed that the ability to mate in a confined space, stenogamy,
characteristic of atz-oparvlls (ROUBAUD, 1932), behaved as a
Mendelian dominant in crosses with the euryga.mic messeae.
The ,Dutch!llen,continuing their careful work, demonstra.ted
partial or oomplete sterility in crosses betweenatroparvus,
IDe$Seae and some other forms (DE BUCK et al., 1934; DE BUCK
and 8WELLENGREBEL,1935, 1937). The claim by ROUBAUD et al.--
(1937), on the basie of egg characters, that natural h.ybrid·s
ooourred in parts of France between atro;pa~us- and mesaeae-
like forme haa never been substantiated. It is probable that
their strains were impure ,.and it must be emphasized that the
exochorionic st.ructure of the egg is determined maternally,
1ndependantly of the zygotic genotype.
OORRADjtjTTl (1934 a, b, 1937 a, b) in Ita,lyand BATES (1939)
in Albania extended the work to the A. m§l:ouliBennis of
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southern Europe, clearly indicating the specific status
seekers of the different forms. BATES and HACKETT (1939) and
BATES (1940) present a complete picture. Crosses of males of
A. atroparvus, the only stenogamic species, with females of
six of the other species revealed varying degrees of
infertility. A. messeae gave no viable F1, A. sacharovi gave
only sterile males, A. maculipennis (= typicus) gave an F1 of
both sexes, all sterile. The ~ progeny of the other three
species, J. subalpinus, A. melanoon and A." labranchiae,
however, though mainly sterile, inoluded a few fertile females
which on repeated backcrossing to 1::.. atroparvus yielded
fertile males by about the third generation.
B'RIZZI (1950 c) has recently succeeded in crossing female
A. atroparvu8 with A. maculiperlnis using an entire room to
overcome the barrier of stenogamy; the ~ were all sterile
females. He also observed inversions and asynapsis in
spermatogenesis in the sterile males of the reciprocal cross.
Later fRIZZI (1958) was able to cross A. messeae with
A. maculipennis using a force-mating technique of l'1cDANIELand
HORSEALL (1957). It is to be hoped that this technique,
perhaps with the modifications that BAKER ~ al. (1962)
suggest, may permit other possible crosses, as they have done
with American species.
BURGESS (1948), ROZ~BOOM (1952) and BARR (1954) have
shown different extents of intersterility between members of
tne North American "maculi£ennis" group. In only one out of
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eight crosses \iI,ail'eno viable eggs produced. BURGESS (1955)
sucoeeded in crossing A. freeborni with the less closely
related species, A. punctipennis. About 10 percent of the
eggs laid in each reciprocal cross hatched, but many of the
larvae were abnormal and only one adult was, obtained from 250
hatching eggs. Males of A. guadrimaoulatus, 1::.. freeborni or
!. aztecus showed incomplete, though significant,
discrimination for females of their· own species when given a
choice of another, except male freeborni which were unable to
discriminate between their own f'emales and those of azt,ec'ij8
(ROZE.BOOM.,1'952, 1953). The fact that sterility is neither
complete nor as constant as in.the ease of the palea~ctic
species is probably a reflection of the greater degree of
geographic isolation between the American species.
Croases between!. atroparvus of Europe and the American I
(
A. qua.drimaoulatus have produced some sterile female-s,_(MARYON
et~. 1951)., This was confirmed by FRIZZI (1954b), who wa.s
also able to raise hybrid larvae from reciprocal crosses 'of
A. atrOpo.rvu8 with the American A..freeborni, and of male
A. freeborni with the European!. maoulipennis and
A. subalpinus. Oytologically there vias a notioeable lack of
proper synapsis in these hybrids.
The example of !. maculipennis stimulated analysis of
other speoies oomplexes in mosquitos.. S\'{EET and R.A.O (1938)
demonstrated partial sterility between tvo races of
.J.. steph~nsi in India. ROZEBOO1'1 and KNIGHT (1946) drew
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similar conclusions from preliminary observations on the
Anophelespunctulatu8 group of the western Pacific. REID
(1962) emphasizes the need of simple mating tests to establish
relationships within the Anopheles barbirostris complex of
S.E.Asia.
The variety melas of A. ganlbiae was considered a separate
species by RIBBANDS (1944 a,b) and MUIRHEAD-THOMSON (1945) in.
West Africa. /:::..mela.s bred in salt water and was a less
potent malaria vector than the fresh-water A. gambiae (the
converse of A. atroparvus and A. messeae). Crosses between
the two forms yielded an F, of sterile males, with or without
a proportion of normal females (MUIRHEAD-THONSON, 1948;
BURGESS, 196<11). On the other hand HOLSTEIN (1960), in a
preliminary study, found no diffetrencea in the banding pattern
between 11_ ga.mbiae and !. melas and concluded that the latter
is merely a varl,ety, MUIRHEAD-THO~mON (1951) later described
a salt-water race of A. gambiae in East Africa, whioh ma.y or
may not be a homologue of !. melas. The whole problem in
A. gambiae is receiving muoh attention at present. From the
. 11ttle published 1t would seem the.t all populations studied
fall into one or more mating types between which orosses give
normal females and sterile males (DAVIDSON, 1958a; DAVIDSON
and JACKSON, 1962). The sterility is reciprooal, but
baokcrossing females to either parental stra.in males gives 501;
sterile male offspring suggestin that the mechanism involved
is genic rather than chromosomal. Attempts t.oseparate'
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populations of A. gambias by a statistical measure of
maxillary index (HOLS'rEIN, 1954) have not proved very useful
(GILLIES and SHUTE, 1954; GOt1A, 1961).
Culex
Parallel to the early work on!. maculipennis was the
recognition of a species complex in the common house mosquito
c. pipiens. Lacking the incentive that malaria gave to the
study of Anopheles, that of Culex has developed slowly, but
priorities are now chan ing with the growing importance of
filariasis control.
FREEBORN (1926) drew attention to intergrades between
Q. pipiens and the tropicopolitan c • ..Eo fatigans in that part
of California where these supposedly distinct species
overlapped. While searohing for diets oth.er than blood on
which Q. pipiene would mature eggs, HUFF (1929b) had
accidentally discovered that some females showed autogeny in
that they laid an egg ra.ft without taking any food. A year
later ROUBAUD (1930) suggested the existence of a dlst11'1ot
race of Q. pipiens in Europe differing 1nshow1ng autogeny;
in its ability to rnate in a small space (stenogamy), ,breed1ng
through the winter without diapause (homodynamy) and
preference for human rather than avian blood.
ROUBAUD (1929) had earlier cited an example of an
ornithophilio autogenous strain, LAVEN (1951a) has pointed opt
that there is no real evidence that the biologioa.l onaraotera
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are linked; certainly CALLOT and DAO VAN TY (1943) record a
stenogamic anautogenoue strain, KITZHI1LER (1952) another such
strain that is also homodynamic and SPIEL!1AN (1957) an
autogenous heterodynamic strain. Nevertheless, as MATTINGLY
(1951) pOints out and SHUTE (1951) clearly demonstrates,
Roubaud's four characters together form an integrated
adaptation to the urban habitat.
MARSHALL and STALEY (1937) attempted to define the
morphological differences between Q. R. pipiena and the
autogenous form which they named molestus; the usefulness of
their distinctlons has not been borne out by CALLOT (1947,
1954, 1955) in analysis of the two .f'or'ms and. the ir hybrids.
In contrast the genetic basis of the biological characters
!)_ seems to be clearer."- It is most genera.Ll y agree. that
autogeny is reoessive (ROUBAUD, 1930; TATE and V NCENT, 1936;
CALLOT, 1947, 1955,'LAVEN, 1951 b). (fhe indic tion in
DE BUOK' a (1935) wo rk of partial dor inance probably implies
heterozygosity in his original material. 'I'hiscannot
I
i
explain the' clear iomlnance found by KH.ISHNAt1UTHY and LAVEN
(1961) in orosSes .of Q. R. tatlgans, in which autogeny is
unknown, to autegenous £. .12'. moLesbus , In the recipreoal
'cross.WEYER(1936) had claimed maternal inheritance fer
autogeny. SPIELMAN (1957) oonsidered the control of autogeny
to be blfaotorial and partially sex-linked. Absence of
autogeny in tbe F2 from _an anautogenous x autog~nous crose
(VINCENT, 1933) probably refleots inadequate larval nutrition
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or other extrinsio faotor. Partial penetrance of a single
gene for autogeny is the plausible explanation of some of
these anomalies offered by KITZ1-lILLER (1953). Stenogamy has
always behaved as a dominant oharacter on crossing with
eurygamic forms (VINCENT, 1933; DE BUCK, 1935; \vEYER, 1935;
TATE and VINCENT, 1936;. CALLOT, 1947).
Probably the clearest distinction between c • .E- fatigans
and Q. .E. pipiens is the ratio of the distance between the
dorsal and ventral arms of the phallosome (DV) to the spre.ad
of the dorsal arms (D). This ratio was used initially by
SUNDAltARAMAN (1949) to demonstrate possible natural
hybridization in the U.S.A. The DV/D ratios of northern
pipiens were all much lower than those of southern fat1&ans,
but the intermediate ratios in the region ·of overla.p were
identical to those of laboratory hybrids. Fully fertile
hybridization between fatigans and pipiens or molestu8 from
different areas has also been claimed by \1EYER (1936)'f .FA-RID
(1949), KITZMILLER (1950), BARR and KARTMAN (1951), KNIGHT
(1953) and ROZEBOOM (1958).. It seems from these rep·arts that
the DV/D ratio is polygenically oontrolled, since rev·eralon to
parental-type ratio occurs with repeated ba.ekcrossing. In
other cases, partial or non-reciprocal sterility is reported
(ROUBAUD, 1941, LAVEN a.nd KITZl'·lILLER,1954; DOBRorr\vORSKY.
1955; CALLOT, 1955; PAL and KRISHNAHURTHY, 1958;
KRISHNAMURTHY and LAVEN, 1961). Differential mating activity
in the three forms seems also to lead to aexuaL isolation'
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(ROZBBOOM and GILFORD, 1954b).
Although the crosses of pipien.s x molestus mentioned
earlier in connection with autogeny were all fertile, a later
cross made by ROUBAUD (1933) was only fertile using molestus
females. LAVEN and KITZHI1LER (1954) found an American
pipiens completely intersterile with two German strains of
molestus yet fertile with a third German strain. SIMO~ETTI
(1952) in Italy failed to cross female molestus from ornewith
pipiens from Tuscany, while succeeding in the reciprocal.
Sterility is not confined to~rosses betw~en the three
forme. Within fat.1gans, complete fertility between strains
from Lagos (West Africa) and South America (SERVICE, 1956),
~
and between Brazzaville (Vlest Africa) and a South Pacific
island (ROUBAUD, 1956), oontrasts with the non-reciprocal
sterility of the latter two strains when crossed with a third
African strain from Dakar (ROUBAUD, 1956).
It is, however, th.e oocurrence of non-reciprocal
sterility between strains of molastus that has attraoted most
attention. MARSHALL (1938) made all possible matings between
three English strai,ns - from Hull, Hayling Island and
\Yestminster - and one from Paris. The Hull and Paris strains
were fully interfert~le a.nd were .fertilized by Hayling Or
Westminster ma.les. Hayling and Westminster females were not
fertilized by Bull or Paris males and the cross between these
former strains only suoceeded using vestminster females.
ROU:BAUD (1941) observed some infertility between strains from
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Paris and Tunis, non-reciprocal sterility between two French
strains (ROUBAUD, 1945) and, later, complete fertility between
other French strains and one from Corsica (ROUBAUD and
GHELELOVITCH, 1950). GHELELOVITCH (1952) attempted all
crosses between strains from Hamburg, Paris and Tunis.
Sterility was complete between those from Hamburg and Paris,
non-reciprocal between those from Paris and 'l'u.u s and absent
between those from Hamburg and Tunis. Differential sterility
in reciprocal crosses between two Italian strains is reported
by D'ANCONA (1962 a,b). Cytoplasmic inheritance was first
suggested as a possible explanation of these sterility
phenomena by GHZLBLOVITCH (1952) but the credit for a deeper
understanding of the problem goes to LAVEN (1951, 1953 et
~.). Repeating some of the earlier crosses he tested a
total of 17 strains, including a strain each of pipiens and
fatigans from America. These fell into 9 distinct mating
types, between which were made all possible intercrosses
(LAVEN 1957b), showing complex sterility relationships.
Laven has concentrated his final analysis on the crosses
between the strains from Hamburg (Ha) and Oggleshausen (0 )
in north and south Germany respectively. Ha females are
fully fertilized by Og males, but the reciprocal cross is
completely sterile except for very few eggs which give rise
only to females. LAVEN (1956a, 1957b) has demonstrated, with
the aid of dominant markers, that these are cases of induced
parthenogenesis. 1'1alehybrids from the Ha x Og cross are,
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like Ha males, incapable of fertilizing Og females.
Throughout 52 repeated backcrosses of hybrid fe~ales to Og
males, the hybrid males retained the Ha mating type. The
hybrid females similarly retained full fertility on crossing
with Ha males. SMITH-WHITE (1950) had pointed out, in
connection with Aedes scutellaris, vide infra, that repeated
backcrossing of thid sort was necessary to distinguish cases
of genome-cytoplasm incompatibility from true cytoplasmic
inheritance. In the former case the gradual substitution of
Og for Ha ohr-orao sornes wo uLd have led to a gradual lowering of
sterility between the hybrid male and Og fenale. Laven used
a dominant marker iene to confirm that De genes were in fact
transferred to the hybrids.
The essence of Laven's argument (IJAVEN, 1951b) is that a
plasffiagene, carried in the middle piece of the Ha
spermatozoon, is incompatible with Og cytoplasln, but that the
Ha e6g cytoplasm containing the plaSmagene is unooffected by
the entry of the middle piece of the Og spermatozoon. This
small amount of Og cytoplasm is presumably destroyed and not
incorporated in the Ha cytoplasm, otherwise 52 repeated doses
might be ~xpected to have modified the Ha cytoplasm.
Although the possibility that a virus-like agent is involved
is not disproved, Laven considers it most improbable.
Purely maternal inheritance, of which this is a beautifully
demons tra ted exampl e, is i1 rare phe norre non (CAS ARI, 19/+8).
LAVEN IS (195 7b) sugg estion that this ty pe of non-
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reciprocal, oyt opl a smi.c inheri t ot , sterlli ty may lead to
partial isol~tion and cen~tic dii'[erentiation of local
populations, ne.s been criticized by ~':::cSlAitI and ;!_,'3Sl;L (135'))
who consider tha t the cyto p.l.asm of 0[1(= 0 f" the two s t rt Lns
is certain to be eventually e Li.nu na ted if the two nee t ~;,mi
hybridized in nature. dhe.cc t no e eLe c t i.v e values of the tV-JO
cyto p.l u sms are equal, tne cyt 0 [Jlc,.;,srn of th c s trai n wi t h the
incompatible Iena Les (i.e. 0[;) will be eliminated. Ie this
cytoplasm had a selective advant.u;o Over the cyt opLa s .: ot' the
other strain (Ha), elicinution of either cyto~lasmic typ0 is
possible depending on the initial frequencies or th~ two
strains. The: condition of equilibrium i'3 met aet a bLe . The
relative tI;ene f r-eou ency of the ri na l po ~)"Llti on wLl I howev e r
b._; the same as that of the .in i t i u.l populations combined.
According to Ldven (pc:rsonal communication), this is a c t ua Ll.y
happening in Germany and the Ha type is gaining ~round from
the Og ty pe .
It is interesting t na t in south-eas t Aust r a.Ldu, where
C. R' pipiens is repluced by C. ~. aus~ralicu3, simJlar
patterns of non-reciprocal sterility occur between it and
Aus t r aLian s trains of fa tigans and r:101es tus (l)U':)it0T\'iU;-{3KY and
JHUfvllVlOND, 1953) and within 5 s t r a i ns of noLes t.u s
More remarkable are the laboratory
hybrids 01' e i ther f'atigum3 or nol<.'::;LUG VIi th Culex:lobocoxi tus
which has t;rossly distinct male t;enit"J.lia (i'i;-::urcd by LA'l'1\lN!}1¥
1956).rhe intermediate genitalia of the latter ilybri( were
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indistinguishable froln those of a wild-caught male which
strongly sUt_sgestsnatural hybridization (DOhRO'rWOHSKY, 1952).
It is eviient that, w.i t.hi n the c. pipiens complex,
cytoplasmic sterility factors and the several genetic factors
controlling morphological and biological characters are all
independent of one another. Any attenpt to define species
based on these criteria is thus bound to break down beyond
narrow geographical lioits. 'I'h.i s is in striking contrast to
the anopheline examples discussed above. The C. pipiens
conplex, still a genetically open system, is perhaps at an
earlier evolutionary stage.
Aedes
The sub~enus Stegomyia of Aedes is one of the most
distinctively ornamented groups of oosquitos and instances of
taxonomic confusion are few. '.rhusin contrast to Anopheles
and Culex, the geneticist's task is to confirm, rather tha.n
add to, the existing divisions.
The Aedes scutellaris group, scattered among many Pac II'Lc
Islands, is one in which much speciation, born of geographical
isolation, can be expected. WOODHILL (1949, 1950) justified
his creation of a new subspecies !. scutellaris katherinensis
by demonstrating its non-reciprocal sterility in crosses to
the type species . Male A. s. katherinen3is can be crossed
.
with A • .§.. scutellaris to r;ive fertile offspring. The F1
retains the naternal mating type so that F1 males are only
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fertile to.scutellaris females, although the F, females can
be fertilised by both parental males. SMITH-\,lHITE (1950)
explains this by postulating that, whereas scutellaris genome
is inviable in katherinensis cytoplasm, katherinensis genome
is compatible with scutellaris cytoplasm. He suggests that
repeated backcrossing of the hybrid female to katherinensis
males will lead to gradual substitution of katherinensis
genes for those of scutellaris, so that subsequent male
hybrids will be increaSingly compatible with katherinensis
females. SMITH-WHITE and WOODHI11 (1954) set out to test th~
hypothesiS and found no such reduction in sterility. The
mechanism involved resembles that in C. ~. molestus rather
than Anopheles.
A. ~. scutellaris also showed non-reoiprocal sterility
when orossed by PERRY (1950) to a sympatrio population of
Aedes pernotatus, the cross only succeeded using soutellaris
females to give an entirely female F, resembling the mothers.
These gave, on backcrossing to pernotatus males, a female and
4 males with pernotatus-type genitalia.
WOODHILL (1950) also showed that, while the i'ijian
A. pseudoscutellaris is completely sterile with both
A. s. katherinensis andA. _!. scutellta,ris,it is rociprocally
fertile with!. polynesiensis from Tahiti (WOUDHILL, 1954),
but both he and ROZJ1BOOH and GILFORD (195,+a)who also made
the latter cross using Samoan polynesiensis found some
lowering of fertility, espeCially with polynesiensis males.
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Both workers crossed allopatric populations, the two
subspecies occur tOGether on ?iji and might be expected to
show some sterility or other reproductive isolation.
Among African Stegomyia there may well be biological
validity for separating as full species the closely similar
Aedes ai'ricanus, Aedes luteocephalus dnd perhaps Aedes
pseudoafricanus, although H.ATTINGLY and BRUC:G-GH'tIA'f'f (1954)
were unable to test cross-mating between the latter t....«o , The
recent description 0; a fourth species, only minutely
different from the others and of apparently similar habits
(CCU.BE'll and VA';.: SONEflEN, 1962), serves to emphasize the need
for eenetic criteria.
~arly attempts to characterize geocraphical races of
A. aegypti failed to reveal any clear-cut differences
1928; BRDG, 1928; MATHIS, 1934), but MATTIN~1Y
(1957) has put a m.ore convincing case for distinguishing a
dark feral subspecies foroosus in Ethiopian Africa from paler
forms found there and elsewhere (vide infra). A1DIGHr~RI et-
al. (1961a, 1961b) have used the confidence lirnj:t.sfor three
pa~ameters, calculated from less than 50 specimens as
co-ordinates for a three dimensional representation of several
strains. Their results, to which they impute creat
significance, probably reflect no more than random variation
of polygene frequencies between isolated populations. This
is an example of a n i sLead i.ng answer given by the in-appropria te
use of multivariate statistical analysis in biological
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research (HA:rlLt;',{AY, 1962). Such an approach may be
contrasted with the analogous but more elegant conuept of
taxonomic dis tance (SOl(AL, 1961). ThL methods of numerical
taxonomy (SNEATH and SOKAL, 1962) seem ideally suited. to
analysis within a group like Stegomyia.
C~{AIG et al. ~1961) have e crphas i.aed that the
morphological diversity of A. aegypti i~ unattended by any
sterility barriers between populations. This may be because
much adaptive plasticity is achieved, without sacrifice of
gene flow, by the evolution of balanced polymorphisms.
One ~f the most remarkable and often quoted cases of
interspecific hybridization in nosquitos'is that between
A. aegypti and the distantly related A. albopictus.
~ACGI1CHRIST (1913) had first noticed copulation in nature
between these species, and his surrlise that "this coupling
seeme d unproductive" was confirmed by SIJI'[HON3 et al. (1930) in
"carefully controlled experiments". Nevertheless TUUMA30FF
( 1937, 1939), HOANG TICH 'l'HY (1939), DOWNS and BAKER (1949)
and KAH1'NAN (1953) all claimed to have obtained "hybrids"
resembling the maternal parent in every detail. Kartman even
tested their susceptibility to Dirofilaria immitis. Downs
and Baker had suggested that a parthenogene t Io me chan iam ni(;ht
be involved, despite the contradictory evidence of all
,
reported hybrids (including their own) being of both ncxes.
TOUHANOFF (1950) not only cited his hybrids as cases of
cytoplasmic inheritance, but made the remarkable suggestion
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that such a mechanism might be important in pronating the
survival of A. c..e;~ypti.i.n areas dominated by A. albopi ctus.
Jytopl~smic inheritance however fails to explain the
si ng le paternal-type hybrids claimed by 'fOur<:\.NOFF(1938)
himself and 110.NNE'f(1950). Furthermore, an ins tance
involving not a si.ngLe character but the whole "genotype"
would be unique. It could only result from complete
suppression of all paternal genes. l""1ATTINGLY (1956) was led
to draw a comparison with the plant genus Oenothera. The one
really obvious explanation, that these "hybrids" were nothing
more than contaminants of one or other parental species, was
first suggested by DB BUCK (1942), who failed to obtain any
hybrids. 'This suggestion is hardly considered by NA'r'fINGLY
(1956) and is dismissed by KIT:6HILLEH (1953) as unlit:ely to
produce the same result in several different laboratories.
To comment on this last statement, there seem to be five
»ossi bi lLt t es of contamination, viz. :-.. -
(1) loose eegs transferred to or laid in the larval
bowl;
(2) some f'ena.l.es of the paternal specLca in the
crossing cage;
(3) some males of the maternal species
remaining in the crossing cage;
(It) some of the i'e;,alesused were not virgins,
because sexes were not isolated until after
emergence;
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(5) stray males outside the cage copulated
through the netting with females inside.
The elementary precaution Wllich one presumes to huve
been taken in all the experiments was checking that all the
males in the cage were one of the two species and all the
females of the other. This l~aves possibilities (4) and (5)
which will always give rise to naternal type offspring. The
rearing of such alleged hybrids will then be prone to
possibility (1}, contamination by stray eggs. These will
either be of the paternal species or like the "hybrids" of the
maternal species, and so overlooked. Thus, quite contrary to
Kitzmiller, c0ntamination alone may be expected to produce
just th~ sort of results obtained.
\tIOODHIL1 (1959), taking every precaution to avoid
contamination, croBsed the species on a massive scale. A
single egg out of nearly 50,000 hatched to produce u male,
intermediate, in thoracic characters, between A. aegypti and
A. albopictuB and with the genitalia of albopictus. This is
an unequivocal hybrid 01' the sort normally expected in
species crosses and can leave little doubt as to the value of
the previous results. Hesults of othe~ specie. crosses
O'1cClJ:;lJLAND,1961), here reported, confirms this Lmpr easton,
j-{U~}~BOO!'land GI1PO~m (1954a) record an unsuccessful attempt to
cross A. aegypti with A. polynesiensis. LEAHY (1960) has
briefly listed 5 YOBsible barriers to interspecific mating.
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The hitherto limited study of interspecific and
interstrain hybridization in mosquitos has already served a
very practical end in defining species, separating disease
vectors from similar but relatively harmless forms aLd
clarifying some t&xonomic puzzles. It has in addition
served to emphasize the diversity of isolating mechanisms that
can occur illa single ~roup of insects and hence the danger of
extrapolating from few well-worked species.
PHYSIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOUR
Susceptibility to parasites
In a classic series of papers HUFF (1927, 1929c, 1931,
1935) demonstrated variable susceptibility to avian plasmodia
of several Dosquitos, including A. aegypti. In Culex~.
molestus, susceptibility to Plasmodium cathemerium could be
altered by selection and was clearly controlled by a single
autosomal recessive gene. Heritablu susceptibility to other
plasmodia. has been reported in c. nipiens O''IICKS, 1949) and
.!l. aegypti (!NlAGER, 19/+2) but no precise anaJ,ysis was
achieved. Other workers failed to find inherent differences
in susceptibility, presumably simply because their material
was homogeneous (TATE and VINCENT, 1934; COGGl~SHAL1, 1941;
BOYD and RUSSELL, 1943; HOVANITZ, 1941).
ROUBAUD (1931) and KAR'rNAN (1953) were unable to
determine the genetic basis of wide differences in the
susceptibility of different strains of !. aesypti to
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Dirofilaria immitis. Following similar observations on
A. aegypti and Brugia malayi by RArvIACHANDRANet al. (1960),
NACDONALD (1961) was able to improve the infection rate in one
strain of the mosquito from 31% to 90% in two generations.
Subseq~ently, MACDONALD (private communication) has obtained
substantial evidence (seen by the writer) that the single
factor involved is sex-linked.
The apparent difference in ability to transmit St.Louis
encephalitis virus that exists among strains of C• .£. fatie;ans
(HAM110N and REEVl!:S,1943) suggests a genetic basis for virus
susceptibility. This fascinating field doee not seem to have
attracted subsequent research.
Bgg diapause and oviposition
GILLETT (1955b) showed that variation in the depth of egg
diapause (GILLETT, 1955a) between two strains of A. aegypti
was inherited and correlated with a behaviour difference.
Females of the West Africa~ strain laid uninterrupted egg
batches of strongly diapausing eggs which therefore tended to
hatch irregularly, while those of the East African strain laid
weakly diapausing eggs in sporadic batches. In both cases
some temporal or spatial dispersion of hatching was dchieved.
Females of one strain mated with males of the other laid eggs
of intermediate diapause, showing that this character, unlike
exochorionic structure in Anopheles eggs, was dependent on the
zygotic genotype.
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Females of the same two strains also differed in their
ability tu produce an ovulation hormone in the absence of
the stimulus of mating. Only in the West African strain-were
eggs laid by virgin females (GILLE'l'T, 1955c). In crosses
between the two strains GILLET'r (1956) found that the
proportion of virgin females laying eggs was intermediate
between that of the parents in both the ~ and ~ .
Backcrossing the F, to either parent gave proportions of
layers intermediate between those of the p, and buckcr-oes
parent. GILLETT (1956) claimed that no elucidation of the
genetic mechanism involved was 'possible beyond a surmise that
multiple factors were involved. His data however fit the
African strain and 0.015 in the East African strain. Gillett
hypothesis of a single dominant gene, permitting ovulation in
virgins, present at a frequency of about 0.45 in the West
ffailed to emphasize that the hybrid generations are
intermediate in the sense of the frequency of virgin layers,
rather than in indiv.idual r'sponse, differences in the numbers
of eggs laid could in any case be controlled by other
factors.
'.'IOOD (1961a) showed that two strains in particular, among
several of A. aegypti studied, differed significantly in the
apportionment of oviposition between the dark and light
compartments of a partly divided cage. . Females of a DDT-
resistant strain (8TH) from Trinidad laid 65>~of their eggs in
the dark side compared with 17% in the case of a DDT-
susceptible strain (AS). 'rheS'l'R strain fJight be thought to
show no real preference, but,·since the cage was continuously
illuminated and a low proportion normally rested in the dark
side, Wood is justified in describing STR as a "dark-laying"
strain. The absence of all-or-none responses could reflect
different gene frequencies in the two strains or indicate that,
under the experimental conditions, the stimuli presented were
not discriminatory. Nevertheless~ Wood concludes from his
·0, failure to select dark- and light-laying substrains, that the
STI{strain is homogeneous for a "dark-laying tendency". He
further aaaumee, without evidence, that the AS strain is
;;' homogeneous for a "light-laying tendency" and that the figures
of 65):· and 17~:are in effect intrinsic values for the two
"dark-laying tendency" and its allele. ExpectanCies
I
populations homozygous respectively for a factor causing the
calculated from these assumptions, with some disregard of
statistics, give reasonable correspondence with the observed
~ and F2 values in crosses between the two strains. Tne
o!~y genetic conclusion justified however is that of
~esistance to insecticid~s
heritability, the "light-la.ying tendency" being dominant over
the "dark-laying tendency" with no relation to DDT resistance.
general
As a physiological response of direct economic
significance, resistance in mosquitos to insecticides has
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attracted a great deal of attention. The purely
toxicological aspect will here be ignored, as will the body of
papers that merely report the appearance of resistance in
hitherto susceptible populations.
Specific genetic resistance occurs towards three main
groups of toxins; DDT and analogues; Dieldrin, analogues and
BHe; and organopbosphorous compounds (BUSVINE and COKBR,
1958), and can be distinguished from generali zed resLe tance or
vigour-tolerance (HOSKINS and GOHDON, 1956) which, as SROW
(1960) points out, is not synonymous with the general fitness
that is the "goal" of all natural selection. Vigour-
tolerance or multicomponent resistance represents, as the term
suggests, increased tolefance to a toxin and is of polygenic
origin (SPILLER, 1958 a,b). Specific resistance, on the
other hand, confers an abili t;yto detoxify a specific poi son,
to a phy~iological level which can be tolerated, and is
usually monofactorial. Spiller pOints out that neither
multicornponent nor, except in the case of dieldrin resistance,
specific resistant mechanisms, carlalone impart the highest
degrees of resistance.
There ls general agreement that rusistance is
pre-adaptive in arising through selection of existing genes
rather than post-adaptively induced by the toxin (Ot\O\'1, 1957);
the remarkably high frequency of A. sambiae heterozygous for
dieldrin resistance in unsprayed areas of Ni~eria (AHMSTHONG
et al. (1958) supports this. The speed at which resistance
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develops has been compared with the almost Lmper-ceptible
march of natural evolutionary processes by both CHOW (1960)
and ItSI]) (1960). GroY/'s term "cataclysmic" seems best applied
to the sudden onslaught of insecticides, rather than to the
rapid development of resistance that resul ts. t. p<.;.rallel
example is the development of "industrial meLani.am''in moths,
reviewed by K};T'I\1~W.E11(1961).
}~ven t n the absence of any obvious man-made cause, na tur-a.L
selection can be .very intense. Summarizing his classic work
on an example of such a case LnvoLvt ng chromosomal polymorphism
in D.rosophila., DOBZliANSKY (1961) distinguis hes macro-, mes0-
and micro-evolution. This suggest that the substitution of a
resistance gene for its susceptible allele, in a population
exposed to insecticides, Y/ould be microevolution. The
adaptation of the resistant genotype at several other loci, so
that it is as fit in the new environment as the susceptible
genotype was in the original insecticide-free environment, might
then be termed.mesoevolution. The rate at which this will
happen, let alone macr-oevoLut f on , \ViII not seem so fast.
dieldrin resistance
Resistance t6 dieldrin is monofactorial in all species of
mosquito so far studied. In A.gambiae DAVIDSON (1956)
established dosages which discriminated between homozygous
susceptible, heterozygous resistant and homozygous resistant
individuals, indicating partial dominance of the factor for
dieldrin resistance. Not only was partial dominance of the
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resistant gene similarly found in A. quadrimaculatus and
A. albinanus, but the discriminating dosa~es were the same as
> for A. gambiae (DAVIDSON and JACKSOl~, 1961a). RCZEBOON and
JOHNSON (1961), who claimed that dieldrin resistance in
A. albimanus was fully dominant, failed to use doses high'
enough to discriminate between heterozygous and homozygous
resistants and were working with impure stra.ins. Their
conclusion that the F1 hybrids from susceptible x resistant
crosses were more resistant than the resistant parents is
probably erroneous, while their use of different techniques is
confusing in comparison with Davidson's work. Nonofactorial,
semi-doT:1inantresistance to dieldrin has also been described
in C. ~. fatigans (DAVIDSON and JACKSUN, 1961a) and A. aegypti
(KAHN and BROWN, 1961).
DDT resistance
The level of resistance to DDT Shows much wider inter-
and intra specific variation tha.n tha.tto dieldrin, indicating i
the greater effect of genetic background or multicomponent
resistance. The mechanism involved is nevertheless
demonstrably monofactorial and in Anopheles ,sundaicus
(DAVIDSON, 1957), A. stephensi and A. albimanus (DAVIDSON and
JACKSON, 1961a, 1961b) it is recessive, again unlike dieldrin
resistance. In~. aegypti, resistance to DDT, while varying
from 10 to 1000 times the Susceptible l~vel, is always
partially dominant (COKER, 1958; QUTUBUDDIN, 1958; KHAN Br,ld
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BHOWN, 1961). Coker's crosses between three resistant
strains suggest tha.t either more than one locus is involved or
that one of the strains, a trlalayan,.shows merely vigour
tolerance and not true DDT resistance. The resistance
spectrum of the I'1alayanstrain supports the former conclusion
(BUSVINE and OOKEH, 1958).
ABEDI and BROWN (1961) demonstrated very beautifully that
secretion of larval peritrophic membrane is a mechanism for
the physical removal of DD"r trom the gut in two DDT resistant
strains of A. aegypti. After 24 hours exposure to 1 p.p.m.
DDT, larvae of a 'Trinidad strain secreted nearly 9 times as
much peritrophic membrane as the susceptible strain.
of the highly resistant Malayan strain, previously
investigated (ABEDI and BROWN, 1960, vide infra), on the other
Larvae
hand, secreted little more peritrophic membrane than the
susceptible Malayan strain. The L050 of the Trinidad strain
used by Abedi and Brown was 1.5 p.p.m., although. QUTUBUDDIN
(1958) obtained a value of 30 p.p.m. for the same strain.
It is open to question whether this phenomenon of the
peritrophic membrane is another genetica.lly distinot type of
resistance mechanism. Oompe:rison is made with susceptible
strains, having an 1050 of 0.08 p.p.m. DDT Or less, whicn are
likely to be profoundly affected by a ooncentration of 1.0
p.p.m. DDT, over 12-fold (in one case 200-told) the LOSO.
The hypersecretion of peri trophic membrane may be a. normal
response to DDT as El gut irritant, which is overridden, in the
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case of the DDTsusceptible strains, by the t.oxic action.
This hypothesis could be tested byeomp'aring the eecretion of
peritrophio membraneby both DDTresi,stanta.nd susceptible
strains in response to an irritant of low: toxicIty.
DDTresistanoe in Q• ..;e. fa.t1gan$, though inade'quately
studied, shows the interesting featur.e of maternalinflUenc,e.
PALand SINGH (1958) eroasedsuscepti bl.e with restst'ant stra.ins
and suggested that ,cytoplasmic inh:e,ritance might account for
the differances between the rec;ip~()c.alaross_s. . In other
respects, the very low order DD,Treeist~ce involved was
inherited as a r-eceaeLve faotor. Another ease C),f slight
resistance in this species was studied, by ROZEBOOMand HOBBS
(1960) whbcrossed resistant Q. Jl. fatiga,ns from the PhilipSWles
with susceptible Q. Eipiene from Amerioa. Unlike Pal and
Singh, they found a tendency towards dominance, but again in
every case the F1 frona or0gees of resietant .Q.. ~. fatigans
females to Q. p,ipiens males were more resistant than either
the resistant Q• .l2- fatlgane i teel! or t,l\e 1'1 from the
reoiprocal cross.
which the female oytopla.smw~8 d.eriv'ed from .Q~].. ·f§t~.6a.u8
were more resistant than expeoted compared wi th the cros·ses
involving Q. I2ipiena cytoplasm_ It is a pity that only 40u1:;
of t~e 8 possibleba.ckcrosses were made, and surprising that
the authors neither rema.rk on this obvi<o~$rnaternaleffeot nor
comment on the result,s of Pal and Singh. It is (lle.a.r that
DDTresistance,'in all the fJpeo:ies studied.,show8 a muohwider
rangeo! variation than does dieldrin resistance.
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Where both :DDTand dieldrill re'sist'anae occurred together
1.n a 8ingl.~stM1no·f!. albi~'U,s -. DAVIDSON and JAOKSON
(19618.) were able to produce, in addition, atrains real,stant
to ei'tcher dieldrin or DD!alone and susceptible to the other
.z
DOcubleresistant strains, and those ahowing one
type of real.tano.separately, also exist in /.i. g,uadrimaculatus
!..steF!Q-eJXt,:t,andA. S$A~Qe:nsle (DAVIDSON and MASON"in press),
but in these cases the~ingle resiB,tant strains were of
separate or1g.111 and ft~tderived from the doubly resistant
strains. !'heexleten.ce of the tW·Q types·of resistance both
separately and together, one partially dominant a.nd the other
r·aoes·sive, evlnoeetheir separate genetic identity.
ltAHNand. :BROWN(1961) att·empted to sepa.rate factors for
dieldrlna,nd. DDT1"e1'-is,tance troma,d~b,ll r:.esi.etant strain of
!. aell.~t f..roJllPuEtil"to Rioo (strain PR of the. preee·u'ts 'iudy)t
0, 4,J•.a.~tlQnso.f .r$peated baakq.rO$stng toa susoeptible
strain.i.ta eel'eot1onr or .e~;t~;$,~~.1.n8eQt;iptQ.e Bepair$ tely1n
41tt eren t .1..1n8e, •. . '. -:. ,.,~.- '
were 1:1ftlte4 and nomoeygou8 1,n t.be strain under test the
sel·ection i.n e,&ohgen.eitati on would remove all the eusce pt.i ble
reoom.binants.Thl.lsWlth a. rtO'omblns;.tf6cn va.lue. X,s.
'+ l ·.2prop·art! on 1 +x. ,_ 4~ ...6x. - 4:1:, qt t:hed1eld,l!~.n .(or .DDT)
gene.s would. re"1n at"t:er 4 geneItat10ns ofaeleetio.n wi thDDT
reduotion, Kahn and Brown ·loQk&d fora '1,'"is6.ill level or DDT
(or dieldrIn), rea.l.stan,"·. tollowl;.ll8 JWf (C!)i~ ,cU.e14:rinl: 8:eleo,tioJ1
measu,red by tbit LC,O "der.ived tt'"9- (i'o:$age--lPQ~te.ll~y reg),reiu,ion
lines 1'1tted by. eye" .To add .turthe·r ~'O the con;fUEJ1011, t,he,
later ,state that tnestrain was nOlpur:e .f;or' :res1etar};e.'., Tb:e
absenee of any, eignificant C;:llaoges,inLC~O" of either
inseotie1!ie under the twa types at seleo'tt'on led, Kban and
Brow'R to tbe pe:rnape rattIer presumptuous ,oonelueionthat
resistanoe to DDTand dieldrin is ins·epe.rable.
to cross tne Puez-to Ric_n strain with. a 8u~Q,ept1ble.:t,raln
homozygous for tbfJ race.Bsiva @nes .3, ~d'~t" yellow anJi black
crossed to the dou,ble-markad 8u8o,ept1~le' titra.ln giving 50% bIt
and ii.. offs f).ring.
curve indicated that about 2'" of the yellow, larvae were
heterol;ygou8 ree1stant',.frolll lftuoh Ka~n.&.d:~ro1nl inter 25"
cros81q-over betweeta the f~ot'or. tcn~"td~ ,l),])1!....4'1.1'foirin
. .' , . . ,_" ~ ... ':-' ..~ . ,
resistance.. 54" ot tn. F1. q)!",e' $.-;ated '~ltJ;~V'"b•• a ~yell'ow
larvae,so that a line ho.mo.yB'O'Us tor bo-;;h'l!e&i8ta .. e,e' a.nd
yellow 1&rvaee:oul4 have been ea~11Y i8oJ:,ate'd, to g1ve maeh
more preoifle. linkage da.t.".'b'~ ~. ,ba~·kort)·s8to the Q'Q~bl_
heterozygote.
Inmost of tnework review.dab,ove ..'the a~s.l~:reo!
.~~
, r
resistanoe haa been the LOso' or m~(Uafl lethal ,oone,e~t,ra~1on.
determined from the' regression lin. .. of probitmorta,l-t._¥
,~pl,otted against serial QQncentratlons of insecticide.
DAVIDSOB {1958 a,.b) has Q"rawn Q>ttentlon to the ehortcomi,llgs
',:
o! t:nis.etno,d whiohfails t,od,iBtl~uish individuals and
advooated tbe use of a dlscriminating dosage to separate
r,esist,Qpt from susceptible genotypea. It seems doubtful,
~_ ..._ '~. ",.~
however, w,h~ther the~e is any way of as,sessing the
'"'" .
potentiality;: of ana tllralpopulatlon to develop r:esistance,
particu1arly wben reee,8~ive a.s in the case of DDT.
" ,
MACDQliA1J)-,C1'9,~9),applying pr,lnciple$ of population
genetios', baecalculated that ,only 14 gene,rations w1th a
reaa,ona\}le; &e,.l'!)t~on''Qetf101en~,of 0.'1 ~re necessary to raise
the freq,llEtUoy. of a r'eceasive resistance gene from 0.01 to
0.97. Sueh a non.e too rare inl tial ,gane freq_ueney represents
one recessive homozygote' in 10 ,~OOO~Otlqui tos. The
establisbment of even su-on a. JJlin,i,mal l1~1 t with 95% confidence
would require te$t.!ng the imp~act1cablY large sample of 9.500
negat1v:e find.1'11gsof DDTresistanoe in natural populations are
ot limited va.lue.
Ev~n 1~,l ..b-o~a~ory _;l?QP\.ll,atlone,f'ailure to detect a low
initial fr~qu.ency of res1s~an" pbenotype1J, followed by a 500-
,told inc:r;-ea.s,ei,n,re$..1.8t$lnQe in 7 ~eneratione o,f selection, led
ABEDI and BRQWN (196o.)t,G e,ufJpe.ct a."po~t-adap,tiv,eLamarcklan
_" . ~, .. ,....
The, course ot
sele,ction in this case was f~r,th,er abae,ured by the f1 tt1ng of
8_'tra.ight prabi t-mortal1 ty regre.ss,lon li~e,B to data .which ·did
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not extend to complet,e mortality. Rapid rev.ersion following
r'elaxat10n of selection pres.sure in, the earlier generations
indicated that resistance was associated with lower fitness.
Other attempta to select resistant atrains in the
laboratory have met with varied' resul ts .. KUHLOW (1957)
failed to increase by any significant amount the degree of
reeistanoe o~ !. stephensi and !l. a.troparvu6 to either
dleldrino:r DDT. DAVIDSON(1958a) records a similar failure
to increa.se D'D'T-~esietance in!. ga.1libla.eby selection with
either DDTOr BBC. IUs ~sul ts of DDT selection on
A. stepllensi giving a 6-feld increase in resistance, and
similar low-order respo'nses to DD! by 1. aegypti (SHIDRAWI,
1957; SVRTEE.S, 1958) are probably m.erely improvements in
tolerance. In con.trast, high specific resistance to DDT in
response to selection haa been reported by MOSl(:.A etal.(1959)
working with!. atrOps.rvu8, BU1UiE-TT and A.SH (1961) with
A. peeudoecut,ll.rie, and in the case of !. a~gypti above
(ABEDI and BRO~ ,1960) •
The expl~tlonQr tllie .d,1Ye!t,$1) results ofseleotiQn is
simply, as DA¥tDB'(Jill and KABOB, (1n.er'e;se )po1nt out, the.t
~i ..
seleotion in a relatively Elmsl1 labo'ratory population will
rapidly inorease tbefreq.uenoyotepe'clfl0 oligo.genea for
resistance sbOu'4,4theee he prea.ent. It may be added-that the
restricted origin O.f mos't laboratory populatlons'oonsti tutes a
genetio 'bottleneck,. reducing variance and inore,asing minimum
Selle fre,quene1'es, 80 that genes for reaiata.noe, if priilsenta t
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all, w111 usually be 80 at :fre4uenei·es permitting Tapid
selection.
An 8S yet 11ttle undez-e to od effect aS8o'c,1at,ed, wi th
resistance t.Qei tner DDTO~ d.1eldri~ in Anopb.J..1i~~,81. an
incre'ase Ln ,hetero.zygouB and homozygous chr()c,mo,8ome inversions,
.firet observed by HOLSfE]:li (.1957) i~r.esist,ant anc1,,"euse•.pt1ble
strains of !. Samll1ae, ke,p't, und,~::..t.ne s,amec:ondi~.ion8 in
London. This wascon!irme·d in!. a'tropar'O''t\fJby FRIZZ! et al.
( 1957) and })'.lLiSSANDRO !1;!!. (1951, 1'58). FIUZZIan4
. ,- r '
HOLSTEIN(1956) .noticed t'nat El h1.ghe:r'1arial rearing
tempera ture had the same ef.f·eot.
confirmed this and also e:nowedthat the increase in
temperature alone aleo led to increased 11l1:rtolerance.
-:
concluded thatsllob tolerance was hete-.rotlc and tae t·e.suIt,
not the cause, of'ohromosomal het~~oz~goi81i,.
resistance in m08Q:ui tosn,C), (ioul\l:t'refle~;tB·j:tke .c;O~~.lc &l!ld
. - '. •. l .~~ ~. .,1' ~V,! ',_;.:; ...... '" ,:._..".~
poli tioal impetus, .at'aol'llng; toerad,le:l1tion p~()g1"aaes •
•~ - :': .. • ~~'i ~;. _ ·~:,_.l_:;?_"~,' :~_.'~_,~ :. ,Jc, • •
Teeb~que8 and approt\()'b€sc na•• 'eetlstaDd.,r4tz.ed \lefor. ,the
r.herei& at').
urgent ~eed :tor more reth1nki~ e.lo~the linea of, ·basic
population. g'enetiofJ.
FORMAL ,GENETICS
early work,and studies on larval pigmen~at1on
,
HUFF (1929 a) was tnt) first to demene tra te an example of
Mendelian inheritance in mosquitos. Green eo.Lour- in the
la.rval fat bodies of c. 1. molestua was clearly controlled by
a single gene recejisive to that producing normal red-brown
pigment. L'aM":Al Qolour,eo 8,8.811y observed, has been the
objeot of la.ter s,tu<ties.
GHELELOVITOR (1950-) found that a gray-green colQur in the
same species, C.,E. molestus, was monofactorial, but dominant
over the no rms.L yellow, and eo was, presumably not the same
gene as that oausing greenness in Huff's material. SPIEL~1AN
(19'57) crossing,ana.utogenou8 and autogenous strains of
Q. ;eipiens, showed that a yellow oolourwas, reccessive to pink,
and autosomal.
While it is obvious that d1:tterent genee have been
atudie,d in t'he,se three eases, LAVEN (1957 a). who was able to
dupli cate Huff' e wor,k, stl'rmis,e<i the.t they belonged to an
allelic series. The opposite opinion, that more than one
locus is :1nvolved 'was ts.vol;1redby CRAIG and <iILLWU'Vl(1959)
whioh, in the abse.nce or d1rectev1,d.enQ8, seems re. ther
preaumptuolls in view of the~r own..f1:ntil.ngs in !. aeg.y~.t1. In
thlsspeciee Cral,g and (U.llham 'Qoncludeci that larval oolour is
proD,ably controlled by a series of 1l11eles at a single
autosomal locus.
A yellow larval variant t, lacking :p;1gm,ent gra.:n:hle'$ in
+
the fat body is clearly r-ec:essl'v,e' iH) theg,ray, wild-type,'*'.
, Other colour fo,rms such as' brown, Zb. see'In ,ll.kely to be ,a.llelic.
A possible fourth al,1e1'e Zm was respons'iblef,o~ a 'semi-letbal
melanot.ic condition.
which does not rule out al1elie.tnsine.e it 1s ilk.elY that the
effects would be additive.
A similar" though more letbal, lllelanotio mut,ant which
never 'survive,s' to an adult -bas \)ee:n,HJola.ted in' .Q..,1.ta;tJ,ga9s
by KITZMILLER (1953). On th.e basis ofobaerved a.nd e~'pect'ed
ratios in the progeny ot presumed h&tero~1gou$eingl.e-palr
matings, Kitzmiller ooneLuded that the concU'tlon wa's the
expression of a triple recessive. Unfortunately-,Sllon
calculations make the aesuIllption diffioult to confirm, that
eaca gene is tully pene.trant. LAVEll (1951's,) 1so1at~d a
s1m1~ar let,hal mel-anot1e larval ltlut:antme,.];., wh1ch behaved
olearly as a fully penetrant autoso·,DlQlr.eoess!v'e. Using pap'er
chromatography, LAVEN andOHEN (1956)·-eh,owed redu,o,ed amounts
ofeeveral amino aca da Inthese mela..rtotie ~arv,ae 'Compare.cl wi til
the normal form.
The onlyge,net1c Iftudy on larva.lAtl:opk1elinee so far
"
Wbile det1ni tel)" her.1 table, q.OG(t'ESHtJJL '( 194-1) W8ellotableto
indioation ·by DAVIDSON and MASON (In pr_esB). that further work
is presently in progre'ss..
Further to' his study of larval colO'ur, GHELELOVITCH
(1950) concluded that a sPO'tted pattern O'n the adult abdO'minal
aternites O'f C. J2. roolestu-s'was PO'lygenically cO'ntrolled.
Al though some of the matinge we,re inf'ertile ,(vide supra),
ROUBAUD (1945) and aOU:BAUD and GHELELOVI'FGn (1950) in earlier
crO's'seshad found that the spots were semi-dominant.
s-ex de:t;erminat1on
Until GILCHRIST and HALDANE (1946, 1947) fO'und that a
spontaneO'us recessive white-eyed mutant O'f 0- • .:E. molestus was
partially sex-linked. nothing at all had been k.nown of the
mechanism of SeX determination in mO'3quitoe. Their data
showed that there were two typee of males heterozygO'uS for
-whIte-eye depe'nding which parent had. 'been white-eyed. When
those, wl tb white-eyed mothers were ma'tad t'O heterO'zygO'us. O'r
homoaygcus wh1te-eyed females.. almost all tbe exp-e·cted
, proporti on of wh!ta-eyed progeny w,ere' t:emale. When
heterozygO\1S males witb wh1te ....eyed fathers ware similarly
mated, almost all theee,gregatingwhi te-eyed pro~eny were
males .Gtlat¥r1at ,anli HeJ.4an.Colloluded, the.teex was
determined. a.t a 4ilingle: locu8,tne faetor for maleness M heing
d01l'linant,f;\o that the male~ were always heterozygous and
hetero·gamet:.lo. 'The reCes111Vet gene for wh1t'e-eye was linked
to the s~x..loeu& rita oros81ng-over,unl1ke Droso.phil;t" in
both malesan~ £emalee, ate. fre.quencyo.f (5.26%. Another
partially eex ..linked' 'gene ca.u.s1ngsome wing-vein fusion shows
1. 74~ crossing-over with the sex-loous (1AV.JSN, 1957a). In '
· .
egg raft, egg,s. f~fu·tili,zed by lnQ~e than ·OIte' raaJ..e·.•
A.nophele's there are no reports of ae:x:-linkedgenes t . tbou.gb.
some have been veryreeentlyisO.lated (mS'ON. per,eonal
communic.ation), and evidence for croe,aing,-o'V':er in, male's has
only been inferred cytologically ('!tEN,CH and. K,ITZIULLER.,.
19,61) •
KITZl'lILLER and LAVEN (1 ~5S) u'aed ma.rker genes, to' t:est for
multiple fertiliz.ation in Q• .:e. fatigans ,and ,C. R-- molestua.
,
They ooncluded that a single fe_le cannetproaucEf in ·th'8 'Same
~ ,
and. ORAIG (19.58) used t,be ye11&), latc'Val ,mutat:lt to s~ow that
, .,
females of A. aegy;ptican lncontra.s't lay El'llOll mlxe,d egg
batohes.
Deapi te long ignorance of tbe mode offiH~x-det·erm,lnat1on
in mosqul toe, reports o~ gynand,r,olUorpM. ar,e' by no :meana rar.,."
"gynandromorphs as such are tar f'l:"{)meom,m.on, oonsider1lig the
few that would escape de,t:ecti01l by any but t~e \ultrained eye.
Acoording to\vARREH' &.nd HILL ('1'~41) 5 gynandrame'rpn,t;t ,were
reoO.rded ,out ot more than2 mill1.a!l fie1'd-08rught f)lOsq_u1tas
What is
remarkable is the 'complete, acaance Qf gynandromo:rpns o;r sexual
mosaies, having som'e parts of the body pU1'E! female and others
These must 'be d1stinguieHied: from 1ri.te:rsexesi.n
which all parte of the individual are intermediate 'betweell'l
---_._ ...._--
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5 consecutive generations under DDT selection. What was
male and female (SINNOTT et g. 195-8). Cases of Lrrter-s axe e
in mosquitos are rarer. but BLASQUEZ and HAlER (1951) clearly
demonstrated heritable intersexuality in a oolony of
C• .£. tati.AADs, by obtaining a total of 5? "gynandrom'orphs U in
presumably the homologue in C. R. molestu~, was ahown by LAVEN
(1955a), using marker genes, to be caused by an autoE;omal
rec~s:iflve. Disturbance of the sex .ratio indicated t'hat the
in.terS·ex W-a,a a UlQditled mal'8.
oha.:ract~r$ maybe Lnducad in g~net1ca.l1Y'-1nt.en4ced males' by"
r:earing tne larvae at temp~rattlres h1g:h,er thall.tho",e
naturally encountered (HORSFALL a.nd ANDEltSON.1961.).
The ee cuzr-ence, of three gynandrolnorpe proper otA~des
I
I
1
I
I
I
.
pun-ctor close together in a single locality (EDWARDS, 1917)
and- tht"e,e of Q.. .£.' JnolestU. :in a single laboratory strain
(GILCHRIS1)' and KALDANE., 1947) argues, strori:lly in: fav,our C'>f a
reeessi ve faeto.rwa,B. res'pcneibis. '" ~-U&1ng El dO'llinant marlter-
heritable mechanism. LAVEll (1957a) estah11sheJi a
gynandrom.Orph-producing strain and e.tJ.o'We-d:tn:at ti a:fngle
mutant e.f::teot'U'n11at;erallJ'. must haVe arleen ('rol1l at leas;, two,
-,
1
the ot:hecr the: re-c.e:selve ~ll;ele an,d fe,~le det'Etrtlf:tn1nc. in
Laven's 57 gynandrornorpnath-e mal~-!emale ax,lb W:~8'qUi te
arbltrarilyplao-ed. A si·m11,ar con:elusi'ori is reaehe'ti by
VANDEHEYand CRAIG (1-961) who, in an,ll1 ,aostraot"re¢'()rd eo
-'1-
gynandromorphs of J!. aegypt1 duritJ.6;So 3-year period. rrhey
llgte, that bilateral and anteroposteric;>r gynandromorphs are
equally :rr,equent but that lllo:sa.ioe (:: i:ntersexes ? )are rare.
This is also evident frot'll the t,otals of the other entries in
Table XXIX •
. fhe, :whtit'6-el~ muta~t .of. Gilchrist and Hald,ane OC(lurred
spont~neousl:y in. ;al.oDg-~stablifdle.d laboratory strain, but
. .
KITZMILLER,{19:§'8J .o:omments that suoh natural mutants seem rare
a1ngl~paireof:2, .. .2. fat1SM3 tor20generatlons, and
Q. p1pieWh to]:, 12, wit~out finding any muta.nts. SMITH-WHITE
and WOODIUL;t;,(19'54), tail:~d to ooeerve Qn7 mutants by
1nlaree.d1ng A,'. !... ssu;f.11aJtiS". By ,eol\traet,LAVEN (1955b,
19569, 1:9'57&_,19,58) i$;olat.ed more t.hEUl 12 visible and
be'ri"table v~r1a.tlcm.$ in S. ..a.• Jjl;Ql:e$tllS, mo,stly following
X....lrrad1atioIl, but at least fQ\U;" ooeU-rred epontaneoualy. It
is particu.la.rly ints.re.e'tltlg tb;at; Kl!'ZMILLER (1958) who
subsequently tre·at,edQ.,E. tallsane wi tb..X ...tflyeobtaine:d,
interalla."severa,l var1an:t8clos~Hy pa.rallelling some Of
Laven' $ muta.t,l,onS in.Q. ',R._t:n0lestu$. In view of the genetio
compatibility between the two8pecies it seems probable that
possible mutant isolated by PAL and KRIS.RN.Uf{JRTHY(1959)
.following X.irradiation of £'.11. f,!\tl,&ans. The only muta.nt
JACKSON (1957), waS similar to a variant occurring naturally
elsewhere. The main effects of gamma rad.lation on
Q. ,£. fat:1e;ans anti !. aeg¥2tl~ studied by GHOSHet !d:..
(1961 at bl and RATlan<lGH05.H (196.2) wer'~ d.evelopmental and
physi()log1cal; no muta.nts w~re report.tl'd. VANDEHEYand ORAIG I
(1962) frraQiate~!~ aeSlptj.·with both gamma and X-rays but
conoluct~d that mo'st of the mtltatio~e causing structural
mo(iif1ca-alons subse.qv.cen:tl:r ,j.so,;la,ted were present before
treatcment, ae w'ere geol()ur mutant~ (CRAIG and VANDEHEY, 19,62).
. ,
Although B1TEffIAN '(19'5$)' pointed. Gut that aoo.mparison of
..... '. ...32the ltlutagen1ceftect of l.ngested P and.X-rays on Droa.oJ?hila
wa.s hardly valid. it r-emains that amuc.h higher numbe r of
visible mutati'ons resulted fro~.loJ;lg-termexpo.a\.ilre to p32
comps'l",ed wi thshort-te!'mX-:irradia t·ion (BArEMAN and SINCLAntt
, 950).. Tn~ effect of p32 (aB Ha, 1>04) aAd also 81.""89 (!la
SrCl!) on la.rvae' .of ~.aes~n~ti was invee.tigated by BUGl:IERand
TAYLOR.( 1~49) and; HASSETT and .TEli1tHnS. (1949) inco1Ul.~etion
wi t'h ra,dioa.cti ve marking. ABDEL....t~tALEt(19,61), similarly
investig:atlng the useo! pJ2. O'n .Q..~. ttlOlestu,a. determined the
;. - :~ - , . -
lethal d¢seand not.ed the reta.r~<l:.tlllgeffeoto:f lower doses, but
nei ther worker obs-erveo. (or lQ"Qked for) a..ny Plutagenic e'tracts.
p32may possiblY' bold great promise in this field.
variation in colour of !. aegl_pti is legend. 'This is
reflected to aome d:egre.e by the plethora of synonyms for the
species, and ls partly du.e, almost certainly, to the normally
distinctive colout pattern in which small variat'1ons are
easily noticed. ROBINEAU .. DESVOIDY (1827) a.nd:F.H. frAYLOR (1914)
described forms It,J.cking 'the typieal lyre ...pa.ttern on the
m-e.8onotuDl; THEOBALD (1901) deseri bed a paLe variety
:- guee,nslandensis from Uo.rthern AU.at-ralta and one witb blaok-
tipped metataiJ;"Si lu~1ftn~ls .tram,.the. Gu1anas. . EDWARDS (1941)
described a vQ'r1et1 witb more ex;t:N~me ta.rsal darke'n1ng as
a't ri tarl\lU8 •
The first brsoe,ding experiments 'With colour form.s were
r$1i>orted by HILL (1921) in Qu.~·eB81a1fld,AUstralia, who observed
th.at ttH)$e .A.a.·egypt1 bree(iing iJ+80rub • .ere darker than those '
. - .
o()curring in the vicinity et he·uses. Hil.l,found that, while
the valer torm bred true, the dark preduee4 .in eaca ge~leratien
a.tt,er the first ·bothpale, dark and l.llterme·G.1.ate forma.
CONNAL (1'92'6, 1927') analys'8d tbecolour va.riatienof the
metatarsi 'and a.bdemen ,'Of 1GOO'male's and 1000 females. The
ab4;()men'V'ar1ed .t'ros \relngcQmpl·et<e.ly bla-ek •. wi tho theexoept1on
e>f the lat.ral epot:e, to C0mpl~t'ely cover~dwith pure white
soalee. Intermediate, forms we.re ape·okled or brindled with
'White .ca.les .. The lateral spots varied in e1~'8and we're
oooasiG.nally purpl.~ (sio). . :Sit,her, both o'r neither basal and
apical paletergal bands 'w'9represent .• 'The meta.tarsi showed
great varl.stion ill the width of the basal pale rings ranging
from the normal through var-, l.u.oiensis to var .. 'atri tarsus.
The ~only constant fe·a.ture s'ee,med to b-e tl:I.a anterola.teral spots
though even here theoent<re I1nesvar'ied inl.ength. 'breadth
and colour. There was clearly no 'correlation between the
metatarsal variants and any of the abdominal vari,ants.
In 3 out of 4 single-palro:rcrsses of w-h:tte·-a.bdosen.
fetnales to various malsQ ,and in 1 F,' rnat1ng Connal ,obtained
cleatt'segregatinn •.' tndieatittg that elt:he,r ,~~ ~otb;p_a;rents
"were heteroz,gous, the fourtll' erGS'S and Ilnotb.-er .2 1i'1ma,tll'lgs
we re more ·homoge.ae ou:~ •
resemblances and malts:s'no atteml't to ex'plain her re8ult.$<ln
r'iendelian lines, a1thQugh this ie hlfrdly possible wi th only
two families exceedtng 7 offspring.
. .
BONNE-VlEPS1$'R and' BaUG {1932} r'epo,rtedvery oOna!derall>le
variation in! .. aeQ:Rt1 in Indon~sia, tlluchsl~~ar to that
desoribed by' Connal, inoluding forms laek1ng the pale bas,al
bands. Of the tarsal variants only 11.l.o1~ne.1ij"',as r-e:ported.
- - -, . - - . - ~ "
No crosses were attempted. FLOGHet al. {194l), in mat.rial.
from Cayenne, illustrate not onlyvar. lual.nel'sand wild-type
." . r'
but :3 in~ergrades as well, .and also the clearly oblique
junction of the black-a.nd-white bands. Some simple crosses
indicated that wil.d type x wild type gave at mO'st progeny with
just a few blaok scale's, no compl-ete rlngs. f>1a tinga b.tween
rally e.xpress·ed yare lueiensi;B t 'howev'er, yielde,d, some wild-
type in the ]l" but fe'Wer than 3% after tWG ,subsequent
selective generations. It is hard to avoid a eonelusionof
polygenic 'contr-ol. SHIDRAWI (19$5), in a brief report,
unfortunately published no data to su:pport his assertion that
therewa$ 'a tendency towards inherttance of maternal scale
colour in re,ciproce.l crosses between clark and pale A. aegypti.
oolour i)1. relet,t.o,A t·o.bion<)cmics
...
In the coastal, or nea.r coae t al, re.gions of Kenya and
Tanganyika, the frequency of pale forIns of!.. aegy.JZtihas been
,abown to be cJ;early _hig.her in pop.ula.tlons' in and around human
rt
dwellings ttlan in thos~ of the ,near:bl bush or plantations
(TEESDA.LE, 1':55;VAlSQfIE1UJN'et ~.; 1'955" 1958; McC1E~LAND,
1960b}. Al tnoughMA'PTII.GiY (1956) PQlntedout ,that these are
similar observati'ons to t;tioae of BILL (1921, vid.e ,Su.pra),
~he:re is tb8 ~m,portant. dipt1nction" ela'fif1ed below, that
the dark 'forms involved are rath~r different.. , The implied
, .
correlation between 'Colour a.nd: benaviourdifferences, or the
possi bIe- as'sociation ,·of palenees wi tha oryptozoie habit
(HATTINGLYt 1956) ,were atIlot\g. the many problems which called
:for a reappraisal of t.he :whole biology and t~on,omy of
an attempt to define., ta.xonouUoall-" the: Q·ewildering range of
oolour variation.
MATTINGLY( 1951) r'eoogn:tzed alii a '$'Ubspe,'cie:a, J!.a-eg.ypt.i
,ssp. fO.~lnosUS (Walk&!'.), a torm:re8't~1·C)ted to sub-Saharaa
Africa {'where 1t is the only .form known toooQur, except in
ooaat·a.l dl'stricte' and ia one 'or twoa.reas ·ot, limited inland
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penetr-atLon" • As ",e11 as the dark':",scaled areas being
generally blaoker, this form "ne-ver has any pale scales on the
first abdominal tergi te" •
The type f<Jrm (accepted in the pr'Efs-ant S't'udy 8.S the w1ld-
type Qf genetic par-Lance ) is defined: somewhat lo-oeely -by
MAT~ntGLY (19'57) to include forma d1stinetly paler :than ssp.
fonnoaus but in which "extens'ions of pale ,$c;aling, 1,t any, are
limited e1 tnaT to bleaching ot the twodarkarea.s on the back...
of the he,ad;" or to the pze sence o~ps.le :s:oaling on tbe~ fi.rs't
abdominal ~ergi te, or to -both incQmlU.»at1(l'l1".
the third form to include all ind:ividualslnwh1ch the extellt
of pale scaling exeeeds the above limit,s.
assemblage" ,covering a huge range ot colour from those a,lmos't
referable to type form to those with th~ abdomen ama.mes,onotum
oOm'pletely .blea:o·hed, is taken as. var. 9ueeA~lal'id:eM1B ..
recentdevelopment's1n formal geBetic$
CRAIG (19~8) briefly reported.5e,otlt~ne,G,us, mutant.s i.n
!. aeg:v:pt1 affecting Beale colour of palps,.thora.x, ,ab,domen
and Lega, and Buggested theili" use,ruIn.eBs 8.8' ,g·eneti.ol1larkele8 •
.Oftnese !.was a.lle-lic(OMlG and VABD;eH!)y:.,,1~lo2}with tb'e
recessive gene causing replacement of t·b;e. ne'rmal ailver lateral
abdominal spots- by dull white so,ales" whiohMc·eLELtAN) (1'9'66-b)
later isolated as "'fhi t·e-apot". .McClelland Was able· to
analyse the seemingly c'ontil'l\lOU8 vaJriat1on. in abdom1l'1al cOtlour
by 'brea}fing it into 11 genera.lized eolour grad,es,and
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coneLude.d thatgenetlc control wa.s multifactorial.
VAliDEHEY (1962), on the other hand,at"trt'but:ed the control of
ahdominal colour to a single semi-(i'ominant fa,ct'or and claimed
that McClelland's fig.ure,s w~re :c,onst'8~tent wltht:hls'
hypothesis. 'Thel pointed ou~, hOwever" that different
stra.ins w'ere involved. MoClelland ·also &nowedth •.t the pale
form, largely restricted to houses, seemed to bav~ • slower
rate o'f larval development than ,et ther t.he dark fo·rmor the
, hybrid betwee,n tbe two. l.ncontraet to the ,dark form.. the
pale form readily accepted gu1nea.-pig as, a 'S,ource of blood
after 3 or 4 generations :feeding exeJ.ueri:velyon tnan.
, . Both
these findings ooUl.d provide a clue t,o the a~a()c'1.at1ol1 o'! the
pale form with houses.
CRAIG et al. (1961) listed 41lTl\ltan'ts o£ !,.ae:g;Oi?t:t. wniob
were de:tln.1 tely heri ta.bLe an:o. a furthe'r 41 poe.8ibl~mutQnte
about whioh li;ttle wa,s known; honrology wi tnsome ,Cu.lex
muta.nts (V'1d~ supra) is indicated. Oraig. e;, a·l. analy:S'ed 25
strains fo+ the recessive l. gene (\T'1~e.supra;) 'e4feet'ill8
1a%"'l:&1 p'1gmentation. Al thougb the freqne'll'o:y ofl..
hODl·o~:ygote-e inoneparticlllar:et:rain ~ma1·n.e:.d"Ie·ry s1ml1ar
ttlroughout 1:; ge'nerations. a.t ;lnten:seerele:cttol\ w!'-'lt:jlDT'. they
point out "ditta·rent sel-e¢tive, 'pres'sul"es ~cti_ .in various
la,\)orator1ea resul tlng in e'Aa.n.ge·s'in·t'he,f're.q.W!Doy of tll.:eZ
gene" • Bev"l"tbeless, tb.e rreq;uencr .0:£ the Z. ge,~e is
oaloulate,d ·'by the ·Hard7 .. 'We,:Ln~erg -Law-Ht de,fJp1.t'$ 'the clear
tailur:e Qf tb-e Z gene 1;.0· sa-tt-sty tbe oondi ti:c1'ls:u;n'd:e~Which,
tbe law ls valid.
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CRAIG!1 al. (1961) aleo analysed 37 single pairs from 4
strain's f;o,r bidden reoessivea and concluded that the natural
frequenoy @f mu.tantsexceeded that ,of most Drosophila
- .
popu.la.tions and was 1.5 times hlghertha.n that in c. pipiens
The,y pOint out that the relative lack
of morphologlcaldlffereOGl,e.sin: Anophel'esand Culex,
aceompanfed by steril! ty :t>arriers, contra.sts with th.e high
morphologlaa.l ('oolour pa1it.ei'n) variance and absence ofsu.ch
.~.
He,reagain is probably a oonrus ton
Of cause and e,ffebt ....might it not 'be the abs-ence of
noticeable colour dlfferenees. due to the lack of any sharply
defined pattern, 'that ha.s Obscured biologically distinct
spee-iea in An.oinelea and Culex ? For example, the analogue
Of the sibling specie,s in Anophelines may be the variety of
Ste.E)o,myla .species in E. Af"rlG:a. Groupa of these differ by
11tt.le more, thanac;ale colour pa·ttern,s.
CRAIG et !!.. (1960; 19(1) de.sari bed in fl- aegypt1 a
factor, inhe-rlted through the male,c8us1ng a. greatly enhanced
ratio of male,s to females. Strains carrying it give einf.de-
pa'ir progenies varying from 0% to 51~ female with El mean near
22%. It ls diffioult to a.gree with the authors that such a
"male-produoil1i5 faotor'1 oould be u'seful in control operations,
un.Leee p,e_netrancewas aucn as to give consistently very rew
females. Even tben,the increased chances of any female
being fertlli'SlH~d might offset their lower numbers. It is
clear however that tb.e sex ratio in~. aegypti is unu.sually
.-------~------ ,_. _.""""","__ ""__2,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,==,,,,-=,,==_===-=_.=.,, -::-... "".. =_.==_,.......... ___::,_. ~ ..
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variable and that little ,significance can be attached to
other reports of wide departures from a 1 : 1 ratio, for,
8.1though both Mc,CLELLAND (1960 bJ.) and (in a longer d.i.acuse Lon )
WOOD(1961 b )agreed that theeffect·s were inherited
paternally, the.y were not awareo.f Craig's work.
In two recent papers, CRAIG and VANDEHEY (1962) and
VANDEHEYand ORAIG (1962) describe in greater detail 9
mutants a.ffecting G)-olour.pattern and 30 caua ing structural
modifications in !.~egypti. Only 6 of theaeare placed in
any of the thr.ee linkage groupacorresponding to the 3
chr-oaoeome s , Grou:p I is defined as that containing the sex
faotorand Group II that containing:! (CRAIG and GILLHAl''l,
1959 ). Of the 6, recombination data. is OnJ...Y given for 3 in
Group II, all witb respect to z·
will be reterred to late!".
The deta~ls of this work
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THE FUTURE IN MOSQUITO GEliETICS
The significant details of moet of the past work on the
genetics of mo:s.quitos have been briefly ske t ched from its
early naa ve and haphazard beginnings to its present status as
a distinct and increasingly important department of mosquito
studies. Future, developments must be seen in relation to the
special·advantages offered by eaoh of the three groups mainly
involved. The Anophelines, of whioh several species are
favoured, are pre,-eminently valuable as cytogenetic matarial,
S.'R" molestue in partioular among its genus combines the
advantage of extreme etenogamy with 'needing no specially
heated insectarie$ and shows thein.terestlng phenomenon of
oytoplasmic inheritanoe. !. aegyptl in partioular among its
ge~nus, on the one hand, ie probably the most highly ·studied of
apy single lnos<[u'1tospeoies (see CERIS'l'OPHERS, 1960), and on
the oth.·r probably has on balan.oe the most favourable
oomhi'nation"Q'~ease of qu.Lture, drolol-ght-resistant eggs and
high variability (MATTINGLY, 1956; CRAIG!! .!!_ .. , 1961). It
the prom1s-eof an adequate' e1togenetic t,e'chnique in this
species ls fulf111e·d (MESCHER, 19601 CRAIG et !l., 1961) t 1t
coul d become one of the mocs-t useful of experimental insects
in .genetics.
The la.rge body of literature ava.ila.ble on the responses
of moequitoe t a.md1:.- fit,eSypti in particalar, to var-acus stimuli
would. make them particularly good objeots for developing the
field of behaviour genetics, advances in whioh would probably
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supply a powerful weapon inth:e tight to oontrol Qr eradicate
diaease ,vectors. Befo,re this is fea·ai ble, it is essential to
have a Bound formal g,enetios as a base.
paramount object of the present study, although it W~S'
originally inspired by the wri te-r' s pereonal expe,ri·ence- of the
g-reat diversity of colour and b1ting-beh-avio,U:r in!.a'e.p'l~tl
in East Africa (McCLELLAND, 1959, 1960a). 'This prompted the
pr'eliminary study (McCLELtAlfD, 19'60b) discussed above. It is
a happy coinc·idenee that some of the most useful genes in
linltag·e studies a~tb;ose _C811S.ing the colour dlfferenoes whioh
are so perplexing,to tlle field worker.
~.
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PAR T I I
M ATE R I A L S AND MET Ii 0 D S
...7,,-
MATERIALS Al\rn MET;KODS- ~. - . . ,~ - - - .
LIVING YLATERIAL
The present work was base,d entirely on Ii ving material.
Ini tiaI'ly,; 8'xploratory study was, confined to a strain DR of
Aedes a(tgYpti (L.) trom New r;elhi derived "ia. the National
In.stitut,e fo'r Me,ciical lie$earc}:l, Mil1- Hill, through the
kindness of Dr. Fe , Hawking (lat,er batc'tles w.e:re received direct
from The Ma.laria Institute of Irut1~), followed by atrain GA
;-
kindly obtained by meJl1bers o'f the Kenya Medical Department
from t,he locality personally studied by the writer in 1951-58.
StrainJA" ot In~~nes1an origin" was tJlen obtai,ned from Mevr.
J. Bonne-Wep.ter of, Amst,erdam where it had been kept for some
ye,are. Liaison was, then es'tab11shed with Dr. G. i. Cra.igo!
Notre Dame, Ind1a~a, whoe,e il;$OSQ,\l1t:Q .genet1osproject"
involves, the .ma1nte~o.e or ~:any s'trains of!. a.eiQ'~'t,l of
diverse origin" some'Qt:wh1ch wer-e gratefUlly received.
At thte s,t$ge i.t, vas cleo1ded to obtain stra.ins, wherever
posei ble, dir.eet fr{)Dl thee oountry of Qr1gin.
requests were mailed. to, nearly tOO -workers in nearly all
'rne r-e.spcna e was
gratify:tll8, over 50 separate o01'l8ignltl_ents,were received, not
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all of whioh were viable. Table I lists all the viable
a.trains receivedwhicb were examined. An additional Africa,n
atrain, EN, co.l.cnf eed for about .itS ye,ars at the London Seho-al
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, was used but not maintained
by tbe \iFit:er. Eaoh geographioa.l strain i.e referred to by
the t.wocQde le'tters only. M'ostmaterial WaB field-collect,ed
ae larvae; eggs obtained from the first laboratory generation
to LQn<ion. These. are described under "history"
In aome instanoes more than one laboratory
"tit.( .it;) 1~.• '
was req\l4red. to pro,duce e,ggs suitable for despatoh
In ot,n~r ~$Ie'es&g&ts'l~lddirect.ly by wild-caught
Kenya, wer.e laid on strips of paper lining receptacles
(bamboo pots, tins, etc.) sited in t,ne natural habitat.
These eggs thus conformed closely to a natural sample, but
mortali ty w'as u.nfortunately h1gb. Coloni es of all the
strains listed were run for several generations at least, but
less interest.ing mll\terlal waS dis',carded periodioally tomalee
ro:omfor newer atra.1nsl:1nd mutant .strains .fhe total number
of' 'oolonies '\'1'&8 .li:mit.ed tor pract:tQalreasol1s. to about 35.
THE LABORATORY E~VIRQNMENT
!ne ins-eotary oonsisted ot- three rOOlnS interconneoted in
a row and ne·a:ted 'by th.ermostatloallY7'"oontl'olled eleatr1e
eonve esoee, Anext·ractor fan in the, third room drew an air
o.urrent .from an unhe'Qted vestibul.e into tne first room, from
the first room to the' seccnd and from the second to the third.
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TABLE I
.DH Ne. DelU, lAdla IP C(~5) ,fila.1Ui .. lnst. of Ina'!... 1/60
I>K fhies ar , D_.ar, Sen.e,lll If W(I'.,) H.Kru.r .1. E. A:Oonaett.c 1/61
.EX .Ertlakulu, Ker.la, lad1. tpW(Fa" Halat'ia lA.t. of IAd1a 7/61
10 ~l O'b•.1a. 1(orj.ofu, Sudu If C( 2 )J!lo Qutub\,l'dcUn l/66
·rs Karailku •• , Upp... Volt. .If C( ? ) J. Hoon vi R. J. Wood.~Q/.59
G1 O_cta, u.MaliA;d1, ~eA1a lP" ,{prG. Oketch via M. Furlong JlaJ11
GB Salakope" Clbu.a .f .(F2) B 0 ya,nderuay v1a Crai,g 8/61
.BLTS
CC
: Cli
AO
COD.S PLACE LGd.COO'riY of ORIGIN HISTORY·
? Alteri .. via Germany (Craig). Q. B,. Craig
BK Bangkok, Thailand Ii> WC"~ ) I" YdaratVo
(marker strain) (Craig) G. B. Crail
(.ark.r 8t~ ..iA) (era,i,) G. B. Craig
CQo"ta, Coioabl.& (Craig) G,. B• Craig. ,
G010.'0, C.,l.A ., .<F, ) I·· A. S84arawiokre.a
DATE
1/60
5/61
0/60
?/6{)
3/60
6/6,
6/61
7/61
3/6i
'/61
1/60
2/6,
1/62
3/61
5/61
~o/6,
BLP
eT Calcutta, IaCHa refP .(1',,) $. It. Ghosh
I'
p t:(. }:..A. KUrtis,by
D lU.lolU •• lion., ll•• ~ USA P W(F1>: PlO t ..lfaka~awa
1'>1 . -.. D, (')J4 ..,.jakU"t,a, la.Ott •• l. .~'a r • ~ .J. BOltlle-W.pat.r
, -
JD Je4.daa, Saudi Arabia ~ Wo(r1 )80 Afi'fi
IP C(,. ) ~ 0 ~c.,JM .Id.i.e"
ID' ' ..chlaa., 1101',1'1.1'4 81eer1.. IP CC ti) 'It. W. Scervic.
KR Kar.ll·, AF.J1a..i1'obl,l.al.IJ" t( P) :E. C. G. '-.n SCHler.a
lR Karachi. t • 0 P~;t.A f WC!'1 ) IS 0 uhr.f1
, •••• contin\l.d on following page
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TABLE I contill'uea
SENDER
fo.~
TV TO• .ft8Y111., Qu., Australia, • " F. I).,"i.a })~lLOoli••• , l60
TWX.on.11Ul, C:ity, J'orlto.aO(3 ) I. c. 1:.1.0. 5/61
CODE PLACE and COUNTRY ot mUG!
lew Key West, Flori.da, USA:
Ml Fort Swett.l1hu, Mal.....,.
B. Cra.t.,
NB Mu! aeaoh, Fl'G1"ida, USA
'lfJ 'J;)j&Jt.arta, 14400.•• :1..
,)fR, ' lIauo~1 ,K.G1_
, ,PH iifu:1"La, PM..I.ipp'i.a: •• ,
PNP •• 8'a&Qia,. Flo~1clat USA
PRI.I .. '.rd., pu.rto Rioo
,I. Rat...
R. Ii. !f'()l"1'ao
C"Ai,g
c( 3 ) J. G. Lien
M. hrlong
C(20) J. Mu.pratt
we p ) A.. Rudni.ck
PS Malum, Peecador1l. I.. .
RB Rabai, nr. Moabasa, K.ay ..
SA Durbu, Natal, S. Africa
BG Singapo-re
SJ(Salakope, Ghua
SN J>a.r&liari.b0, 8ur 1,!Ut.JB
SO So1(·od..Ito., Ghua er1) • Z" Ct>k.r
."1 }l>ir.",tor of "d •.
p. C1,ld •
• (Ye) D.H. JU,.b"t.,
SVSU'Y •• Fiji 1.1••
TN nr. Kau.riroJ Tan. R.,
'l'R Trinida.d :8. Cra';'l .1. R. J. Woo
•••• o,oatiaued 04 tollo.i41 p.,.
3/60
O/'C'
4/61
8160'
1/6·2
2/i2-
6/&:0
it'"
1/','·
4/6,
. 5/60
:5/'"
1/61
7/60
i/61
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TABLE I concluded.
P W(.12) R.Reuoen vi.H. Trapi.do }/61
IP W,('1) 8. Dora.:nte 7/61
Ii W(F,) p ••• Guap!ati ~/61
If • (, 1) ,I. Bailly-Cl1oUlllar a 10/61
VL V.llore, Maciru" I.I1d.ia
SENDER DATi
DATE
1/61
5/6,
masea:reaais
JIIetalll.cua
.OGdi
J(U.ll, nr. Nairebi, Kelila
Paquet Forest,Mavitiu.
Ganci., ar , M'all.Adi, Kenya
Guita, IU" • MaliAdi, Ke.l1J'a
Ganda, 4r. Mali.ad1., Kenla
E. C. C.Yali Som.ren 5/61
R. Mamet 1+/61
7/61
10/60
9161
G. Oketch
G. Ok.ten
!',ABLEI .,:'Det.tla cOlleeraing tbe lIlos.q.uto.• train.s used.
!NOTZS~\1·f,Hi~rHIS'l'ORY (erai.g) - details in etU-IG et !l:. (1961)
C • l$.bol'.torlco1041 t Au.ber at :I'ears
col OBi-Zit d:in p~r.l\tae.a ie
W *' raeeAt tieldcolle'Ot1oll. t~. se.lleratioa
re,c.t ....Cl ill parenthe.i.e (P ) ('1).' •• ee ,
'l'-h'•• o-Q.thuti year in .hieb. r.e.ived for 'lb.
pr •• e,At study
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The first room was therefore only coarsely temperature
controlled, used f?r rearing larvae only and not humidified.
The humidity in the second and third rooms was however
maintained at 70 ± 5% rela.tive humidity. This "l/a.Sachieved
by means of a hurnidostat controlling a simple electric boiler
in each room. The periodically generatedsteamwae
circulated by small fans. The second or mid.dle room was used
1'01' m<:>.stol'the.genetlc work whi9bme.1.nly: involved single pair
The· thir.d, 1'Qom contained theoolony cag es and egg
Tempel'atu;re .., ae;re-oof'ded oyj:ne·.t'mog:ra:pb,in anyone part
of the three rooms" was cons tantlyto within !. 0 ..5'oC {s11ght,ly
wider limits in the first room). but laekot adeql.la.tebeat
insulation and air oiroulation led to variation from the mean
of up to !1.5°0 on the horizontal plane or the working
beneaee and a muoh, greater vert:l;e-alvariat,10.n. D1ff·erential,a
were· greater in winte·r due to tn.a ()older walle.. It 1,e
d1ff1cul t therefore t<o spec:i . ty' the mean tempex.'atu:re. !he
tempera.ture of water in the larval bowl$ was uS1;laJ.,ly a,los,a te
26.5°0. that of the ai.r nea.r 'tih$ colenyct9;gces ab'Qllt 2SQO.
Exa..m.1natlonof adul ta and hand-mating w~,re hOWever earriedi Gut
at normal room 'temperature of a'b'out 1$°0.
General illumi~ti'on o,o:o,sisted 'of an BOwfluQl'eacent
tube in eaoh room tilne-sw1tcnoontrolled to a 12/24--i10!llr
cyole.
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lig.hts and. extinguish one hour before the general lights,
giving a simulated. sunshine pez-t od . The first and second
room had extra lights switohed 011 during working periods, and
tpe first rOom received 60me natural daylight.
HA~CRING OF EGGS
Eggs recei:V'edfrom abroad and those laid in the
laboratory were hatcheciby Bubmergence in water that had been
deoxygena.ted by cooling a sealed flask or boiling water.
Whe:re few or none of the eggs hatched, they were alwa.ys
removed from the wa.ter. dried and resubmerged in freshly
deoxygenated water before being disoarded as invia.ble.
REARING OF LARVAE
After hatching, larvae were transferred to numbered
enamel bowls containing about 550 mI. tapwater that had been
allowed to equilibrate to ro~mte.perature. A "PerspexH
cover prevented conta.mination by foreign eggs, dust, etc.,
reduoed evapQ'ration (and consequent temperature differential)
and prevented escape ot any prematurely emerging adults. A
label at~acltJ.edtoeaon cover bore family data, bowl number,
wool co.Lour-ccode (vj.de infra) and date of hatching (Plate IIa).
Liver powder (Nutritional Biochemicals Inc.) initially
proved an excellent scum-free larva.l food when added daily in
small amounts; a.soluble. fraction induced a bacterial f'Ler-a
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suitable for the smallest larvae while the insoluble partio1es
were ingested by Later-stag'e larvae.
the same product however were entirely s'o'lubleand quite
unsatisfaotory because a thick scum formed, lethal to young
larvae, while the absen.ce of a particulate fraction delayCjtd
the nutrition of older larvae. A modified .food was therefore
used; this was prepared by mixing roughly equal amounts of
the soluble liver powder and natural wheat germ ("From.ent")
with enough water to forma thic~ paste. This was vacuum-
dried and granulated. The granules slowly disintegrated in
water releasing food pa.rticles and scrum-forming matter at a
rate comparable to the :food intake of the larvae, so that the
water tended to remain clear. Nevertheles,s, the water in tbe
larval bowls was usually ohanged once during each rearing.
HANDLING OF.•' PU'PAE".. ..
Pupae of colony material were simply plaoed in small
baaker-s of clean tapwa tel' inside the cages.
however d.emanded some degree of isolation of pupae to prevent
damage, to facilitate handling a.nd to ensure that mOfJ,t 'of t,ne
.females were virgin. A "dry" method·Qf handling pupae was.
aocordingly modified from an adapta tiQn by ROSS and.GILLET!
(1950) of the technique first de;ecribed. by BATES and
ROCA-GARCIA (19~5). The roll.ing-up a.nd tamping down of .-
lengths of absorbent paper into the standard 25 x 65 mm glass
shell. vials, although extremely time-eonsuming, was suggested
by Gillett because the co+ton wool pad.s used by Bates and
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Roca-Garcia had to be covered by filter paper discs to
prevent entanglement of the mosquitos by loose cotton.
In the present work, in order to prepare smooth pads
quickly, a principle of paper making was applied. A hollow
brass plunger was turned to fit the shell vial (Plaie II b).
The base of the plunger was a perforated plate (2), the
narrower top piece was connected to a wat e r=ope'r-a ted vacuum
pump. A bypass-hole in the side of the top piece (l) oould
be closed by being covered with a finger. Operation was as
follows: Shell vials were processed in wire racks of 40 at
a time. The vials were half-filled with water, for speedt by
almost vertical immersion of the whole rack in water. A lump
of absorbent white cotton wool was pushed into each vial.
With the water vacuum pump operating and the bypass-hole
closed, the plunger was then used to tamp tbe cotton wool and
suck out the water simultaneously. When air was heard
entering the plunger the bypass-hole was uncovered, to release
the suction, and the plunger withdrawn. \'lithsuch a method a
rack of vials could be given pads in 5 minutes.
}'or handling pupae a simple pipette was used. This was
made from a straight 15 em length of glass tube, internal
diameter about 5 mm and fitted with a rubber teat. Male and
female pupae, sexed by their size, were pipetted separately
from the larval bowls, washed in tapwater, and transferred in
groups of up to 4- on to the cotton wool pads of the vials.
The excess water was withdrawn and each vial closed with non-
~-- -- - - -~------.---
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absorbent coloured cotton wool. Ten different wool colours
were available, giving potentially 55 different one- or two-
colour codes. Each larval bowl (or family if this was in
more than one bowl) had an individual colour code which was
not r-epeated within a 't'flo-weekperiod, thereby saving
individual vial labels. Ifhe racks, cout aam ng up to 160
pupae each (Flate III c) could be conveniently stacked one
upon another.
HANDLING OF ADULTS
Suckine,tube
A venturi-type vacuum pump designed for water operation
was attached to a oompressed air supply and functioned
efficiently at a pressure of about 2 atmos. Obstruction of a
tub~ connected to the outflow at once converted "suck" to
\
This was useful in clearing dust and debris, etc.
collecting in the variety of apparatus (described in appropriate
sections below) which waS connected to this pump by flexible
rubber tubing. The sucking tube consisted essentially of a
25 cm"Pyrex" glass tube, internal diameter about 1 em
tapered apically to 5 mm. Across the tube, in an annular
groove about 20 CIll from the narrow apex, was fitted a. disc of
fine woven stainless-steel mesh. With the air suction
operating, adult mosq_uitoscould be speedily drawn into the
sucking tube out of the pupal vials or cages. Similar
suoking tubes connected by a length of rubber pipe to a. mouth-
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piece were used for other routine adult handling.
Etherizer
A 500-ml narrow beaker partially filled with ether was
closed with a cork bung through which pa.ssed two tubes. One
tube r-eached almost to the bottom of the beaker, so that air
drawn down it bubbled through the ether. The other tube only
just projectQd beLow the cork, and above vas bent horizontally
and wadened into 'an orific·e to receive and f1t the tapered end
of the sucking tube.
..
'Yhen the I,atter was held in the
oritiee, ~ther-saturated a.ir was drawn over the mosquitos.
Then the vacuum line was pinohed and the sucking tube removed
from the orifice, so that the anaesthetized mosquitos could be
shaken or blown out into a small lint-line.p dish (J?late IV ~ J.
Examination and recording
Mosquitos were handled with watchmakers' forceps on a
plasticine surface (Plate IV ~), and viewed individually under
high illumination at x20 to x60 magnification using a IIBa.ker"
stereo-microscope on an extension stand. A large "Perapex"
stage with hand-resta was constructed (Plate IV e+) a.nd a.
makeshift foot-operated fooussing oontrol (Plate IV e2 )
fitted. Any pecularities were reoorded and.a .mark scored
under an appr-opr-Late heading on a proforma. Eaoh mosquito I
details of sex, p-henotype and family number. The deta.ils on
selected for mating was returned to an individual vial which
was given a serially numbered adheaive tape label bearing
------ --~ --- -----_---_- --- ---_ - -~--- -- - .._-_---------- -.-- -
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each label were also entered in a logbook.
BREEDING CAGES
Cheap, expendab Le , cages for small numbers of mosquitos
were provided by- tlt-Iono'" paper cups.
with netting and the mO::lqultos introduced through a star-
. shaped incision in the 'base, which e,i ther held an oviposition
vial or was plugged wi til cotton wool (Plate III d). 190-ml
ca.paelty ct+P~.,wert! u.sed .for single pairs and JOO-ml capae t ty
Larger num'bers of adul"ts and
,,-' ;~u
b:Qlohym.at~cr4l: were 'bred "~!n 18 cmcube flBarraud-type"
"Terylenel1 net cage.s suppo.rt~d byco:rrner .,tap-"ea -fr,om a .20 om
metal frame (PIa. te IV s" ). Has quitQswere;sorted into
breeding groups while still in the vials and then put into an
appropriate cup or cage,one group at a time. Illl the v~al
labels were transferred either to the side of the cup, or. in
the case of the Barraud cage, on to a special label (Plate
Il-
IV s ).
Feeding ofadul t~
For a.t least the first few days the mQsqui toe were
provided with ootton padssQ,aked in dilute honey solution on
the net tope of the ca.ges. Tbe paper cups wereusua.lly
covered with wet cloths forsevera.l days prior to the oftering
of a blood meal when tbe fem-ales were 5 or 6 da.ys old. Up to
18 cup cages were posi tioned under, or rested on, the wri te'rla
a.rm for 10-minute periods. The process was repeated several
-""---,,,,,,
'-'-_ ~L __ • ~ ~ ~_ _._._.~ __ _....
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times before cups containing females which had failed to
engOTg-e were discarded. The Barra.ud-cages were offered warm
outdated human transfusion-blood through pig-gut membrane,
using aalightly modified Ogden method (OGDEN, 1961). Four
I1P~r8pex$1tubes pas§ling through an electrically heated and
stirred thermostatically-controlled water bath (Plate IV g9-U)
carried sorew-threaded caps on tha lower ands. Pig-gut
membrane w:asatretched over these caps which were then filled.
with the blood and screwed in place. Irhe weight of the
water bath was carried by the wire-caBe.frame, the membranes
pressed against the net of the cage. (A simpler modifioation
could be designed to dispense with the heavy water bath by
screwing the membrane ca.ps directly on to a heat-conducting
metal plate heated and thermostatically controlled in the
manner of an electric iron). Before this machine was adopted
or whenever it fail.ed to achieve good engorgement, the
wri t,er"S' (or an assistant's) hand \'18.8 Lntz-oduoed through the
sleeve opening of the cage.
Oviposition and collection of eggs
Oviposition sites for the cup oages consisted of the
standard a-hell vials lined with Whatman grade 1 filter paper
and half-filled with water. These were pushed through the
star-.shaped incision in the base of the cups and the whole
stood in wire racks of 8 (Plate III d). Oviposition sites.
for the Barraud cages were 100 ml narrow-type glass be-akers
---
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with the rim specially flared out to take a folded filter-
paper cone. 1.fhenthe beakers were half-full of water, the
fil ter-paper oones wer-e completely wet with a ver,,;!small water
surface at the bottom. Eggs were allowed to remain damp for
three days after oviposition, but free water was drained away.
"Then almost dry, the fil tar-paper cones f r-on the large cages
were transferred to shell vials plugged with cotton wool. rna
cup oviposition-vials. wer-e simply plugged ,..,henthe paper was
nearly dry and the original adhesive labels of the parent.s
transferred from ,the cups. T,he plugged vials of eggs were
kept until used, or discarded after 4 months.
ROUTINE
A strict routine 1s essential to obtain the IDaJeimum
advantage from the resources available, while avoiding when
possible the necessity for Sa.turday or Sunday working. At
the temperature stated above, eggs were normally hatohed on
Tuesday raor-nf.nga . Pupation 'began on Saturday afternoon so
that no more food was required aft·er a finaladdi tion on
Friday afternoOn. First emergence of adults' normally bega.n
during Monday afternoon, by which time all pupae would nave
been transferred to shell viale or eage beakers.
Examination of adults commenced on Wednesday and was
completed with the final emergences byF:t'iday, when pairs
were selected and transferred to cup cages. Up to about 100
single pairs could be accommodated and these were normally
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left covered with a damp cloth beneath a sheet of aluminium
f011. The oloth was usually dry by Monda.y morning and
removed. The females, whd ch had had good opportunity of
mating., were m,ostly ready to feed when offered a blood meal
on 1'·1ondayafternoon. Those failing' to ife'ed were again
offered a blood meal on the following day. Experience showed
that females refuEling blood twice were usually unfertiliz~d _
in most cases because the male had died - so tha.t they were
discarded. After females had successfully bloodfed, their
cup-cages were set on water vials in the racks and provided
with honey pads.
Eggs were normally laid by ,Priday and so were ready for
hatching on the following Tuesday, giving a. minimum practical
generation time of 3 weeks. Where possible at least 10
pairs of any mating type wer-eset up, but only the best egg
batch (i.e. from the pair with the greatest selective value),
in the case of a continuous variable, or that with the most
eggs among pairs of equal value, \1aS nor:r:l1allyus ed , Only
rarely did every female of a group of pairs feed and of thOse
that did feed some often laid no eggs. Where the choice was
limited. several.egg hatohes were obtained from the best
available pairs to ensure a reserve supply. Such repeated
feedings reduced the possible number of new single p'irs.
Coloni'a'Swere run on a rota of about five weeks in every 3
months during whioh ab()ut 3 egg batches were collected. Thus
three times as many could be run intermittently as against
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oontinuou.sly. Colonies were normally given an opportunity to
f'eed on Tuesda.ys and Fridays.
The routine may be summarized as follows:.
r40nday -.Pupae transferred to vials ,single pa Lr-s offet-ed
blood mBal, colony eggs collected.
Tuesday - Eggs hatched, pupae transferred to vials, remainder
of single pairs offered blood meal, colonies offered
blood meal.
\vednesday - ]'ina.lpupae transferred to vials, examine.tion of
adults, larvae fed.
Thursday - Examination of adults, larvae fed.
Friday - Examination of adults ooncluded,selected pa.irs
caged, single-pair eggs' collected, larvae fed,
colonies offered blood meal.
GENETICAI, MhTHODS
GENERAL
Larva.e and pupae were not routinely examt.ned, neither was
any attempt made to count ~otal eggs or percenta.ge ha.tch,
si.nce the time and labour involved would have considerably
•
reduced the amount of material handled. All adults from the
initia.l batch and subsequent single-pair families were
carefully checked for varia.tion in abdominal scale patter-n,
width of white bands on the metatarsi, colour and patterning
of the dorsal aspect of the thorax, eye colour and palp.s•
..._._--- _.
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Details of wing-venation and scaling were not studied.
Any o.bvious or suspected Ilmtants observed. for the first
time were bred together if numerous or outcrossea if few, and
sta.ndard procedures or genetic analysis [·ollowed. Analysis
was often fruetrated by the f'a LLur-e to obtaf.n offspring and
, the difficulty of repeating the cross with the original
material. The limiting factor was the number of families or
strains that could be handled in a single week; it wa.s
difficult always to have the desired material available at the
same time.
CLASSIFICA'.rION OF ABDO}UNAL OOLOUR
IvIuohvariation perm:i,tted a i.mp.le description and scoring
as present or absent. Abdominal colour was an excepti.on,
almost every subtle intergrade from completely 'lt/hite to
completely bla'ck being noted. A classification covering all
possible variations and a numerical measure of paleness was
required. The writer had earlier devised SUQh a scheme
(l1cCLE11AND, 1960b) giving 11 patt.ern grades :r:a.n.ging from F
(rept'eeent,ing subspeoies .formo'Sus as defined b'Y MATTINGLY,
1957) through o , H,J t K, L, r.l, N, P to Q (representing
extreme var. gu~enslandensiS) with a somewhat aroitra.ry paler
grade R. 'lhase gra.des were based on the number of segments
that were ,medially pale, defined aa having a continuous
pattern of pale soales extending.from the basal to apioal
margin. Thus }""I = 0, J =: 1, K ::: 2, etc. to Q ::l 7. The
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intermediate Grade H was necessary as corresponding to the
type form d·efined by MATTInGLY (1957) refel'red to hen·cefortb
as the wild-typ.e.
between F and R.
Grade G was a. necessary intermediate
CO~OUR GRADE A~D VALUE
In the pr-eaerrt work it soon became apparent that the 11
grades, which had origina.lly suffie'ed, were inadequa.te to
describe ma.ny of the patterns observed in thew1der ra.nge. of
material available. The reason for th.is was that the
original grading system" ignored tergites which were brindled -
or had a non-contiguous· pattern of pale scales (in additio.n to
basal bands and lateral spots), so that grade J, where the
first tergite was medially pale and only the second brindled,
was a.lso the grade for exa.mples, some of which really
appeared pa.ler than le or L having all the tergites ~eyond the
first brindled. The grading scheme was there·fore r·evisedto
take brindled tergites into account. The number of medially
pale tergi tee was denote'd by letters oorresponding. 'to the
earlier schemea.nd the number of other terg1teia that were
brindled denoted by a. aubsoript a's shown in Table II. Plate
I illustrates diagramatically some representative 0010'111'
grades. Logically G should be If'l and H should be JO (or J1
etc .should be H·l etc., but their retention ia justified, by
further sub-division (vide infra)._._._ '. ' The oth~r theoretical
grades in the top line are left blank beoaue e they he.ve never
been observed.
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF 'rERGITES BRINDLED SCORES 1 x
0 1 2 , ta. .5 6 7
0 F G
~ 0 1
N
~ 1 H J1 J2 J3 J4 JS J60::
0 2 , 1;4- 5 6 7 80
til
~ KO K1 K2 K3 K4 K5H 2< 4 .5 6 1 8 90..
.>-
...:l 10 It, L2 13 L4....:.1 3< 8H 6 ? 9 10Cl~
E
~ 4
MO M1 M2 M3
~ 8 9 10 11
H
0~ NOtil 5 N1 N2E-i
f&. 10 11 12
0
0:: PO 1'1CiI 6~x 1i 13!::I
:or:
1
Q .."
14 -
rABLE II. Explanatory scheme fo,:'·the colou.r grades and va Lue e.,
Notes - The figures at the bottom e>f each square are "colou.r
values". These are obtained by addin,gtwice the nu.mber of
medially pale tergitea to the number of remaining tergites that
are brindled. - G is further subdivided into Q at'ldG- •
H is further subdivided into H-, Ht B-ap and Hap. - lot ie
further subdivided into ~-, Q and Q+. See text for
definitiort of medially pale or brindled tergites.
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If two brindled tergites are deemed equivalent to one
medially pale it is possible to oompute a numerical measure of
paleness. Thus, twice the number of medially pale tergites
is added to the number that are brindled, giving the small
figures in Table II henceforth named colour values. With the
proviso of unimodality it is therefore possible to determine
the mean colour value of a population. In th.e·preparation of
histograms the colour values can be conveniently treated as 8
groups of two, while the original data remains in 30 grades as
a check on the validity of the grouping. In the case of
selection for colour where sometimes families are very
uniform, further sub...division is necessary. Hence G....is
almost as dark as F but excluded from grade F by having at
least a single pale scale on the firs t tergi te. H- repres.ents
a medially pale but black-speckled first tergite and ap denotes
a clearly defined apical band of pale scales. Q-, Q and Q+
differ in the breadth of pale scaling. Q+ is probably close
to what was earlier termed R,and so probably de.serves a
higher colour value. For this reason the colour value
grouping in the his togr-ame extends to 15.
I·lliTHOD OF SCORING FOR COLOUR .
Mimeographed proformas listing all the 37 colour grades
and sub-grades, together with space for family data, remarks
on other variation, etc. were used to score the colour grade.
of every individual offspring of each family. Such completed
proformas constitute the basic data on colour pattern
-------_ ..-
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throughout the present work. lihere the initial material of
any strain showed some variance in abdominal colour grade, the
individuals were ranked in increasing paleness according to
the following sequence :
F < G - < G < H - < H < H-ap < Ii ap < J 1 < KO < J2 < K1
< J3 < LO < K2 < J4 < L1 < K3 < J5 < r.1O< L2 < J(4 < J6
< M1 < L3 < K5 < NO < M2 < L4 < N1 < M3 < PO < N2 .< P1
< Q- < Q < Q+(R).
The most extreme and successively less-extreme pairs from
such a rank constituted selection for pale or dark abdominal
colour. The process was repeated with the progeny of the
moet extreme pair laying viable eggs but abandoned if there
w'ere no clear res ponse in the F2 •
~ECHNIgUE FOl FORCE- t1ATING
A method of inducing copulation in Aedes mosquitos was
first deseri bed by !>1cDANIELand HORS:B'ALL(1957). :BAKER .tl
al. (1962) have described a modified technique for Anopheles
which embodies some improvements independently devised by th.e
writer. In essence, force-mating involves the juxtaposition
of the gem talia of'in.tact a.naesthetized females \V'ith those of
deoapitated, unaesthetized, males.
In the present work two additional types of "sucking-
tubes", connected to the vacuum system desoribed above,
facilitated ha.ndling of the males and fer.ales. One such tube
with a terminal orifice of 0.22 mm. was used to catoh and hold
---_.....__-- .._----- -------_-_. ---- -----.'_ - - _.-
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male mosquitos while the legs and head were removed with
micro-scissors (Plate IV h). This avoided the necessary
recovery pe rdod following anaesthesia wi th C02 (as practised
by Baker et al.). 11a1e8 so prepared were fixed, venter uP.
wi th a water-soluble adhesive ("Seccotine·'f) to numbered
sectors of a perspex disc mounted on an iron, ring (Plate IV I ),
This gives better stability than the mioroscope slides used
by the other workers. The f'eraa.Lee were first etherized in
the manner described earlier and then picked up and held by
applying a third type ofsuck:ing tube (terminal orifice O.5mm
diameter) to the mesonotum, as described by Baker et al. The
female is held, venter up, at an angle of abo'tlt1300 to the
male and the geni talla apposed (Plate IV i).
Should oopulation not occur immediately the female ia
tried with a rapid succession of males. This is simply done
by rotating the diso with one hand, holding the female
pipette with the other while focussing the mioroscope by foot.
Females are given a blood meal en.masse be f or-e f<tl.rce-matingto
avoid waste of time in mating a female whiohsubsequently
refuses to feed.
Engorged, force-mated, females are returned to individual
pupal vials. Two days la.ter they a.re transferred to olea.n
pupal vials with a strip of filter-paper up the side and extra
water just covering the cotton pad. Eggscqllected in these
tubes are treated in the same manner as those in cup-cage
oviposition vials.
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In the present study force-mating has been used for
routine ma.intenance of species not normally mating in the
laboratory, for mating a. single rare mutant female to several
males or several females to a single mutant male" where there
was reason to doubt the viability of the mutant, and for inte:ra-
specific matings. In all these cases suocessful transference
ofseminaJ. fluid can usually be confirmed by observing either
or both (8.) a slight distension of the terminal segments of
the fenlale, a.nd/or (b) a silk-like thread of seminal fluid
oonnecting the two genitalia when the male and female are
pulled apart.
PHOTOGRAPIiY
The abdomens of pa.nned mosquitos shrink to such an extent
that comparison with living material is extremely difficult
espeoially'with regard. to subtler colour differences.
Photography was therefore adopted as a routine alternative to
pinning 1:.. aagypti and related species; these, being l.argely
black and white, have the added advantage of being adequately
portrayed in monochrome.
For photography a monooular body (Plate IV f) was
substi tuted for the stereomicroscope (Plate IV e) . Either a
48 mm. 25 mm. or 18 mm. ItBeck microstlgmar" photographic
objective with iris diaphragm was used in oonjunction with a
:x:6"Beck" projection eyepiece. An adaptor (Plate IV f{,.)
carried a Zeiss "Contaflex III" 35 mm . camera.
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The photographic stage consisted of a cylindrical perspex
box connected to the vacuum system described earlier. This
box was held in a universal mounting at the end of an
sextensible arm (Plate IV f ) which could be swung in position
under the microscope. The top of the box, a loose 6.5 mm.
thick disc of transparent perspex,was held secure by the
partial vacuum.
The subject mosquito was etherized and held by suction
a.gainst a 0.5 mm. diameter hole bored in the centre of the
The floor of the box could be covered
with suitably coloured paper as a background. The important
\feature was that the shadows of the mosquito cast by the two
lamps. (Plate IV fS) were invisible on the supporting perspex
disc and, on the background, fell to either side of the field
of v i ew , As the two lamps were not identical, the rheostats
of each had to be separately adjusted to give equal
intensities at about 30-48 watts output. Heat-absorbing and
pale blue filters provided a cool light of approximately
daylight hue.
All photographs of abdomens or whole mosquitos (Plates
VI - XI, XVII and XVIII i,k.) were taken using the 48 mm.
objective stopped down to f 11. and no draw tube extension.
All those of thoraces, tarsi and other parts (Plates V, XII _
XVI & XVIII g,h, j .) were similarly taken with the 48 mm.
objective, but with full draw tube extensio~with the
exception of Plate XVI d which was taken tnr-ough the 18 l7UTl.
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Objective with no draVi tube extension. "Kodak panatomic-X"
film, developed with "M. & B. Promicrol", was us ed for all
monochrome with typical exposures of 7-20 seconds. Plate V
(upper) was taken with "Kodachrome II" film with exposure of
150-240 seconds. Plate V (lower) was taken on the same set-
up using dark-ground type illumination. The photographs of
other slide-mounted material in Plate XIX were taken If/i th the
same camera, eyepiece and objectives.Bs before, but used on a
standard ~'B~a.ker"high-power microscope stand vii th condenser
illumination.
Wherever possible, photographs of the dorsal abdomen
were taken of freshly emerged mosquitos. as soon as the
initial distension due to swallowed air had subsided. This
takes advantage of'the fact that the tergites of newly
emerged mosquitos are almost flat and expanded. f'he lateral
are only visible ventrally. This acoounts for the possibly
spots are therefore visible in dorsal view~ whereas, after
.about six hours, the sides of the tergites curve round
ventrally. In old or starved individuals the lateral spots
unfamiliar appeara.nce of the photographe.
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PAR T I I r
M UTA N T S, LIN K AGE AND V A R I A B I LIT Y
I N A E DES A E GYP T I
•
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m'rANTS , LINKAGE AND VARIABILITY IN AEDES AEGY})TI.:::: ....
INTRODUCTORY
Biram the foregoing aocount it is apparent th.at a.Imca t the
only published formal genetic analyses in A ..aegypti,
involving more than simple breeding experiments, is the work
of Craig and his associates at Notre Dame, U.S.A. summarized
in Table III together with a few unpublished modifications' •
'!he estimate of 25% crossing-over between the factor for
dieldrin resistance and yellow by KAHN and :aROWN (1961) an.d
Hacdonald's demonstration of sex-linkage for the .faotor
responsible for susceptibility to Brugia malay! (MAvDONALD,
personal communication) are the only other linkage data that
could be added.
In view of the variability of colour throughout the
mosquitos, in contrast to the relative uniformity of anatomy
(see SNODGHASS, 1959), it is not surprising that mos-t of the
oolour mutants found by CRAIG and VANDEHEY (1962) are highly
viable, penetrant and useful "marker genes", whereas a high
proportion of the structural mutants they foun.d were subvl tal,
G. B. Craig. Semi-Annual Report to U.S. Army Biological
Laboratoriee September 1961 - March 1962
-------
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TABLE III
DOMINANCE .H 0-
8 et: CQWITH c!) PERC.ENT C!<l..;;! (), ~~ ~SITE SYMBOL AND MUTANT NAME ~ RESPECT TO Cl ~0 cl( CROSSOVER c;
~
fil. WILD-TYPE r..0 H ~
"
Z ...:I Il::
head hk hook-probosci8 ? ? ? - 4-
lab labella-less ? ? 'J - t.
thorax G Gold 1 D(9) , r( 0) II 6.5 from y 3.5
aDttOJll.n ! fihite 1 senu.-U II 5.9 from L 3,5
s spot 1 r II 6.5 f1"om 1.. 3,5ir Half-genitalia 1 D I - 4
palp B . Bulb' 1 D (cS lmtd J I ? - 4
blp black-palp 1 r III - 3,5
.a wart 1 r II '1.8 from s 4,5
iii bobbed 1 r (A) - 4-
ki kink 1 ? 1· - 4
, :8. 5-joJ.llted ? ? ? - 4
.~ 8peck 1 r (9 Imtd' 1. - ~
antenlla DU bulbous 1 r (0 Imta.) (A) - 4-
it knob 1 1" (& Lmt d ) (A) - 4
fu fused 1 r (9 lmtd) (A) - 4
ir droop 1 r (A) - 4- compressed 1 III 15.8 from '3co r blt)
wing It Notch 1 ? semi-D? ? - 4
bt bent ? ? ? - 4
h halteres ? ? ? - 3Ih lobe ? ? ? - 4- notch-trail ? ? ?nt - 4- scale-row 1-4 ? ? ?scr1-4 - 4
cv crossveinless ~1 ? ? ? 4-ci cubitus-interruptu8- anal-vein ? ? ?av - 4
ar-1 abbreviate(bradial- 1 1 ? r? ? - 4- ? ? 4.xv extra-crossv.in ? -
leg bIt bl ck-tusi 1 r III - 3
rr: lightfoot 1 r (& Imtd) ? - j
cl club-foot ? ? ? - t"- swollen ? ? ?aw - 4
wi withered 1 r (A) - 4
br broken 1 r ? (A) - 4,
larva 1. {a180 l..aJ, 1..D 1} yellow 1 r II - 1
otber 1Il1.n J!U_Al.ature 1 r II ? - 4,5
MP" Males-predominate 1 D? I ? - 2,5
TOTAL DATA IN EACH CLASS 38 24 23 112 (19 )1 5
TABLE III. 'rhe results of (1) CRAIG & GILLHAM (1959), (2) CRAIG et al. .
(1960), (3) CRAIG & VANDEHEY ( 1962), (l.dv ANDEHEY& CRAIG (1962), (5 )CHUG
(unpublished), 8ummarized.
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impenetrant or inconstant in expression (VANDEHEY and CRAIG,
1962). In the latte~ heritability was demonstrated from
repeated isolation in the same line, but the mechanisms
involved defied resolution. Thus, out of 38 so-called
mutants, only 21 are definitely established as monofactorial.
Nine out of the 19 in which the degree of dominance is known,
are definitely assigned to one or other of the three linkage
groups, although the remainder are tent~tively designated sex-
linked or autosomal. They found no instance of partial sex-
linkaee but were able to obtain 5 measurements of linkage
distance, three to the X locus and one to the ~ in Group,II
and one between co and blv in Group III. Miniature - ~ is
queried in Table III, as although VAlmEHEY and CRAIG (1962)
showed that it assorted independently from white abdomen (they!
give a X2 of 14.38 for deviation from 9:3:3:1 ratio; but ~
homozygotes clearly fall short of 25% expectation and a
straight test for linkage using their figures gives X2 = 1.97~
in a later unpublished report' it is nevertheless placed in
Group II.
Several of Craig's mutants were used in the present work.
G. B. Craig. Semi-Annual Report to U.S. Army" Biological
Laboratories September 1961 - March 196j
These are as follows:
------ .~
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\>/ - White. This is stated (CRAIG anti VANDEHEY, 1962) to
be a single, semi-dominant, gene increasing the amount of pale
scaling on the abdomen, linked to if.. in Group II, w.i th about 6~~
crossing-over. The Tubingen strain, used in Craie's work,
homozygous for W, is the AO strain of the present work.
Craig and VandeHey paint out that their data conflict with
the writer's earlier results (McCLELLAND, 1960b) claiming that
the pattern of white scaling on the abdominal tergites is
under multifactorial control.
.! - spot. CRAIG and VANDEHEY (1962) describe this as a
single, fully penetrant, recessive factor linked to X. in Group
II with about 6% cros_sing-over. The male is characterized by
absence of the lateral spots on segments 1 to 7. In the
female the lateral spots are enlarged and oblique, although
sometimes male-~ype. In addition, there is a general
increase in the pale scaling of the abdomen. It is pointed
out that linkage tests between.! and}:! are difficult because
both factors increa.se abdominal·pale scaling so that
segregante are difficult to separ~te. The BLTS strain
recei ved from Craig was homozygous for this factor. Craig
records that the writer had shown.! to be allelic with the
gene causing Hwhite-spot" (McCLELLAND, 1960b).
G - Gold.- Aoco'rding to CRAIG and VArlDEHEY (1962) this
factor, causing the normally blaok scaling of the mesonotum
to be pale gold or yellow-coloured, is i.nherited as a single.
factor showing dominance in females but recessive in males.
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G is also linked to X in Group II with about 6% crossing Over.
Craig and VandeHey make the point that G W and ~ all show
about the same crossover frequency with Z' so that at least
two must be very closely linked, and possibly all three.
Strain AO was also homozygous for G.
bIt - black tarsi. rrhis is descri bed by CRAIG and
VAND£HEY (1962) as a single recessive factor, causing
reduction in the white banding of the tarsi apparently
identical to var. atritarsus of EDWARDS (1941). As it is
-neither linked with sex or Z' it is assigned to linkage group
III. Both strains BLTS and BLP of the present study were
homozygous for this factor.
CRAIG and VANDEHEY (1962) reported in addition 4 other
"colour" mutants affecting the amount of pale scaling on the
palps (2), legs and halteres, but no clear data on
inheritance was given.
In the present study linkage information has been
obtained for a further 7 looi inoluding sex and several
distinct alleles isolated at the s and bIt loci.- - l!:vidence
is also given suggesting that W is in faot an allele at the s
loous. Heritability of another 5 oharaoters is
demonstrated and comment is made on 18 other variations, 80me
of which are probably similar to those described by vraig and
VandeHey.
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DESCRIPTION OF tvIUTA.NTSAND INHERITANCE
FACTORS OF KNOWN LI~~AGE GROUP
LIliKAGE GROUP. I
1. re -red eye. A partially sex-linked,
recessive, fully penetrant mutant affecting eye colour,
isolated spontaneously from strain GA.
Description
The black pigment of the wild-type eye (Plate V a,h) is
not formed, oris formed very slowly, so that the freshly
emerged adult eye is a deep red colour (Plate V d). An
associated effect is that all or part of the eye surface
appears rather shiny BS if wet, especially round th~ edge of
ea.ch facet. Although the adult eye gradually darkens with
age the shininess perSists so that old dark-eyed adults may
still be scored with confidence. The initial colour of the
freshly emerged adult and the rate of subsequent darkening
shows some inter- and int.ra-family variation, but the
variation in expression is small compared with the departu.re
from the wild-type colou.r.
The pigment change is visible from the second stage
larva onwards, but is most easily dif'ferentiated by nalced-
eye at the yourl8 pupal stage, before darkening of the pupal
integument, when it a.ppears bright sca.rlet.
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The histology of the wild-type and mutant eye has not
been compared, but gross examination of xylol-cleared material
(Plate V k ) suggests that the shiny appearance is due to a
loss of pigment in the outermost layer of the iris pigment
cells. The lack of any obvious behaviour anomaly in the
mutant adults suggests that vision is functionally normal.
Inheritance
All crosses between red-eyed and wild-type adults give
wild-type offspring. F, matings and backcrosses are
summarized in Table IV (A-E). The total F2 segregations
(A,B), 1428 wild-type: 407 n departs significantly from a
3:1 ratio (X2 ::: 7.78 P< .01 n:: 1) although the figure for the
males separately, 734 wild-type: 210 re is not significantly
different (X2 :: 3.82 P<.10> 0,05) and the female data 694
wild-1;ype 197 n are only just significantly different
(X! ::3.90, P<0.05 > 0.02). The total backcross
segregations (Table IV C,D,E) do not depart significantly (at
the 5~~level) from a 1 : 1 ra.tio for both the males, 554 wild-
type: 535 ~ (X2 == 0.33) and the females, L~93 '1/ild-type
447 re (X2 :: 2.25). The slight excess of males is not
unusual in the species.
\~hen the segregation data from the two reciprocal
parental-type matings are separately compared, however, there
is clear evidence of partial sex-linkage. F, matings from ~
maternal red-eyed cross give nearly equal numbers of re and.......
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TABLE, IV
PARENTS !number of PROGENY
MOTHER FATHER families ..... 15<3 re d<3 + 99 re 99- - -_-_-,
+ m + M-re m re m
A. normal normal c. 15 394 12 196 163
(!:!. parent) (!.!.. mother
+ m re M- -re 11 + m
B. normal normal s. 20 340 198 '+98 54
(re parent) (!:.!. father
re m ..... M- -re m re m
C. red-eyed normal 13 425 33 21~ .543
(£!. m.other
re m re M- -re m + In
D. red-eyed normal c. 10 26 386 365 26
(!!father
+ m re M- ----re m re m
E. normal red-eyed o. 8 103 116 1O!~ 78
(£.!_ parent)
TA.BLE IV. Cros'ses with!.!. - red eye, showing sex..linkage.
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wild-type daughters but very few re examples among the sons.
F1 matings from Et paternal red-eyed cross give nearly equal
numbers of re and wild-type sons but very few £! daughters.
Backcroesing an F1 male with a. red-eyed mother to a red-eyed
female produces mostly l:.! female and wild-type male offspring.
Backcroases of an F1 male with a rad-eyed father to a red-
eyed female give moetly !.! male and wild-type female
offspring. Baokcrosses of any F1 female to a red-eyed male
give approximately equal numbers of both £! and wild-type
sons and daughters.
This occurrence of partial linkage with sex exactly
parallels the case of white-eye in C. ,E, molestuB (GILCHRIST
and HALDANE, 1947). On the assumption of a similar
mechanism of sex determination in 1;.. aegypti the gene r~ may
occur on the same chromosome as either the dominant "fetor"
for ma.leneae , 1'1, or the recessive "faotor" for femaleness, !!!.
A d d 1 . th f re M a.' nd a" f'ema le re m're -eye, rna e ae ere ore r"e'm -re lE:
More important, a male heterozygous for 1:2. can be of two
alternative aenotypes, re M or..:t...l! If there is
It) +m re m'
crossing over between the re locus a.nd the 11 "loous", either
type of heterozygous male will produoe 4- different gamtites
with respeot to these 1001.
A heterozygous female, being homozygous E, will produce
only two sorts of gametes ....!:.....l!! or re m, just aB the red-
eyed male, homozygous ,!!t will produoe only re M and re m-..............
gametes. This explains the three possible results of
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backcrossing heterozygous ~ to its homozygote (Table IV, C,D,
E.). Linkage information is therefore only obtainable from
backcrosses using heterozygous males, and less precisely from
F2 data. Recombination between re and N using the data from
ba.ckcrosses (C)
33 + 24 + 26 + 26
1628
and CD) (Table IV)
= 6.70%.
is proportional to
2. ru - rust eye. A partially sex-linked,
recessive, fully penetrant mutant affecting eye colour,
isolated spontaneously from strain VL.
Description
As in ~ the wild-type black eye pigment is not formed,
or is formed very slowly. The eye colour of the freshly
emerged adult varies from a dark orange brown to a bright rust
(PIate Vc). As in re the colour darkens with the ar,e of
the adult and , because there is no associated change in the
appeara.nce of the eye, older adults are not always scored
with confidence. In the young pupa the eye appears dark
brown and 1s not therefore as easily separated from wild-type
as re • Material in alcohol or xylol (Plate V j) ie almost
indistinguishable from ~.
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Inheritance
All crosses between rust-eyed and normal adults give
normal offspring, as also do crosses between rust-eyed and
red-eyed. ££ is therefore recessive and not an allele of re.
The results of baokcrossing heterozygous males, shown in
the ease of re to give maximum linkage information, are given
in Table V (F,G.). The other croases were omitted. Total
segregation of 504 + 561 £!:! does not differ significantly
from a single-factor1:1 expectation (X.2 ;:; 3.06, P> 0.05).
The difference is even less for males and females separately,
but Obviously different within each separate cross. Rust-
eyed males a.re olearly in excess in the progeny of (F) in
which the paternal grandfathe,r WBS !.1! and deficient in the
progeny of (G) in which the paternal grandmother was .!:!!.
Rust-eyed females, show the opposite trend, oLeaz- evidence
Recombination between ru and. -
N is proportional to
crosses, and 3~~;9
again of partial sex-linkage.'
51 + 140660
=: 17.3%
t:: 28.9% in the (F) back-
in the (G) backcross.s, an
obviously significant difference (X2 == 18.3).
The double recessive, TU re.~ .........
Red-eyed females were crossed with r\l males and t,he Fa
searohed for the recombinants, ;tu female.s and re males.,.._
Assuming that some or these might also 'be heterozygous for
the other gene, single pairs were set up. Both sexes of
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TABLE V
PA'RIWlS PROOEWY
n.umb.r of
Mother father /Jl'ale·s temales
fa-all. lie 8
+ ... + r• ru ...rur. + + + re ru.+ rur.
Jl:. ra +11 ru.+M 1.5 }j2 ,1140 - - 1'1 - -1'u +m + +11
(,h ru •• + +M 8 188 31 39 11..7- - ... -·rlll +11 ru +JIIl
..
H. rure{l1 FU +M 11 40 1} 128 0 0 12~ 5 22rur.JIl. +t ••
;
I. rue'. + reM 11 2 106 14 3,., l ..O 13 130 0rure .. 1'u +AI
J. + rem FureM 10 Ja. 259 286 41 36 229 197 33ru •• rur ••
TABLE V. Crosses witb re ..red eye and ru - l'blSt eye.
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the double recessive appeared in one out of three such
progenies and a true breeding line was started.
The eye of the doubly recessive adult is much paler than
either re or 1:£, approaching a bright pf.nkwha ch is readily
'Visible without magnification (Plate V e) • There 1s no
associated shininess as in.t2" but, as there is practically
no darkening witl1 age,ecoring is always reliable.
Behaviour and vigour s~emed normal,altbough it is possible
that the double reoes.sive, and ru to a. lesser extent, ar-s more ;
susceptible to desiccation. The eye colour of the young
pupa is very pale pink, and that of adult materia.l in alcohol
or xylol pale red and more tr-anapar-errtthan re or I'u (PIa te
V 1).
Three-point estimation of linkage
between ru, re and...l!.
To the·double recessive TU re females were back(:)rosBed_._
doubly heterozygous males from the erasere X ru_ (Table V H).
or the reciprocal, ru x re (Table V I).-....... " P·oesible gene
sequences are ru re }1, re ru Na.nd re M rUt The greater
crossover value b~tween ru and _Mcompared wi th re a.nd M rules............ ....
out the second arrangement. In matj,ng Ht where ru andM are. ................
'linked. the rarest classes expected; the dO\1'ble crcss cvara ,
\1111 be rq re males and + + females assuming the first
ar-rangemerrt ,and + re males and I'u + females assuming the
third arrangement. The rarest observed cla.sSQS are ru.re
males and + + females. Similarly in mating I the rarest
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classes expected will be + + males and FU. re females
assuming the first arrangement, and ru + males and + re
females assuming the third. The rarest observed classes are
+ + males and ru re females. There is thus no doubt that
the sequence is ru re M.
Crpssovers between ~ and re will be revealed by + +
and ru re males and females in both crosses. The crossover
value is therefore
c. o. v.£!!~ ~ == 100 (40 + 22 + 2 + .34+ 40) % ==671
20.57%.
Crossovers between re and M will be revealed by + re
and ru re males, -ru f- and + + females in cross H; ru +
and + + males, + re and ru re females in cross I. Iencs
the crossover value is·
c.O.V·re~ 11 = 100 (1 3 + 5 + 14 + 2 + 1:;) % ==671
7.00%.
Crossovers between .!J! and M are revealed by + + and
.+ re males of cross Hand f'ema.Las of oross I, ru + and TU re
females of cross H and males of cross I. T·o the percentage
of these must be added twice that of the total of double
crossovers. Thus
c. c ,v , r\l~ M- = 100 (~O + 1:; +40 +b1J + 5 +22 + 14 + 34) %,. 71 .
+ 200 x 2 fo, 6"1 == 27.57%.
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Further estimate of linkage between ru and re.
Backcross of doubly heterozygous females ru + ID to doubly+ re m
recessive males (Table V J) gives the same expectations as
for an autosomal backcross. Crossover classes are + + and
ru re males and females. Therefore
c.o.v'ru_>re :::100 (34+41+36+33)% =
- 1115
12.83%
Homogeneity of data on linkage between ~
and M.
To the backcrosses of heterozygous .ll males to re
females totalled in Table IV can be added those in Table V.
Together these comprise 44 single pair families, detailed in
Table VI (98 offspring from a multiple mating (in D) which
included six gynandrornorphs (vide infr~) were omitted) which
afford a check on homogeneity. Recombination between re and
11 can be caloulated from male and female progeny separately,
both in coupling (D and I) and in repulsion (C and H), as
follows: coupling males 6.497.7, coupling females 4.81%,
r-epufs t on males 7. 20$~ and repulsion females 5.6<:»;. The X2
for the 4 groups is 3.315 (p> 0.3, n > 3), X2 for all the
males compared with all the females is 2.70 (p > O. 1, n:: 1)
and X2 for all coupling families compared with all repulsion
families is 0.663 (P>O.3, n=1). The amount of crossing-
over in each family similarly shows no correlation with
eithe.c sex ratio or family st se, and the data for .!:!/r.t
recombination are clearly hcmogen e.cua,
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TABLE VI
TYPE OF CROSS :NON-CROSSOV,O'S, CROSSOVERS TOTAL.
efef i9 tot. clef 99 tot. aa 99 tot.
coupllAa cross D 1 21 23 44 0 0 0 21 23 44
.2 18 16 }4. .2 1 .3 20 17 37
\ .5 26 12 38 1 0 1 27 12 39... 2j 8 }1 1 0 1 24 s 32
5 9 10 19 1 0 1 10 10 20
6 ... 4 8 0 0 0 4 .. 8
7 26 15 1+1 0 0 0 26 15 41
8 4 ... B 0 2 2 4 6 10
'9 52 58 110 9 .3 12 61 61 122
10 23 23 46 1 1 .2 2'+ 21", 48
11 46 41 87 9 4 '3 5; 45 10012 ,69 60 129 3 12 15 72 72 1t44
13 ·64 41 105 .. 0 .. 68 41 109
14 40 28 68 2 1 3 42 29 71
I 1 14 1 1.5 1 0 1 15 1 16
2 24 26 50 2 1 .3 26 27 53, 13 14 27 1 1 2. 1'~ 15 29
4- 8 9 17 0 0 0 8 9 17
5 1.3 14 27 1 0 1 14 11+ 28
6 14 6 20 1 0 1 15 6 21
7 15, 1} 28 0 0 0 15 13 28
8 14 1} 27 1 2 , 1; 15 30
9 15 10 25 1 1 2 16 17 27
10 10 17 27 1 0 1 ,11 17 28
11 28 23 51 4 0 4 32 23 55
repulsion eros. c 1 38 16 54 1 0 1 39 16 55
.2 }O 29 59 1 0 1 31 29 60
.3 2, 2, 44 .3 .3 6 26 24 50
... 52 54 106 4 0 4 56 54 110
5 53 37 90 .3 2 5 .56 39 95
6 26 40 66 2 ... 6 28 44 72
7 75 79 154 .. .3 7 79 82 161
8 53 49 102 0 0 0 53 49 102
i 1 23 21 44 1 , ... 24 24 48
2 , .5 10 15 .3 .3 6 8 13 21, 14 19 33 1 1 2 15 20 35
4 18 16 "" 0 3 3 18 19 '7.5 ... 11 15 , 2 .5 '7 13 206 ... 12 16 0 0 0 4 12 16
? 8 8 16 1 0 1 9 8 17
8 22 25 47 2 0 2 24 2; 49
9 16 24 ,.0 1 1 2 17 2.5 1+2
1'0 9 14 23 1 0 1 10 11+ 24
11 17 10 27 ,} 0 3 20 10 }O
'P'(;1rAl.S 44 2067 1;4- 2201
TABLE VI. S.i.ngle fa.r!1.ily data ['or all crosses with re - red eye.
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Evidence of possible chiasma interference
Prom the three-paint crosses H and I in Table V the
probabili ty of crossover between re and 1'1is 0.0701, and
between re and.!:!!is 0.205. The probability of a double
crossover between ru and 1'<'1 if the events are independent is
thus 0.0144. Out of a total of 671 there were observed 2
double crossovers (both + +) as against an expected of 671
X O.014Lt ::: 9.66. In this caae the standard error
approximates the square roo't of the expected value:: 3.11,
and is less than half the difference between the values
observed and expected. Observed chiasma frequency is thus
significantly lower than expec t ed ,
3. ia - pale abdomen. A pa.r1iial1.y ~ex-linked,
incompletely recessive, highly penetrant gene ·ofvariable
expression affect.ing the amount of palesoaling on the
abdom.en. Spontaneous isolate from strain PR. w'1tb. proba-ble
alleles in other atrains.
DesoriEtlon
In its fullest expression the abdomi.rua.ldorsum is
extensively pale scaled reaching colour grade Q+ in the
females, a somewhat less extreme example is illustrated in
Plate VIa. The pale scales are not as white nor as densely
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packed as those of the basal bands and lateral spots whf ch
remain clearly visible. The ventral abdominal surface is
black banded, though not as extensively as in the wild-type
(Plate VI e , f.) . An aes octated effect in the P strain is a
great broadening of the median paired lines of the scutum
(Plate XIII f) and ceneLde r-abLe paling of the dorsal surface
of the femora vide infra. The amount of pale scaling tends
to be Leas in the males (Plate VI g) , whe re, as in the less
pale females, there is a tendency in some individuals for the
pale scaling to be broader and more dense near the base of
the tergi te (Plate VI b); in others the ps.Le scaling is
Simply more diffuse (Plate VIIi).
Inheri tance
The full expression of Q+ was not seen among a sample of
81 females hatched from the colony eggs as received, but
there was a single Q female. No male was paler than H.
The results of selection for palest expression through 4
generations of single-pair, brother-sister mating are given
in Fig. 1. One of the males from the last family, colour
,grade J6, was then outcrossed to a dark female, colour grade
G, of strain GA, giving an F, of grade H apto J4 (Plate
VII j) and the Single-pair selection repeated for 5
generations (Fig. 2). The t'e~ults of the two selections may
only be reconciled with monofactorial control, if the major
gene involved is subject to considerable genetic or
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INITIAL
72 do
+
5, . (P 1 x H)
•
1999 •
14 d&
53 (p 1 x J 6 )
1099
29 &0
50
s,. (Q+ X P 1) 0
50
0-1
colour .,alu.
Fig. 1. Distribution according to colour value of ini.tial
population of PR and the result of selection tor paleness,
Note - arrows indicate colour value of parents of next generation.
---------.~--~--.-~-----~." _- '_' ',_-_- _.._.. ~.~
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OA x PR
'1 (GxJ6)
11&1
F2 (Rap x H)
+
5dd. +
F} (J4x J3)
~~9
28&&
"·4 (p 1 x J 6)
14Q~
'6 (Q+xP1)\ 0
"5. (P 1 x P 1)
~ 1599
o
}2dd
0-1 2-} 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-1" 1.2-1j 14-15
colo-l,lr v lue
Fig. 2. Distribution according to colour value of strain PR following
outcross to g.r de at ;traln GA and subsequent selection for
paleness. Note - see Fig. 1 note.
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environmental modification.
The t"I{OF1 offspring from reoiprocal cu t c.r-osaes of tully
pale PR to grade H (wild-type) EN were essentially similar.
As a test for sex linkage, males of each reciprocal F, were
backcroesed to fully pale PR females. The results of all
the crosses are represented graphically in Fig. 3 a.nd set out
in detail in Table VII. In the backcross PR x PREN, where
the paternal PR grandparent It/as female, the colour
distribution of the female progeny is virtually identical
with that of the PR pa.rente.. In the back.cross of the
reciprocal F" PR x ENPR, it is the male,s that rese,mble their
Pt{ paternal grandparents. In eao h case the colour
distribution of the other sex more closely resembles that of
its F1 counterpart.
When tully pale p, were crossed with grade F (ssp.
formosus) of strain RB and the F1 zaaLes backcr o sed to pale
PR females as before, the sex difference is even more
striking (Fig. 4 and Table VI!I). There is thus left little'
doubt that at least one factor involved :in the control of
abdominal pale scaling in strain P is eex=LLnke d,
Assuming monofact.oria.l sex-linked inneritanoe of;pa 'the
backcr-cases may be set out as follo\~e (crossover classes
aa t ez-Lake d ) :-
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females
+ 1'1 *PR x PRRB pa m pam + m + Mx - ~, pa ID -pa ID pa m pa m pa m
(pale) (F, ) (pale) (F, type)
*
PR x RBPR pe. m .l?§!..11 + ID pa m pa- Mx :>pa ID + m pa ID pa m pa m
(pale) {F, ) ( F, type) (pale)
ma.les
*pa. !vi
pa ID
(pale)
*+ Mpa m
(F, type)
From this it will be seen that in the PR x PIlltBback-
cross the colour distribution of the male progeny should
resemble that of the F, males with a deviation to paler if
crossovers occur. S,imilarly, the female dietri but ion should
resemble that of PRFEl .females \,,1th a crossoV"'erdeviation to
darker forms. In the l)R x RBPR backcross the ma.Le
distribution should resemble that of PRJCa males with darker
crossover forms and the females should be like the }l',
females, but include paler cross.over forms. The deviations
of the observed colour distributions are in all cases in the
directi ons required by orossing!'·over.
As Cl test for crossovers, grade a males f:rom both. PRRB
and RBPRbackcz-oas ee were mated to grad..s Q females from the
PRRB backcross (parental strain females· were not available )
whicll may be a.esumed to have been hom0~ygous ~a. Af!J
detailed in Table IX and shown in Fig. 5, the males from the
two baokorosses gave identioaJ. results, indioa.ting that t~le
grade H male·s from the RBPR backcross Wel",eorossovers,
genotypically similar (with respeot to .E!) to tl3.egrade H
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males from the other backcross. There would be no such
identity were the deviations from the F1 or parental
distributions caused by modifiers or environmental effects.
As a further test for crossovers the palest males from
backcross PR x.PRRB were paired singly with the palest
females from baokcross PR x REPR. The most extreme such
pair (L49 x P1o') died, the progeny from a J69x J4cf and a J69
x J'3d are detailed together (being very similar) in Table IX
and Fig. 5. The four possible genotypic combinations
(crossovers asterisked) with expected progeny are as
follows :-
* pa Mi) l?!L.E! xpa m pa ID
*il) + m X pa M-pa.m pa.m
expected progeny
progeny as PR-pale abdomen
~pa m
(pale)
...:!:._.ID pa M
pa m + m
(F1 type)
pa M
pa m
(pale)
*iil) pa m + Mxpa ID pa m
iV) + m + Mxpa m pa m
progeny as PR x P .B
pa ID
pa ID
(pale)
pa ID + M + M
+ ID pa ID + m
(F1 type) (wild-type)
Matings (1) and (iii) are obviously ruled out, and the
distribution in Fig. 5 is clearly olose to that indicated 'by
tue expeot.ed progeny of mating (ii), suggesting that grade J6
in PR x RBPR ia not·a crossover class while J3 in PR x PRRB
is.
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Estimation of linkage between .J2.@: and M can at most be an
approximation, as the identification of crossover classes is
somewhat arbitrary. It seems reasonable to take the
following limits: PR x PRRE females, darker than grade J4
(13 examp Lea j j males t paler than grade H (8 examples);
PR x RBPR females,· paler than grade J6 (1 example); males,
darker ;than grade J1 (6 examples). This gives a total of 28
suspected crossovers in 523 backcross progeny, and a
crossover value of 5. 357{between .J2.! and M which would be very
close to ~ (assuming M to be terminal). The constant
association of .!! with colour grade II in the GA line, from
which re was first isolated, in the presence of a probable
allele of l2.! (vide infra) further supports the probable close
linkage between!!:. and pa.
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134999
PR (pale abdomen)
EN (wild-type)
8'i&&
PR x
Ell ~ r,
EN x PR 65'iQ
'PI x PRES
179&&
131iQ
,
50
106&&
'~
9'R9
50
PR X ENPR
+
0-1 2-3 4-5 6-? 8...9 10-11 12....1} 14-15
colaW' ...alue
Fig. 3. Distribution aocord~ng to colour value of PR E! 'nd ~N
..ild.type and the resul t or crosses and backc r oea ee . See Flog. 1
for note.
PR x PBRB ..
17~9
S
;0
79&&
PR aBPR 0x
92"9Q
50
PR (pale abdomen)
PR x eB}. F1
RB x par
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1549
0-1 2-} 4-5 '6-7 8-9 1,\)-11 1.2'...', 14"'5
colo1.l~'·•• 1"e
Fig. 4. Dj.stribution according to colour value of PR ~. an'd RE
fOl'Q10SU5, and the result ot eros'sea and backer-ce se e., See .Fig. 1 not ••
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(PR lit PRRB) x
(PR x PRRB) s (~x H)
(PR x RBPR)
1579~
(PR x RBPR)
(J6 x j3-'~}--
x (PR x PRRB)
419&($
:QA (pale abcio.en)
PR (pale abdomen)
(PRGA)2 (~x J4-,M,) 0----70&&
PR x GA (Q+ X Q-)
%
50
50
0-1 2-3 4...5 6-7 a-~ 10...', 12-1314-15
co Leur ... 1\1"
Fig. 5. lDi.atributioA according to 0010u:1'value of the results of
test crosses trom the Fig. 4. crosses and of croases between Gft.£!
and PR ~.
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TAJ3LE VII
COLO'UR
PR/pa-pale EN/+
PR x EN EN x PR PR xPREN PR x ENPRabdomen .ild-type (Qx H) (H x Q) (~x H) (Q x H)GRADE
99 && 99 00 99 00 99 && ~ 00 9~ &0
F - - - 1 , - .. - - - - - -
G.. - - - 'I ... - - - - - - -
G - - 1 11 - - - - - ... ... -
Fi- - - .10 40 .. 'I - 1 - 7 ... -
H - 2 21 37 - 44 ... 35 - 105 - 1
.H-ap - ... 7 - - - - .. - - - -
H ap - 2 15 .. - 2 - - - 1 - ...
J1 • 10 2 ... B 1 2 2 1 2 - 'I
J.2 - 5 .. - 4 - 7 1 ... 10 2 -
K1 .. - 1 - - - 2 - - ... - ..
J3 5 1 5 ... 8 'I 6 " 2- - - 0
K2 -. 8 .. .. 'I - 7 - ... - - -
J4 - 3 - .. 4 - '+ - 1 10 8 2
K3 - 4 - - 3 ... 1 - - - - -
J5 - 1 ... - 2 - - - ... 2:6 11 4
L2 - - - - - .. 2 - .. - _. ..
'4 - } - .. - - - .. - - 4 ,
J6 - 19 .. .. - - - .. - 8 12 17
L3 - .:. .. .. '1 - 2 ... 'I ... 1 ..
K5 - 28 - - .. - - .. ; 2 20 25
M2 - .. .. - -. - 1 - 2 - 2 'I
L4 .. 7 .. - - .. ... - 1 1 7 13
M3 1 16 .. .. 1 - ~ .. 5 1 8 5
N2 1 4 - .. ... .. .. - 5 - I~ .~
1>1 43 10 .. .. - - .. .. 24 - 8 11
Q- .. 2- .. - - - - ... ... - .5 15
Q 21 } .. - - - .. .. 1} - 2 .5
lot+- 68 . - - . - - ... 71.. .. 1 1_, '.
'l'OTAUl 134 ",t 58 90 29 41 }.6 39 131 179 99 106
TABLE VII. Colour analysi$ of PR E.!. and EN wild-type, alldthe
resul tao! oro8sesaad baokorOtJses. Note .. the horizoll,tal lines
divide the data into the 8 groups used in the histograms in Fig. 3.
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TABLE VIII~
cctous PR/pa--pale R.B PR xR.B REx PR PR It PRRB PR x RBPR
.abd'Olllea. for.o.WI (Q+ «r ) (G- x p1) ( Q.x H) (Q x a)
GRADE'
~9 &d ~,&d 91 dd W iU 9' && ~9 0&
F - .- 18 37 .. - - .. .. .. - -
G- ... .. 20 18 - - .. - .. ... - -
Cl - - 32, 1,} - - - .. ~ ... - ..
H- - - 20 "2 .. - - 2 - 15 , -
H .. 2 1 - - 20 6 14 2 159 33 6
-H- ap
, ,- - .. - .. .. ... - - - ..
fi a.p ... 2 - .- 2 - 10 - - .. 23 -
J1 .. 10 - - 4 .. .. - 1 ~ 18 7
J2 - 5 - ... 2 .... - .. ~ - .5 2
K1 - - ... - - .. - .. .. .. 1 -
J ., - ;; - .. .. - - ... 6 2 .5 ,}
KZ .. 8 - - .. .. .. ... ~ .. .. 1
J4- .. 3 ... - .. .. .. .. .5 1 .5 ;;
K3 .. 4- ... .. ... - - .. - - - ..
J5 - 1 - ... ... ... .. .. 10 ... " 6K4 - .; .. ... .. - .. ... - ... - 1
J6 - 19 - .. - - - - 7 ... 2 26
L'; -, - ... - ... - ... ... 1 ... ... ...
K;; ... 28 - ... ... ... - ... 9 - ... 9
L4 ,_ '7 -- - ... - ... ... 7 .. 1 2
M3 1 16 ... - .. - - ... '1 ... ... 2
N,2 1 4 - ... ... ... - ... 10 ... ... 2
P1 43 10 - .. 33 1 ".. - ... .. ... I)
"i- ... 2 ... ,._- ... ... ... .. 2 ... ... 1
Q 21 .5 - .. ,. ... .. - 20 ... ... ..
~+ 68 ... ... - - ... .. - 1_.:4 ... - ..
TOTU.s 1'" 1)~... 91 80 8 20 16 16 170 182 9·2 79
TABLE VIII. Colour analysis of PR .E.! and RB fot'mosus, ad the
resul teo,f crosses and backer-oaae s , Note ... the horizontal lines
divide the data into the 8 groups used in the' histograms in Fig. 4.,
I,
i;
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TABLE IX
PRPRRB (Q+) X PRRBFR x PR GA FRGA " PRG! "PRRBPR :lECOLOUR PRPRRB CH iPRRB'PR (a) J6 x J3-J4) ( + x Q-) (Q+ x M3) (Q- x J4)GRAPE 99 c50 9i do 99 00 '*'~ 04 99 00 99 c$O
H- - '0 - 4 - - - - - - - -
H 2 68 - 58 ., 25 ._ ... - 2 - -
J1 - 1 - , 1 '5 - - - j - -
J2 2 5 - i .; 6 - - - 4 - 6
J3 - 1 1 ,- 1 2 -. ., - 6: ... 6
K2 - ... 1 - ,} - - - - - - .,
J '+ - , ... - 1 1 - 3 - 1 - ,
K3 1 - - - 4- ._. - 1 - 1 , - ...
J5 2 4 - - - - - 2. - .3 .. 1
K4 - - - - ... - - 2. - .. ... ...
J6 3 6 4 ., 9 31 ... 5 - 4 - 7
L3 ... - "!" .- .- - - ._. - ... ., -
K5 4 ... 5 ._ 11 2 ..,._ 12 - '<lOll!' ' 1 .,
M2 2 ... - - 1 - ... - .,. - - -
L4 4 - 4- - 3 - - 5 ... ., I... 4
M3 9 - 9 - 1,0 ... - 2. 4 3 9
N2 a - 5 - , - .. - .5 ., 2 -
P 1 1~ - 10 .... 17 - - - 8 3 6 .} ,
Q- 1 - 2. .,. - .. 15 - Z ... b .,,
Q 4 - 5 - 1 - ,} .- 10 - ? -
ic(+ 16 - 19 - - - 5 - S - 2 -
i
TO'1'A..ts 72 96 65 65 69 82 2j }J 37 32 j8 }
"d
I
,I
TABLE IX. Colour ana1'ysil!5' of test erosae's from the er08e~ in
Table VIII, and crolSses betw&ea (lA .E.! U4i PR £!. Note, ... the
borieontal linea divic.ie the data into the 8 groups' used ill tile
histoe;rams in Fig. ,.
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LINKAGE GROUP II
1. s - spot.- This has already been described
above as an autosomal,' recessive; fully penetrant, gene
affecting the lateral spots and pale scaling of the abdomen.
Spontaneous isolate from many strains.
Description and Inheritance
Allelism of the present ~ material (strain GA) with both
that uee d by McCLELLAND (1960b) and by CRAIG et al. (1961)
and CRAIG and VAliDEHEY (1962) was confirmed by reciprocal
cross. (The orig;ina.lKenya stra.in was not otherwise used in
the present studies. Further data on its inheritance are
given below. (Table XVI), sh·owi.ng;exce pt when involved with
another subviable gene, good 8in~le-faotor ratios.
Alleles at the B loous
I'
",I
The intention is now to demonstrate that there is a
series of alleles at the ~ locus, which would aocount for the
great variability of expression of ~. The effeots of the
putative alleles, with arbitrary and provisional Buperscripts t)I
'I'
"
are described in Table X. From this it will be seen that,
in the females at least, homozygous phenotypes have one
character in common, the abdominal venter is almost entirely 11
pa.le scaled even wben the dorsum is only slightly pale (Plate
X.u,q ,).This contrasts wi th .l?!! in which the venter is as
dark as that of wild-type a1t'hough the dorsum is paler (Plate
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TABLE x
ALLELE
STRAINSMALE EX-PRESSION FEMALE EXPRESSION
MEAN COLOUR
!ill
VALUE OF FEMALES USe:D
+s
DK
FS
silver lateral spots absent,
absent on all place a varyingvariable
2 •.0 to 14.() andiffuse
wild-type
wiLd-type
for absenCe
rs
.i.ld-type
silver lateral spots
normal, but with
antero - posterior
extensions of wh;l.te
scales, .ternites
leo
lateral spots on like a conrpl'ete
the seventh seglllent 1 teral.hite stripe
8egm.ats,
replacem.ent
d1tf'us8 \
largely pale-scaled'
01" pale extensioJls.ore
silvait' lA,t.ral spot8
sOllie amount of
tll.i,r
,("2 )
tt.olll,.6
t'o ad
ii
s'train (lA after
by pale ecaling teo<iing
outcrossl.ng ud,'
8e1.(:tin,g for
d&l'K or pale,
GA
BLTS
MA
"8c,,1e8,
.Mt. to becoaae a.ggreg,ated
eternit.s into an oblique
lar,gely 'Pale-8cale~ stripe,
wa8 8
eternite.
whit-e
~rgell pale-scaled
l{), Ji>i1 I'I,II
J», ~ 'I
U, E.
I'
!
TABLE X. Descriptions of the tour! al1el.e.
_ .__..__ _ . ---i·i
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Vla,e,f.). Furthermor-e, in the females at least, there is
always some modification of the lateral spots. All s
homozygotes show seme degree ef extra pale scaling en the
dersum, but in centrast to.~ this '1s as pale as th1'3basal
bands, usually mere sharply defined and well develeped on the
apical margins ef the tergites. In cresses to.wild-type,
the lateral spet medification and ventral paleness are
recessive, while the abdeminal paleness is semi-deminant; the
apical margins ef the tergites at least always being
noticeably paler in the heterozygotes than in the wild-type
homoeygot es (~ hemozygotes are, illustrated in Plat.es VIII-X,
photegraphs a-d, g, i-I, n-vand X; the remaining
phote~raphs in th~se plates illustrate heterozygotes).
The different ferms ef ~ are all allelic because, while
in crosses of anyone to wild-type the venter and spot
effects are always recessive, all crosses between the various
ferms show the pale venter and at least as much modification
J'
:!
I
of the spots as the least modified parent. The different
forms of ~ are not, 011 the ether hand, all cau aed by the same
allele, operating in different genetic backgreunds. If that
were se, the ~ er backcress frem cresses between them weuld
net be expected to.shew clear segregatien ef the two.spet
types. Fer example, DK !}_rx }'S J!P gave an F1 like!_r and in
the back cr-oee to.FS !_P there segregated 14 wild-type (= sr):
14 ~p males and 19 §_r : '19 !.P fema.les (actual figures).
Table XI shews the varieus cresses that have been made, all
shewing allelism.
---.~.~ _._ ..--- -_._---- .-.- ._---__ - .._._--_.- _ .._---
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TABLE XI
ALLELE r sP w sg8 s
S'l'RAIN DK FS GA AO
MEAN a) 2.6
COLOUR 3.8 5.6 b) 4.1 11....2
VALUE c) 7.1
sP PS 5.6 4.6
KN 2.3 2.0 (a)
w BLTS 6.0 4.4 (a)8
MA 8.1 5.8
EK 12.} 5.8 (a)
VL 12.} 11.6
'"
._.
I:!! JD 1}.3 11.2 10.1 (b)
sg
DH 13.8 12.4 (c) 14.0
NJ 14.1 11.1 (b)
4:0 14.,2- 12.6 (c)
TABLE XI. SUlllIIIary of crosses made between the difi'ere.at
6 alleles and strains.
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From the crosses listed in·Table xr it is possible to
draw some conclusions concerning the dominance hierarchy
between alleles. \(here the form of the lateral spots is
concerned, ~r is dominant over sP (as noted above), ~p is
. w ( wdominant over ~ although the MA strain of s was not
checked directly with the reference strain GA) and ~w is at
least partially d·ominant over ~g. In all these crosses, the
abdominal colour of the offspring was intermediate between
that of the parents (figures in Table XI are only given for
the females .for the sake of clari t.y)•
Here it may be noted that sg is probably allelic if not
identical wi th VI. (vid.e supra). The strain AO received from
Dr. G. B. '~raig as homozygous :!!." was indistinguishable from
JD sg and very similar to the other sg strains.-' Nothing in
the description of ~ by CRAIG and VANDEHEY (1962) is
inapplicable to ~g and their estimate of crossover between s
and :t. ie virtually the same as that between Wand :i.. Because
~g and Ware so pale, the site of the lateral spots merges
wi th the dorsal paleness (Plate VIrI a) . The fae"'tthat
there Ls no sign of the distinct miTror-like lateral wild-
type spots of silver scales was not comnen t ed on by Craig and
VandeHe'y. The crosses of strain AO to GA sW (Table XI) gave
an F1 with ~W_type lateral spots, just as did crosses of !g
from o!;her strains to (lA w.s •
A curious feature 0 the ~ alleles is tbat. whereas the
effect on the la.teral spots is reoessive, tha.t on abdominal
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paleness is sem1-dominant~ '.rne different degrees of
paleness noted among .! alleles may be caused by (a) a
pleiotropic effect or the s allele (b) genes at the .E!! locus
(0) genes at other loci.
J Ithough the paleness caused by §_gis much whi tar than
that of pa homozygotes, control by the ~·locus alone would
show sex linkage and probably be more recessive .
.P'urthermore,independent assortment could be expected to
produoe both dark and pale 8 phenotypes. Fig. 6 and Table
XII show in the case of strain DR that there is no change in
the colour of ~g homozygotes between the P1 crossed with wild-
type and those segregating in the F2 . This, and the absence
of clark~g forms in populations which are polymorphic tor sg
(vide infra), indicates that the pale abdominal colour in sg
is mainly a semi-dominant pleiotropic effect of J}_gor caused
by a closely-linked gene. The fact that the P1 from the
cross JD !!.gx GA pa, for example, is as pale as JD, d:Lfferin
only in having silver lateral spots, need not imply allelism
with a, but simply additive interaction between pa and the
semi-dominant factor for paleness in the ~g strain.
In contrast to si, the oolour of the abdominal dorsum of... . .
!}_W homozygotes is very yariable and, as usually isolated, they
are darker than.a homozygotes. Starting with SW phenotypes
from strain GA with a mean colour value of about 7 in the
males and 8 in the fe'males, selection for pale and dark lines'
was combined with outcrossing to a. grade Q ~ !_+ female
DH sg
DH wild-tlpe
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5'-1-130
2799
%
50
'2 (N 2 x PO) 0---
292&0
15099
50.~------------.---~--~~--~--~----
0-1 2..3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-111~-131'+-1.5
oolour value
Fig. 6. D~stributiGn ccord1ng to colour value ot DH sg, wild-type, .
F1 and F2 crosses. Black = dOl!linanh pnenotype"8, hatch-;;:d= sS.
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TABLE XII
DB DIi F1 '12
cotOtrR sg (Q sg (N2 PO).;lld-type x Ii) x
GRADE -
99 00 99 00 ~9 00 99 00
all at!> all s... all + + a8; + as
G - - - 6 - - - - - -
Ii- - - - - - - - - ; -
Ii - - 27 30 - - 11 - ~8 -
J1 - - 20 1 - - 6 - - -
.12 - - 5 - .- - 4 - - -
33 - - 1 - - - 1 - - -
34 - - - - - - 3 - 4 -
K3 - - - - - - 1 - - -
35 - - - - 1 2 5 - 18 -
1("4 - - _. - 1 4 6 - 13 ..
36 - - - - - - .3 - - -
L3 - - - - 1 10 11 - 31 _.
K5 - - - - - - .8 - 2 -
M2 ... - - - 1 4 6 - ";3 ...
14 .... .. - - 1 - 8 - - ..
N1 - - - - 2 15 2 - 22 -
M3 - - - .. -' - - ... - -
PO - ~ - - .. 13 ... - 21 5
NZ - - - - 10 1 9 - 10 ..
P1 2. 29 - - 7 .5 27 10 8 61_
Q ,0 - - - - .- - 29 .. 11
_.
~ ... ... -"
TOTA.t..S 32. 3,*, 53 37 27 54 150 292
TABLE XII. Colour a.nalyais Qf DU ~, wild-ty.pe I F 1 andF 2
crosses. Note - the horizontal lines divide tbe data into
the 8 groups ased in the histograms i1'1 Fig. 6.
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(also of strain GA) in the pale line and L~ outcrosses to
grade F ~+ in the dark line (Fig. 7). The pale line died
out at a maximum of grade Q+ females and M3 males, almost the I
same level of paleness as the .E.! strains, while the dark line
reached an assymptote at grade H- to J1.
The 4 outcrosses to grade F s+ gave heterozygotes (shown
by downward arrows in Fig. 7) of almost identical colour
grade despite the gradual darkening of the line. This
suggests that the original material contained a recessive
factor (or fa.ctors) for paleness that was removed. by selection
and also a dorninant factor which persisted - since the
heterozygotes were never as dark as the grade F parent, and
wultimately the same colour as the s homozygotes. This
IIfactor" could plausibly be the pleiotropic paling effect of
sw. A further outcross to grade F and selection up to the
17th generation gave no reduction in pale scaling, although
there was a. tendency towards forms la.cking basal bands (Plate
x x ) . By this time, the line ·must haveoontained virtually
the whole grade Ii'genotype with the exception of those genes
at and near the s locus. Thus the fu:lly dominant effect of
the §_w gene (or one closely linked to it) on abdominal
colour is .sufficient toeuppress the expression of the grade
F genotype.
There remained e. further point toestabl1sh. The
production of a pales W .form by outcros.eing the source
material to GA R.! and selecting might be due not to the ea
--_ .._
--'-"~ __ ~_'O" __ ~ __""""_'~"_';"_"__ "'_~: :""_"'_'." ••.~.-.._. _-"'_"~~~-'-_'--'~_""_" __ .__'''''''''"-_~., . __ "".,",- •.~",_,, .•_,___.-.;=- .•• ,.~, ._._.~_.,~ ......~ .__ • __ ," .• _~. ,• .-<>~. .~ A __ ·_
1~
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''rl9El
ttl
""' '8""'0
Q) r::I
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::I.
0
r-'I 50
u
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e
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1
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1
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/
..__. .
pale li.ne
. ~"
./ ......•
":' •...r-/ \"\--1
.j
.........
....
- ••-~Q
'.-,.... 'x.a.....
.~ .'
I:~:~":t'" b
. .......••~".
f·······~~'.. ' -, c
" \" '"c •
f""\ 'd ·: .......-- !~!_".!JC•
dark La.ne
2 3 6 9 10 11 1284 5 7
generations
Fig. 7. The results of selection, with outcrossing, forwdark and pale 2..... lines. Note - the arrows point to
the heterozygote values, upwards for the pale line and
downwards for the dark line.
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gene, but to other factors already present in the ~w strain.
Such factors were presumed to have been eliminated from the
da.rlcline by generation 16 at least. Crossing and back-
crossing to pa was of no value since the backcross l1rogeny
SWwould be all s+' Therefore the F1 from the initial cross
s+ ~ x SW.E!!+ (dark line generation 16) was backcroseed to
the dark ~w line (generation 17). Since~, while hardly
semi-dominant, does have a slight paling effect as a
heterozygote, some at least of the palest backcross progeny
were assumed to be ~ heterozygotes. The palest SW were
paired and the offspring of one such single pair (Fig. 8)
showed a clear colour dimorphism in the females, the males
being very slightly paler than the dark line sw. Since .E!!:
is partially sex-linked and was introduced in the f.emale, the
+ I>1 -t mlast cross was, with respect to pa, pa m x pa ID ' giving an
F2 type progeny of p+a: and : ~ males, w·hich would be
normally dark or slightly paler, and p+amm.and pam females.pa m
which would be slightly or considerably paler. The results
show precisely this; a.lthough the females a.renot as pale as
VIthe final generation of the pale ~ line they are pa.ler than
the ~w source material. This clearly indicates that the
effects of pe:a.ndsw can be combined.
Following a. cross of .FS!,P with PR .E.! the F2 and
subsequent generations were selected for pale ~p forms. A
female from the F4 is illustrated (Pla.te X s) showing, in
addition to the ~P-type lateral spots, the thin median line
-140-
8700
GA (pale abdo~en)
10299
GA E;! xL
(Q-rRap)
1500
GA ~ x F1.,
F'1 x GA .!..-
(various)
b:a.ckor088
50~--~--~----~--~--~----~--..
2100
frOllJ 'ba:ckcroas
(J4 le J2)
0-1 ..2...3 4-5 6-7 8"'9 10-11 12-13 1'~-15
ooloti1"value
fig. 8•. The distribution according to colour value or GA .E.!
and GA. SW (dark: line) and the results of a oross between them,-. .backcr088es to 8 and a seleotl..'ie mating tor paleness.
Black -; e+ phenotypes, hatched = SW ph enc t yp ea ,
---~--
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of dense 'IIhite scales characteristic of FS .§.p(Plate. X r)
standing out against the more diffuse pale scaling of .E.!,
su,ggesting that this too may be associated with the ·gene .§.p.
DK p!r was not similarly investiga·ted owing to the difficulty
of scoring the males.
In summa.ry, it is suggested that each!. s.Ll.e'Le has a
certain semi-dominant pleiotropic effect on dorsal abdominal
colour. This may be large as in !}_g,in which case the
presence of other more recessive factors caus i.ng paleness will
be masked, or slight as in.Sw, when other factors may
effectively alter the colour. It is probable that .l2!'orits
alleles are prominent among such factors.
2. ds - da.rk scutum.- An autosomal, reces~1ve~
fully penetrant gene, of slightly variable expression,
controlling the presence of the narrow white lines on the
mesonotUll1. Spontaneous isolate from strain .RE.
Description
In the mutant form the median paired lin€ls, the postero-
lateral lines and the three small litres at either side of,
and in front of, the pr-e=s cu'teLl.ar-bare patch are absent.,
lea.ving only the crescent-shaped ,ente.I'l!>lateral.. spots ,fieible
( late XIII a) • In the males the lines are consistently
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absent and the ground colour of the scutum is densely black,
in the females there is often a slight trace of greyish
scales at the site of the median paired lines.
Inheritance
In all l<~ and backcross families ds gives clear single
factor ratios. The initial.isolation occurred in a family
also segregating forew where the absenoe of double recessives
indicated probable linkage. However, sOl'l!eintermatings of
wprobable!! heterozygotes, among th~ ds class, gave the
doub l.e.recessive . In all the double recessives, but in none
of the single recessives, the vertex of the head was almost
cample tely black scaled (Plate XIII a) . 'l'hismay be an
additive effect of ds and sw.- - Two series of backcrosses of
~oubl~ ooupling-heterozygotes to double homozygotes (Table
XIII) gave 14 single recessive crossovers" in a total of 731.
This gives ~ crossover value of 1.92 between de and s.
Values for the two backcross series separately were 0.75 and
~).12.
To test for possible allelism or il'J.teract1onbetween Q.
and i!.!, a line of the KH strain was used.whioh bred true for
Gold females (Plate XIII i). The male expression, said to be
recessive by CRAIG and VANDEHEY (1962) was not observed - !CR
Q. behaved rather as asex-limi ted dominant in .fema.les. and
was possibly not identical with Craig's factor Gold. Crosses·
of RB - ds males to Gold females of strain KRgave an entirely
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TABLE XIII
MALES FEMALES
PHENOTYPE TCYl'ALS
a b total a b total
+ + ,58 202 260 44 88 132 392--
ds w 54 174 228 29 , 68 97 325s- -
total non 112 316 488 73 156 229 717eroe ..ov.rs
cis + .5 0 .5 1 2 3 8_'_ -
• 2. 2 4 2 0 2 6+ a.-...-
total 1 2 9' -' 2 .5 1t~erO'SSQvers
TOTALS '78 ' • 497 76 158 234 7311t,
TABLE XIII. Crosses shQwl.nglinkage between ds and SW
-_ ,,_
,
j
I
1
I
!
I
~
I
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wild-type F1 • The F2 segregated as follows :-
wild-type G ds Total-males 90(83%) 0 18(17%). 108
females 26(54%) 11(2370) 11(23%) 48
de interacts with the palin effect of G.
The failure of the dominant effect of G to appear in the,
F1 females and the segregation of about 25% instead of the
expected 75% in the F2 suggests that the darkening effect of
nevertheless possible that G and ~ are allelic.
suggest that they are closely linked (vide supra). The close
Unless G and s are on either side of y in chromosome II
the crossover values given by CRAIG and VANDEffEY (1962)
linkage found between de and ~ does not therefore confliot
with the hypothesis that.9:!.and G might be a.llelic.
I
"
-........-- -~--------- ~ __,..~- - --- -. ---------------~
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LnncA,GE GROUP III
1. ill - black tarsi. As mentioned above, an
autosomal recessive, .fully penetrant, gene principally
affecting the width of the basal white tarsal bands as in
var. atri'tarsus ;'Idw. Homozygous in strain BLTS supplied by
G. B. Craig. Spontaneous isolate of probable allele in
. strain SK, SO, CN, KN, etc.
Description
.each tarsal segment of the wild-type ruetath6racic leg is
pale scaled as follows :-
segment 1, about the basal 1/5-1/4; segment 2, basal
1/4-1/3; segment 3, basal 1/3; segment 4, basal 2/3;
segment 5, whole (Plate XII b) .
In the bIt homozygote the white bands on all segments are
reduced to very nar-row rings (as in Plate XII d). The depth
of banding at the base of tarsal segments 1 and 2 of the pro-
and meaothoraoic legs is also greatly reduced.
Inheritance
The BLTS strain was also homozygous for SW and was used
to determine the linkage of th (vide infr·a). Analysis of
the F2 progenies from parental crosses of the type
W 4- 4-e· .. .) 4- +bIt s x bIt s. Table XVI "ooupll.ng" and bIt s x bIt 8
..__,_ - - - '--
(Table XVI tlrepulsion") provides confirmE;tory evidence of
clear 3·: 1 ratios wi th no suggestion of sex-linkage, nor of
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linkage between blt and s (~ infra).
Alleles of blt
The tarsi in strain ELP are similar to those of strain
ELTS, but are associated with a similar reduction in pale
scaling of the palps. This does not appear to segregate
from black tars~ and might be a pleiotropic effect. The F1
from a BLTS x BLP cross had black tarsi and normal palps,
thus the black tarsi gen.es in the t...eo strains are allelic if
.not identical. Phenotypes identica.l (with re·spect to tarsi
and palps) to those of BLTS were isolated from strain SK
(PIa te XI Id) . Tests for allelism have not been made 80 this
1type is provisionally termed l?ll . There also occurred in
strain SK and ma.ny other strains, a variation (provisionally
termed bltZ )which differed from the wild-type only in the
4th and 5th segments of the metathoracic .~egs.
both pale scaled on the basal halves (Plate XII c). This
gives the hind legs the black-tipped appearance, intermediate
between blt1 and wild-type, characteristic of descriptions of
var. luciensis Theo. There is a tendency in some individuals
for the pale band to be wider on the dorsal surface, giving
it an oblique appearanoe when viewed laterally.
The results o'fseveral crosses in strain SK are given in
Table XIV from which the following oonclusions may be drawn:
Cross (i) shows that blt2 is recessive to'\i'ild....typs, and
crosses (iii) and (iv) that Iblt1 is a recessive allele of
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TABLE XIV
PROGENY PHENO'rYPES
PARENTAL PHENOTYPES
bIt1 bIt! wild-type TOTAL- -'
i) wild-type x .
.iId-type 0 40, 120 160
(2 families)
:li ) bIt1 x bIt' 23 0 0 23- -
... ) 'blt1 bltt 49 53 0 102UJ. X
T2'tatilies)
iv) bli x blt2 14 37 0 51
[si,bs fro.m 1.1.1 )
TABl.E XIV. Results of six ei.ngle-pa.ir C?_1"OSSjU$ ..
i.tlVolving blt alleles. ~
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blt2, cross (iii) gives a clear backcross-type ratio
indicating that the blt2 parents were heterozygous for blt1•
The clear 3 : 1 ratio in cross (iv) confirms this.
In a backcross with wild-type heterozygotes, phenotypes
resembling blt2 from strain eN showed a clear 1 : 1 ra.tio, blt2
1399, 210'0': wild-type 19 99, 15 do' (X2 = 2.13, P> 0.2). A
cross with BLF demonstrated allelism with blt. Hind tatsi
of all ~ progeny were black-tipped. A similar phenotype
from atrain KN crossed to wild-type 'flff gave a wild-type F,·
and segregation of 121 wild-type: 39 black-tipped, an almost
perfect 3 : 1 ratio.
2. 1h - hooked hind tarsi. Recessive autosomal
gene af'fecting principally the shape of the 4th and 5th adult
metatarsal. lenetrance possibly inoomplete, expression
slightly variable. Spontaneous isolate from strain GA.
Description
In the normal and th pupa the legs are bent in gentle
. -
curves independently of th limb joints. At emergenoe the
legs are pulled out of the curved pup~l integument and in
the normal mosquito at once straighten out (Plate XII b). In
the mutant 1h the legs straighten with the exception of the
4th and 5th metatarsi whioh/retain the sharp dorsal ourve of
--_
, --~-,
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the pupa (Plate XII a). KITZMILLBR (1958) reports an
analogous variant in Q. ~. fa.tigans.
Inheritance
Although th bred true as a colony, one rather poorly
fertile single-pair mating of th phenotypes produced 4 wild-
type: "2 th progeny t implying eithar impenetranoe or that one
supposed homozygous recessive parent was a heterozygous
phenocopy. F2 data from 17 families, in 10 highly
homogeneous gr-oups (Table l.--V, X2 = 5.10, n=9, P> 0.8) total
11,36 wild-type: 249 .it. which differs greatly from a 3 : 1
ratio and most closely approaches a 13 : 3 ratio (X2 = 0.543,
n= 1, P> 0.3, < 0.5). Three explanations may be offered;
th is -
1)subvi tal
2) incompletely penetrant
3) only effeotive when homozygous in pr esence
of another dominant gene (epistasis).
If epistasis is assumed th phenotypes can be of two
sorts dependine;"whether hcmoaygoue vor heterozygous for the
other factor; therefore F1 genotypes from th phenotype x
wild-type will be of two 'Sorts, either possessing the other
faotor Qr not, and the,re would be three possible F1 -type
raatinge , ,only.1mB.ting in 4 giving the 13 : 3 ratio, and the
mean more than 8 : 1 • Since the observed ratio ie derived
from homogeneous data. from a'p,proxima.tely25 F'2 families,
------ . c • "_' • __ ._._ • __ ._
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epistasis is ruled out and the resemblance to a. 13 : 3 ratio
must be fortuitous.
Of the total F2 data, 3 families (Table XV I) are from
the parental cross wild-type x th and comprise 15 th: 107 +- -
females and 29 .!h : 103 ..::t.. ma.Les, the difference between the
sexes is just significant, (x.2::: 4.15, ne1, P<0.05)
indicating possible sex-linkage. In the larger sample of 12
F2 progenies from the reciprocal cross .!!1 x wild-type (Table
XV C-H, J), however, the differencebet\'leen 76 th.: 346..:!..
females and 81 th: 392 ..:t. males is quite insignificant,
( x.2 :-.: O. 12, n == 1, P > o. 7) . th is therefore autosomal
(unless remotely linked to sex).
Of the total EJ2 data 5 famili es (Table XV C-G) were fro
a trihybrid cross !Q ~+ s+ X 1h+ bIt ~ and 7 families
(tfable XV I,J) were from the coupling versi on 1£ ill .§. x
+.§.. Table XVI gives the observed counts of the 8
possible F2 phenotypes in the coupling and repulsion crosses.
Compari~ the faotors in pairs for evidence of linkage
x.2 values are as follows :-
bltLth }lItIs 81th
Repulsion '1..2 2.8 0.71 0.09
Coupling X2 155.2 0.01 2.72
Total '1..2 158.0 0.72 2.81
n 2 2 2
P > 0.5 > 0.2
clearly indicating link-e.gebetween .ill and tho
-----_.__._--- _' -~-----...~-~..-,----.
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TABLE XV
No. of PROGENY
ref.
famill.es + th total....... -
A 1 84 22 106
B 1 101...26 130
r 1 63 12 75v
D 1 59 10 69
•E 1 58 17 75
:r' 1 3'+ 9 43
G 1 44 9 53
H 3 127 22 11~9
I .3 210 I+'~ 25'~
J 4 353 78 /,d1
TOTALS 17 1136 2/ ..9 1.$85
TABLE XV. Single-family F2
segregations for tho
TABLE
TABLE XVI
~OUPLING REPULSI'JM
PHENOTY?E
Q¥ 00 tot. 99 00 tot.
+ + + 185 184 369 82 71 15.5---
+ + s 51 72 123 19 1d )'1---
+ th + 1!~ 25 .59 18 19 .57---
+ th s 3 2 5 1+ 7 "---
bIt + + 22 31 55 17 .5'+ 51---
bIt + e 9 9 18 9 3 17---
bIt th + 29 .52 61 3 4 '7---
bIt th s 8 9 17 2 0 2---
TOTALS 321 364 685 154 161 315
TABLE XVI. F2 segregations for th
and bLt in coup Li.rrg and re pulsion:-
XVII
PHENOrYPE ·n 00 TO'fALS
+ + 101 103 204--
bIt th 59 75 134- ........
bIt + 32 38 70--
+ th 1,~ 22 .36--
ror ALS 206 238 '+1+4
TABLE XVII. Backcross data for
bIt and th in coupl~ng.
· .... _ -_._------------------.
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Available backcross data (all in coupling phase) is
given in Table XVII. Percentage of all crossover classes is I
!'
I100 (70 + 36)%
444 0
= 23.87%, but~ if impenetrance is assumed, a
safer estimate is from th classes only, 1OO~x 36d,[ = 21.1 0t1{;.170 l" 07<)
3. fz - fuzzy.- An autosomal recessive gene,
probably fully penetrant but certainly sub-vital, affecting
the whole body. Spontaneous isolate from GA strain.
Description
All the broad adpressed body scales of the wild-type are
replaced in the mutant form by loose etoliated scales which
tend to project from the body surface givi,ng the whole
mosquito a fuzzy or furry appearance (Plate XVI b). The
colour of the scales is normal although the finer details of
i'
l'
ii,
colour pattern are obscured. The scales of the lateral
silver spots seem particularly loose and the integument at
the site of the spots is often naked. There is high
mortality, particularly among females, resulting from failure
to emerge completely from the pupal skin, and many that
successfully emerge are 11 cripp.Les". Adults which look
normal, apart from the mutant effect, survive well and are
fertile.
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Inheritance 11
Although a single pair mating of f! homozygotes was
achieved the low viability precluded colonization.
line was four ti~es outcrossed to improve viability and add
markers for linkage study. Only four scattered far.lilies
provided adequate backcross and F2 linkage data, the
relationship between these is shown in Fig. 9.
The first putative backcross-type mating of an fz male
to a wild-type sib gave 1:3 fz : 21 .:t. males and 7 fz : 17 +
females. There is no indication of sex-linkage and the
significant departure of the total f r-oma 1 : 1 r-a t.io
<0.02) may be attributed to pre-metamornhotic
mortality, since adults were classified which had failed to
emerge. The second backcross-type mating gave 1L~ fz : 17 +
i',I
"males and 12 fz: 14~ females. The total segregation does
not differ significantly from 1 1 expectation (X2 = 0.44,
P>0.5).
The rather poor F2 data are given in Table XVIII. A
X2 test for linkage between ~ and fz gives the insignificant
value of 0.31 (P>0.5) suggesting in the absence of sex-
linkage that fz is in linkage group III. The absence of any
double bIt £& recessives among the total F2 of 381 could mean
either linkage or lethality of such genotypes., Phe r-eis
however- no evidence of any such deficiency in the observed
segregation of .ill which is in almost complete agreement with
the expec ted 3 : 1 ratio.
---------------
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.--,...--. GA·..! (10 laboratory gens.)~-..---.-----Ifield-collected G~-----. iii
TA (2
~
laboratory gens.)
fz-'
second isolations
i
I
I
•6 generations- no selection
•I
I1st bacKcross PR...............- l
···0··B1LP
·····6 iiiI, i5--....-..
6-' iII-"
·bItt·s-
1st '2 2nd 12
Fig. 9. The "pedigree II of fz.
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TABLE XVIII
"1st F2tt from "2nd F2 " from
PROGENY PHENO'rYPES bIt '~ iz-x bIt s x fz-- - -- -Q9 00 tot. 99 00 tot.
+ + + 110 110 220 .3 11 11-,----
+ bIt + 40 42 82 .3 h. 7---
'ff. + + 15 21 36 1 .3 IJ.----
fz blt + 0 0 0 0 0 0---
.. + s - - - 1~ 5 9---
.. bIt s - - - .5 2 7---
!! _!_ !. - - - 1 1 2
Iz bIt s - - - 0 0 0---
TOTALS 165 173 338 17 26 '403
TABLE XVIII. F2 segregations for bIt and Iz in coupling.
---_._------_. __ ...---- "'....,...---""'--'"-....,.._-.'-,.,~~
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The largest value of the crossover value c consistent
with a probability of 0.05 or greater of there being no
recombinant phenotypes in an ~ of 381 animals can be
calculated as follows: If p ::i c2 :: f.requency of fz.bIt
recombinants then q :: 1 -p ::frequenoy of non-recombinants.
The probability that, of n animals, all will be non-
recombinants is therefore qn. This ives-
381q ;;: 0.05
so that log q:: lO!8~·05
and = 0.9922
so that 1-q = p:: ic2 = 0.0078
c2 :: 0.0312
•• • maximum recombine.t10n between blt and!!. ::'0 ;;: 0.18
so that the crossover value cannot exceed about 18%. It
is more likely to be less.
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.ifACTORS O]!1 INlill I'TA1\CE
(designations provisional)
1. 01 - olive eye. Recessive, autosomal gene
of variable expression ~ffecting eye colour.
isolate from strain CN.
Spontaneous
Description and Inheritance
The dark reddish-green or alive colour distinguishes the
eyes of 01 from the black wild-type. The hue is however
hard to define and cannot be confidently recognized without
side-by-side comparison with known or suspected wild-type.
The initial isolation included both sexes, which hinted
agaLnet sex-linkage. A hand-rnated pair bred true but the
progeny failed to breed in a paper-cup and the pure 01 line
was lost. Re-isolation of 01 from strain CN has had to be
postponed. Females of the original family and later males
were outcrossed to re ru double recessives giving a wild-type
F1, indicating no allelism with !.:!:! or ££. The .F'2 from rando I
11 pairs segregated to give a bewildering selection of eye
colours (Table XIX). Plate Y is a photograph of 7 examples
from these F2 progenies. Wild-type,~, ~ and ru re wer-e
clearly recognized and a 5th class was probably 01 (Plate
Vb,i.), alt.1ough in the absence cf known 01 material this
could not be absolutely verified. Its virtually equal
segregation in males and females confirmed that 01 is
probably autosoma.l. Also present were two paler phenotypes
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TABLE XIX
'2 from 01 x reru F2. from reru x 01- - --PHENOTYPES TOTALS
males females males females
+ + + 50 70 23 15 158-
re + + 21 0 0 5 26
+ ru + 8 5 1 0 1h
+ + 01 19 18 6 6 49-
re ru + 26 0 0 15 41-
re + ~}? 13 12 0 l+ 29
+ ru 01-
I
re ru 01 ? 7 0 0 0 7....,.._,
TOTALS 11.4 105 30 45 324
TABLE XU:. Segregation of eye colours in F2 tram
reciprocal crosses of reru to .2l.
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(Plate V f,g,m,n.). The palest of these, which in life was
a pallid or pinkish grey, was presumed to be the triple
recessive homozygote ru re 01. As pupae, some at least of
these palest phenotypes showed no eye-.pigment whatsoever.
Attempts to breed using this class as either parent failed
and it is probable that 01, either alone or.as the triple
r'ecessive, is associated with a behaviour anomaly, perhaps
blindness, which prevents mating. At the time of writing
intensive steps to re-isolate either 01 or the triple
re·cessive have had to be abandoned, but it is noteworthy tha.t
continued breeding of the re ru x 01 line as a colony
consistently produces pupae with unpigmented eyes. None of
these however produces adults with eyes resembling the
supposed re ru 01 homozygote of the F2. It therefore seems
probable that a readjustment of the genotype has occurred in
subsequent generations, which increases the.rate of red
p.igment formation in the adult. Future work should be based
on pupal eye colour.
2. Probable alleles of ~. Forms with pale
abdomens resembling R ~ have been isolated from several
strains. Those from strains GA, CC, Cl and~JA merit special
consideration.
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Description and Inheritance
GA ~ (Plate VI c,d,h.). The palest forms from an
initial natch of wild eggs were mass-mated. Among the
pro€eny, which included many ~w, two single pairs (9 grade P1
x d' K3and I( 'L2x d J1) were chosen which were apparently!_+
homozygotes. The palest progeny of these two families (the
S2 generation) were1.nbred, for a generation, and then
combined. Selective inbreeding was then continued for a
further 12 generations, 6 of ".,hi'chwere brother-sister matings
(Fig. 16). At the end of this period, at the 815 generation,
no s allele had appeared and abdominal colour. a1 th.ough
showing oons Ldez-ab Le variance, was fairly constant from
family to family. The females were as pale and the f.lalesa
little paler than their ~R counterparts. After 7
generations of pale selection there was a slight increase in
darker forms, but attempts to apply roverse selection over
two generations failed, indicating that this variance was
non-genetic. Other indications of possible lack of
homeostasis with in0t'easing homozygosity (LERNER, 1954) were
. "..t"pronounced bilateral as f ymetry (Pla.te VI c) in later
" ,_
generations compared with the earlier ones or the less inbred
strain PR (Plate VI a) •
'rhe prooedure of testing for sex-linkage by crossing to
grade F of strain RB, adopted in strain PR, was repeated.
The results are set out in Fig. 10 and Table XX. Despite
failure to give ae pronounced a demonstration 01.' 99x-linJcage
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41900
GA (pale abdomen)
406~9
RB (forllloeu8)
GA x R~}
F1RB x GA
...
800&
91~9
7700
5299
27400
GA x GARB
27799
%
0
3520&
GA x RBGA 0
10599 .
0
0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-15 14-15
colour value
Fig. 10. The distribution according to colour value of GA~ and
RB formosu8 and the resul t of crosses and backcrosses. See Flog. ,
note. i
!
----------.----~--_j
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TABLE XX
COLOUR GAl ? pale RB OAx RB RBx Gj, OA x G.A.RB GAx RBG!
abdomen forlllo.us (Qx F) (r x P1) (Qx r-H) (QxF-H)
GRADE 'l.~ 00' 9~ 00 i~ 00 Q~ 00 ~9 && v9 00
F - - 18 37 - - - 2 - - - ...
G- - - 20 18 - - - 4 - 1 - .3
G - - 32 13 - - 9 '7 ... 28 8 2.
a..: - .- 20 12 1 38 9 16 2. 96 35 68
H - ... , _. 4 8 .3 2 6 78 24 87
H- ap - - - - - - - - 3 - - ...
H ap - - - - - - .- - ,~ 1, -
J 1 - - ... - 15 - ... - 35 31 16 50
J2 - - - - 8 -. - - 25 11 4 33
K 1 - - - - 1 .... - - 2 - - -
J3 - 1 - - 1 - - - 36 " 9 34
K2 - - - - 1 - ... - 19 'I 2 2
J4 - 4 - - - - - - 1 ., - 9
L1 - - - - - - - - 2 - - -
K3 - I~ - - - - - - 7 1 4 2
J5 - 4 - - - - - - - ,~ - 6
L2 - 1 - - - - - - 2 - - -
I4 - 7 - - - - - - 6 - - .3
J6 - 9 - - - - - - - 1 - 8
M1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - ,
L3 - 2 - - - - - - 2 - - 2
38
,
K5 1 - - - - - - 1 - 'I 11
H2 - 6 - - - - - - 2 - ... ...
L4- - 51 - - ... - - - 5 - - 9
H3 32 99 - - - - - - 43 - ., 1
N2 27 61 - - - - - - 23 - , 3
P 1 34 49 - - - - ... - 14 - - 2.
Q- 179 81 - - - - - - 16 - - 1
Q 101 1 - - - - - - 21 - - -
Q+ 32 ... - ... ... - - - - - ... -
TOTALS 406 419 91 0 31 46 21 }1 277 274 105 352
T~BLE XX. Colour analysis of OA £!. and RB formosus, and the
results of crosses and backcrosses. lote - the horizontal lines
divide the data into the 8 groups used in the h1stograms 1n Fig. 10.
- j
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as the PRRB crosses, the GARB crosses show evidence of a
sex-linked factor. The F1 included females as pale as
grade K1 or K2 (Plate VIr k ) and showed more variance than the
PRRB F1 . This was unexpeoted in view of the supposedly
greater homogeneity of GA. The backcross results resemble
those of the PRRB crosses except for the absence of the
expected pale males in the GA x RBGA backcross.
The cross between PR and GA (Fig. 5, Tahle IX) gave an
F1 of mean colour valu~ close to that of PR but with much
lower variance, suggesting a.llelism. Dark and pale
selective matings of the F1 had little differential effect in
the F2 •. although it is strange thet the pale mating produced
darker F2 males than the darker mating.
CC and CR (Plate VII m, p.). Selection for paleness in
both these strains (Figs. 17,18.) which; like the PR strain,
initially had a few pale females but no males paler than
grade H, resulted in lines of pale females and dark m lea.
In the case of CC, crosses of both dark males and pale
females to PR .E!! gave fully pale ]'1females (Plate vrr n ,o,).
There were, however, more partially pa.le females in the crose
PR x CCand more partially pale males in the cross CC :x PR
(Fig. 11, Table XXI). Assuming paleness to be caused by pa
alleles in both strains, it may b supf,>osedthat these only
occurred in ooupling with n in the CC and CR strains as
studied.
9800
cc (pale abdomen?)
7199
PR x CC (Q+ x H)
100&
CC x PR (M.} x J 6)
43~0
(GCPR)2 (N 2 x .H ap)
171i9
%
50
5500
( CCPR)2 (i.(- x J 5) 0 --
5199
50
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0-1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12..,,, 14-15
colour value
Fig. 11. The distribution a.ccording to colour value of CC £.!. ?
and PR E! and the result of crosses between them.
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TABLE XXI
COLOUR eCI ? pale PRx CC F2 CCx PR 12 a 12 babdomen (Q+ x H) (J5 x H) (M.3x,J6) (N2xHap) (Q-x J5)GRADE 99 08 99 00 99 do 99 00 99 00 9~ 00
H- - 5 - - - ,. - - - 5 - 7,
H - 12 - 18 - .3 - 1 - 9 - 4
iI-ap - 9 - 20 - 3 - 4 - 1 - 4
H ap - 46 - 2 ... - - 4 - - - ...
J1 - 1S - - - - - ? -. 16 - ?
J2 - 6 - - - - - 6 - 4 - 6
J3 - 2 - 6 - - - 8 - 4 1 9
K2 - - - - - - - - - - 1 1
J4 .. - 1 - - - - 3 - 1 - s
K3 - -. - - - - - - - - 4 -
J5 - - .3 - - - - 1 - 1 - 2
L2 - - - - - - .. - .. - 1 -
K4 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 1
J6 .. ... 4 - - - - .- - 1 .. 10
L3 - - - - - - - - .. - 1 -
K5 8 - 2 .. 2 - ... - - - 2 ..
.L4 9 - 1 - - - - - - ... 1 -
M3 41 .. .3 - 1 - - - 6 - 6 1
N2 9 - 5 .. 2 .. 5 - 3 .. 4 -
P 1 1 - 11 - 4 - 22 - 6 - 11 -
~- 1 - 4 .. 2 - 17 - 1 .. 6 -, - - ? - 9 - 1 - - - 12 - .
~+ .. ... 3 - 4 ... - .. 1 - .. -
TOTALS 11 98 f+4 46 24 10 45 3/+ 17 43 51 55
TABLE XXI. CololJ.ranalysie: of CC 2_!?and PR .2!. and the results of
crosses between them.
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Designating the PH allele as.::Q!;l1and the CC as ~2 the
crosses may be represented as follows :-
pa' ID + t-1 pa.' ID + Mx
pa" ID pa2 ID pa2 ID pa.' m
(fully pale PR) (dark CC) (pale daughters) (dark sons)
and the reciprocal cross
pa? In Ea1 M pa2 ID pa' Nx
pa? ID pa' m pa" ID pa2 m
(pale CC) (pale PR) (pale daughters) (pale sons)
The absence of very pale males from the reciprocal P,
could be because the parents, grade M3 and J6, were far from
the palest (the paler pairs having failed to sive proeeny),
ntl1 na1 ,or perhaps because ~ io darker than ~ A dark selective
pa? pa1
mating of the CCPrI.F1 produced an Fi! differing from the 11',
only in slightly higher variance. The alternative pale
selective mating produced not only a paler F2 but also one
showing much greater variance. Thus, paradoxically,. darker
females were obtained after selecting for paler (Fig. 11,
Table xxr) .
One point is however certain, CC males contained one .I?!!
allele, otherwise there would have been no fully pale If1
females in the cross to PR. A pale CR female x pale GA male
gave a reaul t similar to CC x PR (Plate VIr I) • If the
hypothesis that paleness i" the JC and CH strains is caused
by alleles of ..12f!: i8 correct, it wight be argued that crossi,ng-
over wou.Ldhave given pale males. The apparent absence of
---~-- --~-----.--- --------------------~, _------
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such crossovers in these strains may be accounted for in two
ways: (i) crossovers are rarer than suggested by the PRRB
backcrosses, or (ii) the ~ allele is sex~limited just as sr
is among the 8 alleles.
~A. In the case of JA, isolated early in the work, no
tests for allelism with other strains were made, but
selection for paleness, ca.rri'edon until the line died out
(Fig. 17) resulted in paler males than in CC or CR. An
alternative line of selection in the JA strain is set out in
}t'igs.12 and 13; the darkest males were paired \'rith the
palest females. This resulted in a slight shift to darker
in the males and stabilization 'of the females at about half
intermediately pale and half dark. This is most simply
explained as follows :-
?
M
?Ea' m + :Qa' m + ID + N + Mx ---;;> ?
+ ID + m + m + m pa' m + m
(semi- (darkest 0') (semi- (dark 9) (dark d) (darkest d)
pale 9) pale 9)
'I
This seems to imply that ~' ~ is paler than analogous
?heterozygoteo in strain H and consequently that...E!!'either
is a different allele of 12.2: or is in a different genetic
background. In other strains, selection resulted in an
Lncr eaue in paleness in the f ema.Les alone, but not to the
degree of t21at in CC or OH (vide infra ligs. 18-20). It is
possible thaL these represent different ..P.a alleles just as
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24~9,
24&&
JA ini.tial
290
50
50
0-1 2-3 4-.5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 14-1.5
colour value
Fig. 12. The distribution according to colour value of JA and the
result of selecti.ng palest temales and darkest males.
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5200
3999
%
2000
2099
0-1 2-} 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-1} 14-15
colour va.lue
Fig. 13. As Fig. 12, continued for a further 4 generations of
selection.
..
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there seem to be a number of alleles at the s locus. On the
other hand, the possibility that complex differences in
colour between strains, aside from the effects of the s
alleles, are influenced by genes at more than one locus
(vide ,infra."formosuEl abdomen".
3. Basal-handless. Probably polygenic,
causing in extreme expression'the absen.e of basal pale bands
on the dorsum. Spontaneous isolate from strain GH.
Description and Inheritance
Black scales speckling the pale basal bands of the
tergites frequently occur and appear to answer to the
description of brl-brindle reported by CRAIG (personal
communication). ' The offspring from a cross between two such
black-speckled individuals, from the initial hatch of GR,
consisted of 14 nor. al : 17 speckled males, 4 normal: 30
speckled females. In 6 of the females the basal band of at
least one tergite was completely interrupted medially, rather
suggesting the appearance in A. albopictu9. In a further :3
females the basal band of the 3rd tergite was completely
absent. A cross between a speckle· male and a female with
an interrupted basal band yielded an F2 in which all were at
least speckled. Of 14 males the basal band 0 the 3rd
tergite was interrupted in cl and absent in 2. Of 18 fe ales
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the 3rd tergal basal band of 5 had 11-15 pale scales, of 3
6-10, of 2 less than 5 or no pale scales. An F, from a pair
which both lacked basal pale bands on the 3rd tergite was
even darker. The number of'pale scales in all basal bands
was very reduced. An F4 obtained· from still darker. parents
than those of the l<'3 produced a few individuals almost
entirely devoid or any paI.escales at the site of ~the normal
pale basal bands (Plate 11 h), resemblin; those described by
CONNAL (1927). The 4 generations of brother-sister selective
mating resulted in low fertility, no P5 was obtained from the
da.rkest pairs, other pairs producing an P5 paler than the F4.
For the same reason outcrosses to the extreme dark SW (Plate'
x x) t designed to test for allelism, failed.
variants.
4. Possible alleles of .£! - other dark s'cutum
Probably recessive, autosomal genes of
apparently constant expression, affecting the median lines of
the mesonotum. Spontaneous isolates from strains YD and CN.
Description and InheritanceOf first variant (stra.in XXD
'rhe posterolateral lin s of the mesonotum are normal but
the median paired lines are absent as in de. The line in
front of the prcscutellar bare space is rre·tly exaggerated
and those at either side much reduced (Plate-XIII c). The
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initial segrega.tion was 4 wild-type: 5 mutant males, 3 wild-
type: 3 mutant females. One of the muta.nt felllales mated
with a wild-type male of a. related line gave offspring as
follows; 19 wil.d-type : .q. mutant males, 13 wild-type:
11 rllutant females. Both these families could have been
baokcr-oas types, so no conclusion as to dominance is po es i ble.
The appaz-errt absence of this mutant in the generation prior
to i ts isolation suggests that it is recessive, in whf.ch cas s
s,ex-linke.ge would be contra-indicated.
with de were !lot made•............
Tests for allelism
This variant seems to answer to the description of an
Australian variety by F. H. TAYLOR (1914). The postero-
lateral lines of the mesonotum are normal but the median
paireGl lines and those surrounding the prescutellar bare
space are absent, (Plate XIII b). 'xpression is less
pronounced in the males, some of the lines being faintly
visible. All 11 female progeny of a mutant fema.le a.nd
f'aintly marked male were like the mother, the median lines
were absent in 9 out of 16 males and faint in 7. It was not
possible to arrange tests for allelism wi th e1tIler de or the
previous variant.
._---_._-_ .._.-
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5. !l. - Fleck. Dominant, probably autosomal
gene affecting the posteromedian line on the mesonotum.
Spontaneous isolate from strain GR.
Description and Inheritance
'llheline in front of the prescutellar bare apace is
enlarged into a narrowly elliptical spot, the other lines on
the mescnotum are not affected (Plate XIII g) . The ini tiB.l
isolation gave 5 wild-type: 7 !1males, 6 wild-type: 3 !!
females. A male PI was outcrossed to El female with wild-
type thorax. All male progeny were FI; the pattern in the
only 2 ,. females was indistinct.
6. II - Stripe. Dominant, probably autosomal
gene affecting the median paired lines of the mesonotum.
Spontaneous isolate from strain PR.
Description and Inheritance
The median paired lines, but none of the oth-er lines,
are very broad and conspicuous (Plate XIII f) • This is
always associated with ~ in strain PR but on outcrossee ie
completely dominant, whereas ps. (vide supra.) is virtua.lly
recessive and is probably caused by a separate linked factor.
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7. "formosut,IJllabdomen. The fact that nearly
all the !. aegypt,i encountered B.vJay fro:::'lthe vicinity of
houses in sub ...Saha:ran Africa lack any pale scaling on the
fir,st abdomt na'l targ1 te led'MATTIFGLY(1957), as discussed
earlier, to separate such a form as a geographical subspecies.
Thus this variation, is of obvious significance, yet it has
defied analysis in the present study. I'1'attingly'scriteria,
of absence of any pale scales on ~he first tergite (i.e.
colour ,grade F, Plate Xle,:f.) is undoubtedly too stringent,
since a.tterllptsto select a. true breeding strain in which both
males and females \>leregrade F always Iailed. At least some
females in every family always had one or more pale scales on
the 1st tergite. The same was true when large numbers of
bush-collected adul ta Were examined (McC]JE1LAND 1960 b) •
If subspecies formosua is to be regarded as a bionomic
entity, it is obvious that it must be re-defined to include
the range of colour expression, particularly in the females,
up to grade G. On the other hand it is well nigh impossible
to detin~ it BS a genetic entity on the basis of colour alone
(it may well be that other attributes such as behaviour are
ne caeaar-y), since populations shew complete intergrading with
wild-type and the difference between grade :Ii' and vlild-type -
grade H is by any measuJ!'csmall.
In order to gain some Lnfo.rraatLon on the possible
mode of inheritance, grade F examples from strain YD were
crossed reciprocally with grade H'wild-typefrom str in EN.
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Although there was oonsiderable variance among th~ F1
progeny, several were unquestionably as dark as the YD
parents. Backc r-oaeee of grade F raa.lea of the f, to grade H
females of tb-a EN strain, a.gain produced a. number (mostly
males) of gz-ade F (Fig. 14, Table XXII).
Comparison between the backcrosses of the heterozygous
males from the reciprocal F1 offspring gives no indication of
sex-linkage. In other respeots the differences between
grades H and F seem clearly polygenic.
,
The genes conoerned
might well be the modifiers responsible for variance in paler
forms.
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TD (forll1osue)
5699
_+
90&&
D (wild-t,P.)
EN s: IDEN
61&0
EN x ENID
R H-ap H ap J 1 J 2 K 1 J,
coloul" 1l"ad.
Fig .• 14. 'l'h. distribution according to colour gra.de of TD formosua
and EN wild-type and the results of croeses and b ckcrossea betweea
them. See Fig. 1 note.
F G- G R-
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TABLE XXII
COLOUR YD EN YD x EN EN x YD EN x YD$N EN x ENtD
(r x F) (colony) (r x H) (H x F) (H x F) (H x F)
GRADE 99 0& 99 do 9~ 0& 99 &0 ~9 00 9Q 0.&
F 41~ 41 .. 1 .. 10 4 7 .. 20 1 16
G- 9 11 .. 1 1 11 2 1 3 9 4 23
G 3 1 1 11 25 20 11 11 19 , 11 14 18
B... .. 1 10 40 30 18 12 16 17 17 17 28
H .. .. 21 37 2 - 8 1 7 l~ 11 21
H-ap - - 7 .. - - ... - - - , -
H ap - - 15 - - - .. .. 13 - 1 ..t
J 1 .. .. 2 .. - .. - - - - - -
J2- - -, - - - - - - 1 - .. -
K 1 - - , ... - - - - - - - -
J3 .... .. 1 - - - - - - .:. - -
TO'fkLS 56 54 58 90 58 59 37 36 60 61 l>l<9 106
TABLE XXII. Colour analysis of ID forIll08,u·8 and EN wild-type
and the resul ... of erosaea a.nd bac~or08se8 betweentltlelll. Note
tuat the accollpanyin.g histogram in Fig. 14 is based dlrf»ctly on
the colour grades a.nd not on grouped colour values. Also Rote
that the parents .inall the above eroases were either H .01' ,F.
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O'l'HER VAB,IAT ION
1. Eye colour. Most remarkable are the
;instances of bluish eyes. These were not irlridescent
I
ef.fects but oovt oue pigm,entchanges. A family derived from
a single, wild-caught female, strain KN, included 4 female,s
-
and 1 male with blue eye.s, and one male ..'Iith a single blue
eye. Single individuals also occurred with blue eyes in
strains DC, BIt and PR., magenta-coloured eyes in strain DC,
ul tram,arine eye,s in strain GA and eyes \Vi th green patches in
strain a,R. fhe inoidence of several in the single family of
[lor suggested a genetic ca.use; however, outorossing of these
to wild-type, follow.ed by three generations inbreeding, failed
to effect B re-isolation.
2..Colour of vertex. The line of pale scales
on either side of the median cranial sulcus of the head, the
na.rrow line of pale scales bordering the eyes and lateral
lines enclose areas behind each eye which Can vary from being
entirely blaok-scaled (Plate XIII b,c,d), to being completely
whi te (PIe.te XIII h) . Variation in the median pale line
i teal! was diecussed above under de. Beyond the noting of
this va.riation in moet strains it wa.s not studied.
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3. Dro.oping antennae. Recurved, as against
erect were noticeGi in two strains.
to _9l:of VANDEHEY and CRAIG (1962).
Probably corresponding
straight, male antennae with the hairs adpressed instead of
4. Tufted antennae. it single male of atra.in
VL showed compression or fusion of antennal segments iuto the
length of about two normal segments .The numbe r of natr-s
was about normal so that each antenna resembled a tuft of
hairs sprouting from the torus. This mals W·8.8 caged wi th,
but failed to fertilize, two females.
5. Clubb~d palps. The palps of males in strain
BLTS sometimes appeared shortened and clu~bed, probably the
same as kn - knobbed of VandeH.ey and Craig. :F'ollowingan
outoross, matings of the all-normal F1 gave an almost
perfect 3 : 1 ratio in the F2 indicating a recessive factor.
A variant with warts on the 2nd palpal segment. which
segregated in a family of the re line was probably.!'!.!- wart
of VandeHey and uraig •
. _ -~ -----.__. _. ---- ..--- ..........__._ -_.-_ -- -- - - ----.------ ....-.--~~--
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6. Two-banded female palps. A variant showing
a s.pot of wni te scales on the normally dark third segment of
th~ female Pa.llioccurred in sev~ral strains but was not
studied. This 1s presumably the aame as sp - .6peck of CRAIG
and VANDEHEY (1962).
7. Bent proboscis. A ventral bend in the tip
of the fe·male probosci~ was an effectively lethal chara.cter
since it prevented blood ....feeding. This occurred in a number
of strains, and in half the females of a single f.amily near
the end of the JA pale .female x dark male selection line
(vide §lupra). Tbis indica ted a backcross of a homoz ygoua
male to heterozygous f emaLe, the factor being recessive. In
another strain o.f mixed origins, the probosci of several
females in a. single .family ehowe d a liz-bend" (Platen;x.q).
It is not known which, if either, of these va.rlants
corresponds to.M - hook proboscis of VANDEHEY and CRAIG
(19,62), since this is only described as having Cl. hook or
curve in the middle.
8. \Viug variants. Sinoe no ca.reful search was
ma.de it is not surpr1s1ngthat little variation was noted in
the wings. Three obvious abnormalities (Fig. 15) were
noticed, oorresponding probably to N - Notoh (Fig. 15b), nt-- ---
AB
c
D
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Fig. 15. Sk.etohes ot 't~r&e willg variants, :a-D, comparec<i
with wild-typ~, A.
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notch trail (Fig. 15d) and Ib - lobe (Fig. 15c) of VAND'HEY
and CRAIG (1962). On the other hand neither the F, nor the
F2 from an outoross of supposed N showed the character
indicating a probable phenocopy. Down-bent wing tips (c.f.
bt - bent of VANDEHEY and CRAIG (1962) and a similar variant-
in C. R. fatigans (KITZMILLER, 1958) were noticed in strain
PR. A female of strain GA \'lithno anomaly other than the
right wing 1/5 shorter than the left, was probably a partial
gynandromorph or mosaic, the short wing being male (vide
infra) • A parallel example in C. ~. fatigans is also noted
by KITZI>ULLER (,958) .
9. Black-scaled halteres. This variant, h of
Craig and VandeHey, was frequent especially in strains of
colour grade Fand G.
10.Possible further bIt alleles. In addition
to those discussed above a variant with the distal third of
the 5th meta.tarsal black but with the 4th as wild-type, was
observed in strain CR. Another varia.nt with the dorsal
surface of the metatarsi as wild-type and the ventral as blt2-
appea red in strain ~l.
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A more remarkable variant appeared in strain RB in whioh
the dorsal surfaces of the tarsi were wild-type and the
ventral surfaces as in bIt' homozygotes (Plate XII e).
Provisional,ly named half-black it is an exag.geration of the
:tendency noted in bl t2• All F1 offspring of a sib with wild-
type tarsi x ELF were wild-type. However, the variant
reappeared, in the offspring of this F1 backcrosse\d to wild-
type RB. The BLP x RB F, must therefore have been doubly
heterozygous for blt and half-black, indicating that halt'-
black may not be an allele at the bIt locus. There was no
opportunity to apply a dir.eot teat of allelism.
11.Pale prothoracic femurs. Variants with
considerably mOTe pale-scaling than usual on the dorsal,
surface of the prothoracic femur were charaoteristic of
Ifemales of several strains ,.parti cularly DK, where its
isolation, together '.vith!!I, suggested linkage. It is of
uncertain homology with 11 - lightfoot of CRAIG and'VANDEHEY
(1962) which was sex-limited to males.
12.W1d,e b b 1 b ~.a",a '. anu.s •. A strik1ngextens10n of
all the basal bands to the lateral edges of the tergi t,es, and
their fusion with the lateral spots occurred in a B.ingle
female of strain GH. Attempted out~rossing was unsuccessfu.l.
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13.Abdominal warts. Protuberances of the
intersegmental membrane of the abdomen which displaced the
tergites were frequent Ln certai.n families, particularly GA
and PR (c.f. CRAIG n~.,1961 )•
14.Un~lateral development of a tergite. The
3rd or 4th tergite sometimes failed to develop unilaterally
. .
re~ulting in a bent abdomen as in females of strains RE (Plate
XVI 0) and VZ. In an example from strain JA two "half-
t-ergitesll on one st d.ewere in apposition to a single tergite
on the otber side. This may be homologous with twisted or
split abdomen mentioned by CRAIG et.§:1. (1961). A rather
similar deform! ty was descri bed by t'icCLEL1AND (1960 b) and
BURGESS (1955) noted, in hybrids of _. punctipennis x
A. fre·eborni, some larvae wi th wedge-shaped abdominal se nncnta ,
These gave the larvae an angular appearance and su.ggest that
similar deformities probably occurred in the larvae which
gave rise to the present adults.
15 •.Abnormal ,teni tal1a. One ba.simere of a male
from strain NJ pOssessed a strange dis ta1 process (Plate XIX p).
This may represent a. unilateral distortion of the clasper
which ohaz-aotez-a zes hi - halfgeni ta..liaof VandeHey and
Craig.
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16.Somatic mosaic. An F1 female from the
cross PR x EN which was heterozygous for .l2.§!:. showed a distinct
patch of white scales on the 4th tergite (Plate XVIa).
Thi.s is presu.mably e. mosaic caused by eLthar a somatic
, +mutation of pe. ~ pe. or the loss of a portion of the
chromosome carrying the .pe.+ allele.
17.Ethersep.sitivi'til· A large proportion of
a. single family of strain YD apparently showed abnormal
sene t tivi ty to ether, .failing to r eoovar from the normal
immobilizing dose.
18.Abnormal sex-ratio. Wide variation in esx-
ratio ocourred in some strains. This was probably oaused by
the same or similar factor as Mp of ORAIG et al. (1960).
Gross departures from a 1 1 ratio were mostly in the
direction of exceSs males and tended to recur in conseoutive
generations, but'successive generations of strain FS produced
rat i oe varying from 100'0': 49 99 to 2,260': 1299. One family
of T\!J produced no females ,and the sex re. tios in two F2
fa 11ies from an outcross TWx KMwere 10Odd: 1'99 and
44<Jd : 699.
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COLOUR VA UA'rrON IN THE DIFFER:ZN STRAINS
PALENESS CAUSED BY FACTORS OTHER THAN ~ Al~LELES
The results of selection for' paleness in strains PR, GA,
JA, CR and CC ha.ve been mentioned ea.rlier and shown in igs.
1, 2 and 16-18, as probably under the control of closely
similar alleles. In the case of GA, Fig. 16 illustrates the
distinc~ly different composition of populations in houses,
compared with thQse from the buah and plantation. The
response to selection in strains SG, ml, 1'11, ID\{and KR (Figs.
18~20) wa.s,of a much lower order and resembledJA, CR and CC
in the absence of any real increase in paleness in the males
above wild-type grade H. The pale scaling in MI (Plate XI b)
and HW was at most very sparse and diffuse, whereas the paler
individuals among the other strains showed a broader
development of white scales on the second tergite from almost
mediQ,11y pa'l e in SG (Plate XI d) to full width medial paling
as in GA or PR, but the more posterior tergites were brindled
only. The expression in the pal et individuals was quite
constant between ;families of the same strain, but olearly
different between the different strains,suggesting
quali tat1ve as well as qua.ntita:tive genetic differences.
Other strains, from which no ! alleles were isolated,
either showed no initial variation above grade 11 or almost
no response to pale-selection other than a lowering in the
- - --_._--------
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frequency of grades F and G, resulting in almost pure wild-
type populations.
Histograms (Figs. 21-24) are therefore ivan for the
initial sample only in the case of these strains, TV, SA, DC,
* '* * -le. * * * *:rR, BK , SV , TW, PS, EO, WL , SN , PN , TN , TA , SO and
*NR , and it should be noticed that the horizontal sc~le is
douo l,e that normally used, tne colour values are not grouped
in twos. More tha.nhalf the strains (asterisked) were
freshly field-collected. Some of the paler strains, PR, CR,
CC, JA and MI were from laboratory colonies established for
several years, so there seems little correlation between
laboratory adaptation and colour "potential". It is clear
however that initial varianoe, in the females at least, is
•
highly indioative of the result of seleotion. The histograms
in Figs. 1 and 16-20 show that strains giving the greateet
response to pale selection had generally a higher initial
frequenoy of pale forms.
GAinitial
(bush-collected)
GA initial
(house-collected)
GA 82 for pale
GA 85 for pale
GA 89-15 for pale
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Fig. 16. Distribution according to coLoue value in a f~ral
populatiolil of !_. a..glPti co.ptared with a domestic population
and the resul t of 15 generations of selection for palene,ss.
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Figs. No. 17-20
~he distribution accord1ng to colour
value of populations of 8 strains
of A. aegyet~ and the cesult of oneor more select~ons for paleness.
Fig. 17. JA and CR
18. CC and SG
19. ON and MI
20. HW and KR
JA initial
CR in1 t.i,&l
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Figs. No. 21-24
The distribution acoord~ng to colour
value of populations of 16 strains
of !. Ilegypti.
Fig. 21. s», SA, DC, and TR.
22. BK, SV, 'lW, /lnd PS.
23. EO, WL, SN, aa d PN.
24. TN, TA, SO, and NR.
TV initial
SAin.itiaJ.
DC initial
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PALET ESS CAUSED BY!!: ALLELES
The frequency of the,!! alleles in populations is of
particular interest assuming, as seems most probable, that
the similar phenotypes are in fact caused by identical or
allelic genes.
The .most widespread such "allele" is ,!!g(or W of Craig)
whioh cauae e a most obvious degree of paleneas even when
h&terozygous. ~en po~ulatione polymorphic for ,!!gare
compared in Figs. 25 and 26. Similar polymorphiems occurred
in strains JM, RB, SKand VZ, but numbers examined were too
small for fair comparison. The .frequency of the sg-
homozygotes varied from 0 to 0.6 and is clearly not correlated
with laboratory rearing as such. The fi-gures for atrain DH
might suggest that the gene~ are in equilibrium in anyone
colony. The lower frequenoy of sg homozygotss in the
N.r.M.R. colony, which was subcultured from that in Delhi,
might be either the result of random ohan as if the
subculturing resulted in a small population bottleneck, or,
equally plausibly, it might ·indioate a different equilibrium
in response. to the different condi tiona of lap oratory
oulture.
JD
PH
Dlf 0. (8ee notea
Table trIll)
DH a (eee notes
Table XXIII)
Elt
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4499
5200
%
o
26&&
0---
'0
ri,g. 25. li>l1.tl"iblttlQAacoQrcl;lagto colour value of PQP,ulaticm:s
polj"m'<'1J:"phio rO.r .1. 1J Tho •• ",:itD. sg frequenol oi' 0., or mor ••
black edOlllQ..ut'1i' •• o.o'types,; hatcheT=:: l"'eeea.l •• ptt'(!lnotlii)(~SI.
DH c (see notes
Table XXIII) 353Q9
%
50
6400
KO 0
499~
0
NJ
DH d (see notes
Table XXII I)
VL
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colour value
Fig. 26. D1stributi..OA aocording to colour value of populatintls
polymorphic tor sS, ii) 'rhos. with!! frequencies less than 0.5.
black = dOminllntphenotypes; hatohed:: reoessive phenotypes.
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It is possible to distinguish not only the hoiao z.ygotes
but also the heterozygotes of sg in natural and laboratory
+populations. In general, s homozygotes are grade J1 and
darker in the males, and grade J2 and darker in the females.
r£helirnits in the individual strains do not differ frorn this
by more than one grade and are easily recognized; if
necessary test matings were used for confirmation. Since,
in any case, grades J1 and J2 contained few examples, the
error in classification would be very small. In Table XXIII
the 10'populations have been analyzed according to t:enotype
and q (= the frequency of ag) calculated in each case.
Since some of the populations have been Ion established in
the laboratory (the DR, PH, NJ and KD strains), the continued
presence of both sg and l!.+ at none too extreme frequencies
indicates a balanced polymorphism, otherwise selection would
have tended to eliminate one or other allele (selective
neutrality is a theoretical but implausible alternative).
A stable or balanced polymorphism will occur where "here
is heterozygous superiority or where the fitness of the
genotypes are density dependent. HALDANE (1962) has added
case where an autosomal gene has an opposite effect on
fitness in the two sexes. There is no reason to suppose
that s has either a density dependent or a sex effect. The
fact that high frequencies of E!. seem to oorrelate with man-
made habitats (at least in Afcica) suggests that there may be.
some habitat selection. With habitat selection, fitness of
'~--.----------------.-.-..--.-. --- --~-- ._-
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TABLE XXIII
COMPOS ITION OF GENE NO. OF OBS . MEAN COLOUR
INITIAL SAMPLE FRE'<t. sS MINUS dev 2 VALUE OF sg2q(1-q) - -STRAIN + sg sS OF sg + EXP. EXP:" HOMOZYGOTEStot s s- - -+ + sg EXP. (dev) (X2 ) ~o 99no. s s q
AO 131 0 0 1}1 1.00 - - - - 12.9 14.2 .
JD 102 0 23 79 .89 .200 20.4 + 2.6 .33 12.0 14.5
PH 112 0 30 82 .8? .232 26.0 + 4.0 .62 10.0 11.1
DH b 210 ,+8 102 60 .53 .498 105.1 - .3.1 .09 12.1 13.2
DH a 122 22 73 27 .52 .1..99 60.9 + 12.1 2.40 12.5 13.9
EK 77 17 45 15 .49 .1+90 38.5 + 6.5 1.10 11.7 12.3
DH c 655 363 268 24 .24 .366 239.7 + 28.3 3.34 12.3 13.2
NJ 267 1205 55 7 .13 .225 60.0 - 5.0 .42 10. 'I 14.1
DH d 591 ~O4 179 8 .17 .276 162.9 + 16.1 1.59 13.0 13.0
VL Jj1'....'4 94 7 .11 .188 96.7 - 2.7 .08 9.7 12.3
KD 113 104 9 0 .04 .076 8.6 + 0.4 .02 10.8 13.1I
TABLE XXII1. Analye1. tor ~ 1n d1tf.rent popula.t1ons.
NOTES DH - a - 1st sample from India:n 00104Y, b - 2nd sli41ple (+1 yr.)
DH - e - 1st sample from N.I.M.R. subcolony,
d - 2nd sample from N.I.M.R. (+ 6 maths)
sS expeotallcies calculated accord1ng to the Hardy-Weinberg Rule.
s+
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t.hehomozygotss will be greater than that of the hetero-
zygotes. SMITH (1962) has shown that, in the absence of
heterozygous advantage, habitat selection could lead to a
stable equilibrium; on the other hand, given a stable
equilibrium there will be selection in favour of habitat
se1.ection.
The expectation of heterozygotes in each sample of N
individuals has been calculated in Table XXIII according to
th,eHardy ...\:einberg rule as i pqN, where p = 1-q. DHc is the
only p0l>ulatiou approaching a significant excess of
hetero.ygotes. Three of the 10 populations fall short of,
and 7 exceed, the expected number of heterozygotes.
}'urthermore, the average X2 value for the deviation from
expected is 0.20 for the 3 deficient populations and 1.34 for
the 7 popUlations in excess. While these fieures fail to
satisfy any statistical test of s'ignificance, they are
nontheless BU gestive of some degree of heterosis.
Thus, while!_g can be maintained at equilibrium in the
laboratory, the selective forces in the field must certainly
be very variable to account fcirits high frequency (0.89) in
the Arabian JD strain compared with the low frequency of 0.10
in VL from S.E.lndia or the intermediate 0.49 in BK from :::5.W.
India.. Whether the laboratory populations reflect the gene
frequenoy of the original population is open to doubt.
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Other s alleles
The ran6e of variation included under SW is very large
and this may be because more than one allele is involved or
because SW homozygotes are susceptible to modification at
other loci as was demonstrated above. Strains KN, MA and rm
may be mentioned as particularly interesting examples.
KN originated from egg b~tches laid by four fertilized
females caught biting in a forest at Karen near Nairobi at an
altitude of about 1,750 m , 'r\.,roof the resul tant families
showed segregation as follows: 16 grade F or G- ~+! 27
grade G to H ap .!!+ and 11 grade H-ap to J 2 !2_w. Both females
must have been heterozygouS, and fertilized by the same or
different heterozygous males. Furthermore, the dark cales
of the KN §.W homozygotes had the very intense· black that
seems typical of inland African subspecies formosu8, although
the amount of white scaling would have placed them in
MATTINGLyts (1957) cate.ory of var. queen8landensi~.
f1A originated, as the progeny of 11 single labo:ratory-
mated fem·ales rear.ed from wild-caught larvae. SW segregated
in 2 of these 11 families, and 6 out of 7 of the rsrainder
which were selectively bred for a .further generation,
suggesting that the frequency of ~w in the sour-ce population
was quite high. Plate IX i shows that not only is the
obliqueness of lateral spots strongly emphasized,but there
is less tendency for the median pale scaling on the terg1tes
i
---'
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to aggregate medially as in other strains.
HE originated from larvae found at Hiami International
Airport and illustrates the enormous potential variation
carried within individual mosquitos. The majoritj of the
initial sample lay at or be.low colour value 2, with grade H-
as the mode and 14% in grades F and G-. However, 15~ of
both sexes were clustered between grade J2 -J 4 and the
remaining 25b at grades K4 or L3. A J3 female had extended
e pot.s li.ke sP of'strain FS, and the palest male, grade K4~
Lacked silver lateral spots on the 7th segment again like !p.
This last male was mated with the palest female, of grade 13.
The 41 progeny of this single pair fell into four clearly
defined groups, not signif'icantly different from a 1: 1 : 1 : 1
ratio. The first group comprised 4- H- males and 7 Hap
females. The seoond group, with which the mother could have
been classed, comprised 5 males \'Iith nor-na I lateral spots
varying from grade J3 to L3, and 8 females with normal
lateral spots varying from grade J3 to K4. The 5 males of
the third group, to which the father had belonged, resembled
sP and ranged from grades K3 to M2. These were pr~sumably
the homologues of a group of 5 femal·es with enLa'r-ged lateral
spots resembling sp ranging between rade L4- and Q. '.rhe-
fourth group c ompr-Ls e d '+ typical sg males of grade PO and 3.....
females of grades N2 and Q. It is clear that at least 2
separate pale-producing fa.ctors are involved, but the
--
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segregation could be explained on the basis of 3 alleles at a
single locus, for example :-
x
mother father
Only two subsequent matings were possible t but these showe d
that a pair of Group 4 bred true, while a pair of Group 3
segre~ated into group 3 and group 4 with, in addition, a
third group ranging from grade Hap to J4 with the lateral
spot also as in sp· on the single locus hypothesis this_ t
test for
?
S·. Unfortunately, there was no opportunity to-?
s '
allelism with FS sp.
would be
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
LINKAGE MAP
Table XXIV summarizes the ma.in results of the present
investigation and shows that 15 factors have been isolated at
11 loci. Five linkage distances have been determined a.nd a.
further two estimated. A total of 6 linkage distances have
been published previously, but these include separate measure-
ment'a for both ~ and W, which are now shown to be allelic.
Partioular interest attaches to linkage group I,
corresponding to the sex ohromosomes. The present work is
the first to confirm, outside Culex, the conclusions reac ed
15 years ago in the same laboratory by GILCHRIS'r and HALDJdn;
(1947). The sequence and recombination between two genes,
.££ and re, and the ~ex faotor have been established, the
first three-point linkage estimation to ~e reported in
mosquitos. Although Gilchrist and Haldane considered sex in
C~lex to be determined by a ens or small chromosome section,
there seems no reason why the tw-o sex "alleles" should not be
houologous with the heterosomee of other Diptera.
The three pairs of ohromosomes in the Culicine 1:)0 'quitoe
\
could be derived from the 3 pairs of autosbmes and 1 pair of
heterosomes of the Tipuloidea, not by the lOBS of the small
heterosomes (WIIITE, 1949), but :rather by their fusion with a
pair of a.utosomes.
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TABLE XXIV
DOMINANCE g;~g WITH 0~ PER8ENTSITE SYMBOL AND MUTANT NAME H C!>
Cs. RESPECT TO rz.l0 C!> 8ROSSOVER<:. i>c:0 ¥VILD-TYPE zz ~
H
sex M maleness 1 D to ! (~) I 7.0 from re_. -r---he d re red-eye 1 r I 20.6 from ru- -
I' ru rust-eye 1 r I 27.6 from M- -
01 olive-eye 11 r (A) --
thorax ds dark scutum 1 r II 1 .9 from s-
Fl Fleck 11 D - --
St Stripe 11 D - --
abdomen .f!. pale abdomen 1 r I c. 0.5 from M
sr sP, SW & sg· spot 1 r / seml.-D (II) --' -'
"leg blt 1 bl~ i black-tarsi 1 r (III) --'
th tarsi-hooked 1 r III 21.1:fromblt- -
other fz fuzzy 1 r III <18 from bl t- -
TABLE XXIV. Summary of well-defined mutants and
linkage information obt ined in the pr es en t 6 t udy ,
Notes - r = recessive co wild-type, 0 = dominant to
wild-type. (A) = utosom 1. Otner paren t heeLa
inJl.catee that linkage group was known for other allele.
'--"-- -.----
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While the absence of pairing and disparity of size
between separate X and Y chromosomes would be readily
observed, it is doubtful if small unequal non-pairing
segments of large autosomes (resulting from fusion with the X
and Y) would be noticed, espeoially if they were tercinal.
If this were so, sex determination in Culioine cosquitoB would
be in reality of the. - IT type with a very laree homologous
pairing section. Most genes or this pair of chromosomes
wuuld thus show partial sex-d.Lnkage. Pr oot' of this
hypothesis would come with the finding of senes showing the
normal mother-to-son type of sex-linkage with no recombination
between the sexes. Alternatively, if sex is in fact a single
gene, it would be surprising if it were alway teruinal, as
inversions could be expected to carry it to the riddle part of
the ohromosome. The finding of partially sex-linked genes on
both sides of the sex factor would co:nfirm this. ~earches
:formore se:x;-linkedgenes should therefore receive priority.
Meanwhile, it is convenient to use the .ill, M a.l1eles.as a
working notation.
If the sex-determining entity is terminal, it is unlikely
that genes at the other end of the ohromosome will show any
must be accepted with caution. For this reason, ~,
obvious sex-linkage. Thus the definitions of mutants as
autosomal simply on the. grounds of absence of sex-linkage
situated quite far from 11, would perhaps be a. useful reference
point for establishing locations in l'nkage group I. The
fact that Z showed no sex-liru{age was scant ground,
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~ posteriori, for placir~ it in linkage group II (CRAIG and
GILLHAM, 1959), but it was nevertheleas justified by the later
linkage information. Similarly, the finding of th at a
distance of about 20 from bIt, and neither obviously linked to
1:1 or Sf seems reasonable confirmation that these belong to the
third linkage group.
EYE COLOUR
The eye colour mutants are partioularly interesting, but
subtle changes are difficult to deteot. £1, for example, had
a profound effect in conjunotion \"ith re ru but was hardly
noticeable in its original genetic 'background•. Suspected
eye colour mutants should ·therefore be reciprocally crossed
wi th re rustook and th~ :b"2 searched for unusual r-e comb tnarrte,
It would be interesting to characterize the effects of
the eye colour mutants using paper chromatography., It is
possible that light may control the subsequent da.rl~eni,ngof
re and ~. This c-ould easily be tested by rearing under
var-aous levels of illumina.tion.· The re ru 01 genotype is
particularly interestin~ and an attempt should be roade to
reisola.te the coLcur-Leea-eeyed adults to investigate their
behaviour a.nd a.pparent sterility.
The final problem relating to eye pigments raised by this
study is the nature of the blue colour oocasionally observed.
It ie possible that such a blue (or yellow-absorbing) pigment
is combined with red (or blue-green absorbing) pigments to
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produce the apparently black wild-type oolour. 'Phe various
"eye pigment mutants so far isolated all give red hues.
These may represent some failure to produce the blue
component. The blue effect might similarly result from non-
produotion of red pigments. Were genes causing the two
effects coobined in one genome, the resultant phenotype might
be white-eye. Comparative study of the responses of wild-
type, red-eyed and perhaps blue-eyed adults to red and blue
light might be revealing.
SCALE COLOUR
At least two major loci, ~ and~, are involved in
oontrolling the amount of pale scaling on the abdominal dorsum.
There is almost certainly :o1'e than one n allele and at least
4- s alleles. The ~ alleles are almost oompletely recessive
to wild-type, whereas the £!. 8,11ele8 show varying degrees of
dominance. Their effect is ~dditive, such that the double
heterozygote 113 paler than either single heterozygote. The
abdominal colour of material that is wild-type with respect to
both these looi can vary fro-m colour .grades F to H. This
variance appears to be polygenic and the g~nes ooncerned are
possibly also responsible for much of the variance in paler !t
and pa forms.
The oontention that the oontrol of a.bdominal colour is
multifactorial (MoCLELLAND, 1960b} ia therefore fully Upheld.
CRAIG and VANDBHEY (1962), in discussing the dorsal abdomen of
A. aegypti, po in't out that 1t is oontrolled by a single sezni-
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dominant gene and is therefore not multifactorial, although
they admit that.§. causes "an irregular increase of ¥-[hite
scaling". Although the gene concerned, .§.g,is certainly
semi-dominant and produces, when hcmo zygous, the palest
abdominal phenotypes, it would be fallacious to assume that
all A. aeSlpti with white scaling on the abdomen carried eg.
In the present study, genes affecting the amount of white
scaling on the abdominal dorsum occurred in more than half the
51 strains studied. CRAIG II §le (1961) examined museum
material for Q and W phenotypes and ooncluded that at least one
of the genes was present in material from 9 countries. Since
they presumably scored heterozygotes, it is obvious that sg
heterozygotes and.£!: homozygotes would have been confused.
It is gratifying that all the previously described colour
varieties of A. aegY.I2t:i;.and all the variatlons noted by
corNAL (1927) were encountered in the pre errt study. I'he
finding of a purtially sex-linked factor controlling abdominal
colour can explain for the first time the hJtherto puzzling
claim of bIIIDRA\vI(1955) that inheritance of scale colour in a
certain strain of A. ~egypti w~s maternal.
The colour of the hind tarsi ie controlled by at least
two alleles at the bIt locus, an there is evidence of further~
variability whioh could be oaused by other alleles or genes at
diff·erent Loot . The clearly monofactorial inheritance of
blt2contraats with the results of FLOCH et !1. (1942) whioh
•are, however, too imprecise for useful comparison.
The genes affecting the mesonotum fall into three groups,
(i) recessive, causing various degrees of pattern obliteration,
(ii) dominant, causing a paling of the background scale colour
and (iii) dominant, causing an increase in the size of the
lines of white scales. It is too early to decide how many of
these are allelic, but of (i) it can be suspeoted that ds is
allelic with the similar variants later desoribed. In (ii)
the degree of paleness of the female mesonotum varies in
different strains from straw-colour to.golden-brown, and if
all are due to a single gene ~ it must be subject to
considerable modi.fication. It seems likely that there are
several alleles at G, one of whioh might perhaps be ds. In
(iii) the effect of'St and El on different pattern-lines is
very similar and allelism is a possibility.
Factors affectine; the paLpa , vertex, hal teres and
abd.ominal venter have not yet been adequa.tely studied. Prom
the above aurnmany it does seem that ralati vely fe\'/loci are
involved in the control 0 colour patterns, but that each is
ca.pable of' mutating to many different alleles - the term
allele is used. here in the classic sense; it would be
premature at the pr-esen't stage of mosqui to genetics to venture
into a discussion of pseudoalleli.ern, eta. urthermo e, the
1001 involved i·n the- corrt r-e.l,of oolour of larvae Cl), thora.x
(G and de) and abdomen (a )see.m to be closely linked.- - - CH.AIG
and VANDERE'! (1962) eugge st the. t' var . Q"u enelandensis is
oharacterized by .8. high fre'quenay of £.' W(;:: !_£!,) and Y...
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These are close enough together on the same chromosome to
suggest some degree of co-adaptation. Suoh a grouping would
facilitate the polymorphic maintenance of the var.
[ueenslandensis genotype.
The present study has given little answer to the vexed
question of the association of pale forms of A. aegypti with
man-made habitats. The finding of a second major locus, ~,
causing abdominal paleness on a different chromosome, is
interesting, since the PR strain concerned was derived from
rock hole breeding places in Puerto Rioo. It may be that
genes at this locus are not associated with domesticity.
This [light imply that it is not paleness per se that adapts
the mosquito for domestic life, but rather a special effect
of the s locus. A striking feature of diurnal.moaquitoa and
many other insects in the tropics 1s the preponderance of
forms with bright metallio markings. The. sub59nus Stes,0myie,
of Aedes is a notable example, Hodsesia.; Eretmal?odites, are
some other such genera in Africa. These contrast with the
dull dun-coloured nooturnal genera such 8S moet Jnopheles,
Hansonia, Aedes subgenus Banlcsinella., Culex, etc. The
environment of human d\'lellings,partioularly of the more
primitive type, is characterized by da.rkness, and hel's lies
the possible connection wi th the.§. locus of !!. aegy£.ti. s-
homozygotes Lack the metallic silver spots 011 the abdomen and
oonsequently appear muoh duller-ooloured than the palest Ra.
homozygotee whioh still possess the shiny lateral spote.
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Clearly there is a great need for experiments on the
physiology of genetically defined A. aegypti, comparing pale
+and dark,.! and.!! forms. So far us is known, there has as
yet been no suoh work. 'rhe great body of physiological
atudies on A. ae,gypti have been conducted on supposedly
homogeneous labora.tory strains. Responses to radiant heat
might be a promising first line of attack. The differential
of heat absorption would be much greater between areas of
black and highly refleotive silver scaling than between the
black and dull-white scaling characteristic of §_g hornozygotes.
The possibility of a~sociated sense-organs could also be
investigated.
Like most genetic studies, the present tends to make
nonsense of attempts at clear-cut definitions of the species
concerned. The type form of A. aegypti was defined by
MATTINGLY (1957) with full regard for the variation in the
ape odes, unlike most type forms whioh describe some arbitrarily
ohosen single speoimen. Mattingly's definition does
therefore. come near to the idealized wild-type which could be
defined s possessing at everJ locus that allele wi th the
highest frequency in the speoies. Certainly more A. aegypti
resemble the type form than differ from it noticeably.
Nattingly is probably right in considering the darker form as
a subspecies, since it is 60 characteristic of the greater
part of inland sub-Saharan Africa. The occurrence of some
forms as dark as ssp.formosus in the Ca.ribbean, Indonesia., etc.
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and 80mB paler form.s in the heart of Africa need not lessen
ita value as a subspecies, providing the non-African forms
show the peri-domestic habit and the paler African forms
I
I
I
!
j
!,
l
retain feral behaviour-patterns. On the other baud, as has
been suggested above, the definition of MATTINGLY (1957) was
a little too stringent.
The third form, var. g,ueenslandensie, posss a different
problem. Although it is usually taken to be a very pale
form, Mattingly's definition is so wide as to be almost
meaningless, including as it does all individuals paler than
the type form. Genetically, ths pale colour of these could
result from a variety of genotypes. bUrthermore, the total
variance within the definiti.on of ssp. formDeua and the type
form lies between colour grade s II ap and F (see Plate I),
while al~ the rest is var. queenslandensi,. Th:i~3 makes a
very disproportions. te grouping \,/i th the otp.€'lrtwo forms.
The writer wouLd like to plead that the scheme of colour
grades a.nd values suggested above be adopted by workers using
or desoribing A. aeg,.Yptiand requiring to record: that most
variable oharacter. oolour of the abdomen. Colour o:f'
individuals can be specified with great precision by grade and
that of groupe by mean. oolour value, while. attempts at
taxonomio definition are avoided. SENEVET and ANDARJiLLI
(1961) have alrea.dy classified !i. aegY:Qt,. from various regions
using the earlier simplified eoheme (HcCLEIILAND.1960b).
o THE R
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OTSER STUDI:r:S
fiYBRIDIZATION WITHIN THE SUBGENUS STEGONYIA
Eggs of 7 species of the sub-genus Stegomyia besides
A. aegypti were received from the Ethiopian region. As a
_""
rule, an attempt was first made to maintain the species in the
laboratory by force-mating before investigating the
possibility of hybridization. If this failed, hybridization
WQuld probably have failed also, whereas if all the often
small initial batches were depleted in unsuccessful attempts
at cross-mating to one other species there wouLd be no means
of repetition with another species. The interspecific
crosses are summarized in 'rable XXV and detailed below. Only
three crosses produced hybrids and only two, fertile hybrids.
The significance of the A. simpsoni x !. woodi cross is beyond
.the' province of the present thesis, but the case of A. aegypti
x A. mascarensis,with its bearing on genes controlling colour
pattern, merits more extensive discussion.
CROSSES IN 130THDlRECTION'S YIELDING FERTILE HYBRIDS
1. A. AEGYPTI x A. I\[ASC.ARENSIS
IntroductorY
A. ma.acarensis MacGregor (Plate XV j) is one of the most
---- -_ ~. -- -----"--~..-----. ---~.......__-- -- .•~---- ..
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TABLE XXV
FEMALE SPECIES
fJ)
::1
II)
tn 4l
..-i fJ) Cl fI)
fJ) ::1 :: ::1
.~
Cl. 0 4l
~
Q) ..-i t. ..-i 0... r-f et! ... .-i
1!1 ..-i r-f 0 II) p,MALE SPECIES 0 "t1 et! 0 0 • 0
Oil 0 +> •.-i .0 .0
..-i It'! 0 II) Cl, Q) r-f
iii II) e if; El iii "d iii. . . . . . . .<Cl <Cl ...:1 <I <I -<I <1 <I
A.. aeupti F + F - - 0 0 0- ... ... ...
A. $i~P80'lli - F - r - - 0 --
A ..
A. maacarensis F - F 0 0 0 0 0- ... ..
A. woodi - F 0 F 0 0 0 0- .. ,.
A. meta.llicu8 0 - 0 0 F 0 0 0- A
A. apicoarge.oteu8 0 - 0 0 0 F 0 0- ..
A. deboeri 0 - 0 0 0 0 F 0- ...
A. albopictu5 - - 0 0 0 0 0 F- i>I
TABLE XXV. SUlIDJIaryof inter8pecific matings 1.0 Stegomyia
NO'TES - F offsprl.ng of both sexes fertile
+ offspring obta.i.ned,but sterile
no oftsprl.ng obtained
o cross not at&empted
free mating in cage
A force -Illating .by hand
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interesting species of the sub-genus Stegomyia known only from
the island of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean, where it was
first discussed and described by HACGREGOR (1923). He
emphasized the whiteness of the scutum, although his actual
description of the ornamentation omits reference to colour.
Other striking features overlooked by f1ACGRBGOR (1923, 1927)
in both his descriptions were the lack of pale knee-spots on. .
all femurs and the absence of pale scales on the posterior
pronotum and paratergites (EDWARDS, 1941), which is unique
within the sub-genus, although MATTINGLY (1953) found a few
pale scales on the posterior pronotu~. Edwards' description
also added the absence of pale scales on the female clypeus
which is shared ~y all Stegomyia except !. aegypti and
A. vittatus (}~TTI{GLY, 1957). The precise extent of the
scutal pale scaling was left in doubt by the early descriptions
and in speci ens available to }UTTINGLY (1953) the area was
rubbed. All agreed, however, that the typical anterolateral
spots are visible as patohes o.fmore den-sely ..vhite and broader
scales than the background. MATTINGLY (1953) further paints
out that, although the median anterior spot and the median
longitudinal pale lines are indistinguishable, the postero-
lateral lines and supra-alar patches are visible.
In its larva (MAQ.OREGOR, 1927) and the male terminalis.
(EDWARDS, 1941) 1;. m,asc<arensisis virtually indistinguishable
from A. aegypti. In spite of this, Edwards, having
originally placed it in a group of its own among African
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§tegomYia (EDVlA.H.DS,1924) suggested its affinity with the
oriental species such as Aedes annandalei and A. !:!,-albawhich
are rather similarly pale scaled.
It'was left to MATTINGLY (1953) to excite further
Speculation on this species and recognize its close affinity
,with A. aegypti in group At together with a new species he
described as A. vinsoni, from a single remale discovered in
Ivlauritius by J. Vinson in 1946. MATTINGLY (195~, noting in
A .vinsoni the similarities of the t.horax to A. mas ca.,reneis
and of the abdomen to the pale var. gueensla.ndensis
!. aeh7pti, suggested that the possibility of hybridization
between the two be investigated.
NATTINGLY and BRUCE-CHWA'fT (1954) term A. vinsoni and
A. mascarensis "the two closest relatives of A. aegypti to be
found anywhere in the world". MATTINGLY (1956) suggested
that both might be recently derived island form~ of A. Begypti,
quoting Ha.lcrow's opini 11 ~hat the latter ma.y have been
introduced td iauritius by the Arabs in ab ut 1000 A.D.;
1:. vinsoni might "represent the type of aberrant form which
tends to appear towards the end of an eradication campaigntl•
I'1ATTINGLY (1957) later considers A. @sca:rensis as just the
sort of form he would postulate as a Southern .'P,alearoti,c(as
against an Ethiopian) anceat or of A. aegypti.- -; All the more
obvious pOints of difference between!. mascarensji.$and
A. aegypti are summarized in Table XXVI.
'_
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TABLE XXVI
DESCRIPTION
CHARAC'rER
A; maac.arensis A. aesn~ti
Clypeus bare white-scaled
Median stripe broad narrow, or obscured by
on vertex muc h pale scaling
Anterior median spot absent or obscured present
Anterolateral spots semi-lunar narrowly crescent
Background scaling
of anterior scutum ..bite black
Median paired lines absent or oas.eur-e d present-
Posterolateral lines abbreviated extend to scutellum
L:i.neseither side of
and io front of
the prescutellar
bt;lrespace absent present
1-.-
Paraterg1tea bare white-scaled
1'--'-
Pleural scal • patierll white spots reduced white spots large...
Femoral "k~ •• -.pots" absent present-.
Abdominal dorsWll 1st tergite all black 1st tergite usually
. as i4 !. ae;il;eti white-sc led, except
asp. tor.oaaa in sap. for~06us--,
Behaviollr sIIY.a, tree-bole lar ely 1$. oe1 teo wtb
breeder, ae A. malUlade h bit ts. .xc.p·taelzsti ssp. toraaosWJ as.p. formo.sus
TABLE XXVI. Poi.ntlJ of difference
b. t.eee A. JIl.80".1"ln.1. and A. a.gyp ti •
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Results
strain maintenance .
Initial attempts to maintain this species by hand-mating
failed after 3 generations, but not before its successfu~ use.
in hybridization studies. A second consignment of
!. msecarensis, received in 1962, has been more successfully
maintained as a mass colony by a modified technique involving
a larger "Perspex" cage, a lower rearing temperature of 24°C
and black-paper oviposition sites. As this material was not
used for hybridization it will be disoussed oeparately in a
later section.
variation in the 1961 material
Some of the adults reared from the first eggs received
from Mauritius snowe d a reduction in the amount of white
ground scaling of the anterior scutum as in the male
illustrated in Plate IV n , Of 49 adults reared 11 males and
13 females were thus dark-scaled, the remainder conforming to
the type description. A single pair dark 'x dark mating gave
a progeny of 12 dark and no 'pale males, 17 dark and 12 pale
fe!a.les. {l. single pair pale x pale mating gave 17 dark and
9 pale male offspring and 11 dark and 9 pale females.
F, hybrids \..,ithA .a.eupti
Because of the effort to culture the speoies, only 6
males and female could be spared for hybridization a·ttempt8
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USing a total of 11 females and 1 male of A. aegypti.
Fertile eggs were obtained from the single A. mascarensis
female and 5 of the i. aegypti. The hybrids were as follows:
a) A. aegypti female, strain GA re x pale Ii. mascarensis
male. One pair giving 37 male and 23 female hybrids.
These differed from typical A. aegypti only in the
slightly broader anterolateral spots, the slightly
shorter white lines bordering the prescutellar bare
.spaoe , and, most noticeably, the speckling of white
scales on the anterior part of the mesonotum
(Plate Xl m) •
b) A. ae.gypti female, strain GA ~ x dark A. mascarensis
male. Two pairs, one giving 15 male and 22 female
hybrids, the other a larger number. All the hybrids
examined resembled those from (a) without the speckling
of white scales and w·ere thus virtually in!distinguishable
from A. aegypti.
c) Pale A. mascare·ne;1.sfemale x 1.. aegypt.i m¥e of strain
JD sg (also with the gene Q, ~;old mesonotum). One- -
pair giving a large hybrid progeny differing from (a)
in the abdomen whioh resembled the usual se:x: wild.-
type heterozygote in!. aegYl?ti, and in the mesonotum
of the females in whioh the white scales sp~Jkled a.
brown, as against a bLaok , ground.
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d) A. aegypti females of strain JD fig, as in (0), with a
gold mesonotum x dark mascarensis males. Two large
hybrid progenies obtained which differed from those of
(c) only in the absence of the white speckling.
Although no reciprocal crosses using exactly the same
classes of parent we re made" comparing the (c) hybrids with
the others, there is no indication of any non-reciprocal
effects.
sUbsequent hybrid generations and F2 analysis
Backcrossing the ~egypti-mascarensi8 hybrids to the
"dominant parent", !:::.. aegypti would have given no segregation
and the A. mascarensis had been lost, so the F2 generation of
(a), (b) and (c) hybrids were analysed. These had mated
freely in the standard Barraud cage. but some of the (b)
hybrids were force-mated asa safeguard.
Using tentative gene ~ymbols, and classin the
!9.ascarensi.8characters as recessive or semi-dominant mutants,
the ~ adults were scored for the most obvious three.
Tj;!+, white scaling on the anterior mesonotum, more than, as
a.ga.ins·t not more than that in the ]',b.ybride. +sI or sI ,
anterolateral spots approaching a semi-lunar shape as against
not broader than thos'e of the F1 and ks orks + t wb.ite "knee"
spots absent or pres~nt. The result of this analysis is
g1.ven in Table XXVII. Additional segregants appearing in the
F2 e often in combination with one or other "masc&re.nsis"
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TABLE XXVII
'2 offspring fro·m A. mascarensis x A. aegypti-
PHENOTYPES from (a) h.ybrids from (b) hybrids from (c) hybrids
... QO 99 00 99 00 99
'Tw !!!. its 2 1 1 - - -- -
T. al .... - 1 1 - - -- - -
Tw + u 3 4 1 1 - -- ,_ -
.... $1 ks 1 - 5 - - -- - --
Tw + .... 2 2 8 19 - -- ,..,_,_ -
\
.... 81 + 6 - 21 3 3 -- - -
+ .... k:s 5 15 10 6· 4 1~ - -
.... _.. + 47 35 65 86 11 21- - -
TOTAlS 69 58 112 115 18 22
TABLE XXVI I. Three character analysis
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character, included §.W, sg, .!:,!, bIt and th which had all been
present in one or more of the A. aegypti parents.
ith two exceptions, the frequency of the individual
characters is considerably less than the 25 ];>ercent expected
on the assumption of monofactorial inheritance. I1ulti-
factorial inhe.ritance is possible in the case of Tw in the (a)
and (c) hybrids, since only a small proportion were as pale as
the parent A. mascarenais; as ,emphasized above, all score-d as
~ '~ere paler thanF1 hybrids. The number of sI is mainly
deficient in the females, probably because the difficulty of
drawing a' distinction between broad F1-type crescents and
narrow semi-lunar spots is greater in females than males, and
doubtful cases were counted as ~ types. 131 might also be
multifactorial or possibly oontrolled by a. single partially
dominant gene of variable expression. The total frequency of
~ is only 10.6% in the F2 from cross (a) due to non-scoring
Of all cases \...here even single pale scales Were present at the
tips of the rerrure.. In the F2 f'r-on cross (c) the absence of
an obvious (aegxpti-like) knee spot \...aa scored as .Et and the
total frequenoy is exactly 25%. Ji>loreover, there is a sex
bias in both cases giving more lee in the Pi progeny of the
Bame sex as the A. mascarensis grand.parent. The bias is
significant below the 5; level of P in both cases (cross (a),
X~ :::4.04; cr-osa (c), Xb = L~.32 ne 1) and l'robably indio-ates
that ks is sex-linked.-
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Following the loss of the A. mascarensis material, a
totally unsuccessful attempt was made to resynthesize the
"s ecies" from F2 segreaants. Selecti've matings for Tw
invariably failed. Although examples of the F1-type white
speckling persisted to the F6 from cross (c);"no segregating
g •
~ homozygotes ever showed it. Some individuals were
homozygous for both ks and bIt, but an attempt to select such
a line failed. It is certain that none of the F2 segregated
for naked paratergi tes (d,esignated J?!) but in the 14 from
cross (b), after selection for J£!, one family gave 10 .E!
tnales and 14.£! females out of a total of 31 males and 25
females (.E! and 111+ examples from this family are compared in
Plate X'(l p and q.). Unfortunately the 10'3 was not carefully
scrutinized for this character.
Two of these selected lines, now at cbout the F10, have
been expanded and stabilized as coLoriaea one homozygous for
~ with some segregation oiEt but otherwise like 1::. aegYRti.
The other was selected for sI, and all individu~ls resemble-
!. aegypti except for the broader anterolateral spots.
EXamples from this line, showing the full semi--lunar expression
illustrated in Plate lJ) 0, are however rare; the prominent
development oi' the posterolateral lines should be noted.
variation ion the 1962 material
The first two of three cone Lgnmerrta of !. IJlascarensis,
received direct from r.taurititle, were pooled and the adults
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simply sorted as Tw or Tw+ following the previous year's
practice. Each of these t\'IOgroups mated freely in a
Barraud cage to produce a "Twl1 or a "Tw+" F1 •
The adults from a third consignment were then examined
mOre closely. Many of these departed in several "laYs from
the type description of A. mascarensis but always in the
direction of _. aegypti. The adults were scored as Tw or
T +. + + +~ , ~ or §l , ~ or ~ and ~ or ~ as before, and also as
£Z or 9.1/..+depending whether pale scales were absent or present
on the clypeus. 'rhus type A. masoarensis would be scored as
TId fJ'I + .,+ +1 +-Y!. - L - .E.! - ks - sa.., an A. aeg;vnti ea..:::!. S..l. .E! ks s:.:z .
This search revealed such remarkable variance the t the f'Tw F1 If
and "Tw+ Fi" were similarly analyzed and the results are
compared in Table XXVIII. Combination of the "Tw" and "Tw+"
]11 data probably removes much of the bias. due to the original
selection, and as the origin of all three lots ~as the same
small forest area. in Nauritius (R. HAMET, personal
communication) summation of the data of Table XA'"VIII is
probably valid.
Of the to,tal of 272 individuals only 21 .1.1-'/0 were type
!. mascaxensis, 42.7, varied in one of the 5 characters, 23.9%
in 2, 11.5% in 3 and 0.8% (two females) varied in 4 of the
oharacters, and would have passed any scrutiny as !. aegypti.
97.1% were homozygous' for EJl., 87 ..55& for~, 87 .1~Sfor .l21,
66.9% for .§1 and 33.8% homozygous for !!!. A female scored as
TW+ ~+ ~+ ks ~ is illustrated in Plate IYl,r.
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T ABLE XXVI II
!FIELD BATCH "Tw F1" "Tw+ F ., PERCENT OF1PHENOTYPES TOTAL
00 99 do 99 00 99 GRAND TOT.
!! 51 .El ks u: - 4 12 24 11 7 58 21.4
..!_ .!l .£1 its !!L 4 2 18 6 43 21 94 3'~.6
Tw ...!....ll ~ 2.L 2 5 1 4 - - 12 4 ./~
Tw 81 .z, ka £L - - - 1 - - ., 0.4
!! 61 ~..!_ u: ., - 3 3 - - 7 2.6
Tw ~ El!! _!_ - - - 2 - - 2 0.7
_!._ .z, II Its EL 5 12 8 8 - 6 39 14.4
"!"'!:!'!'...:!:...2,£1. 5 ., 1 - 2 - 9 3.3
Tw ..!.... ..!... ~ EL 2 - - 1 - - 3 1• .,
.z; s 1 E! ..!.... El.. 1 2 2 - - - 5 1.;:$
'hI' ...!.... £! .z; :.1.. 4 - - 1 - - 5 1.8
Tw ~ ...!.......!....sz - - 1 - - - 1 0.4
...!....!l.El~...!.... 1 - - - - - 1 0.4
Tw ...!....El ~...!.... - 1 - 1 - - 2 0.7
..!... ...!.....!.. .lea !:L 7 6 1 - - 1 15 :;,.5
~..!_El...!.....9.1. 3 4 1 2 - - 10 3.7
...!.... sl .z, ...!....!!Z 2 - 1 1 - - l~ 1.5
!!. .z; ..z; ...!....E1.. 1 - - - - - ., 0.4
..!.....!...:El!.!...!.... - - - - - 1 1 0.4
t + + Ita + - - - - - ., ., 0.4-----
..!......!....E.!...!......!.... - ., - - - - ., 0.4
TOTALS 38 38 49 I.j. 56 37 272
TABLE XXVIII. Genetic analysis of A. mascarensis for 5 char cters
. __ •.. _ ....J
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Of incidental interest in this material was a male showing
unilateral absence of the whole antenna (Plates XV:n,XVlId)with
the site of the torus invaded by extra ommati ia.
The relation of A. mascarensis to A. aegypti
The genetic compatibility between the two species
immediately raises the question of the specific status,of
b. mascarensis. Could it be simply a variety of A. aegypti ?
The results of the ~ segregation of the aegypti-mascarensis
hybrids, and the separate combinations of various characters
in the 1962 material indicates that the differences between
the two species are controlled at several independently
assorting loci. If other characters such as the vertex
stripe, pale scales on the pleurae, posterola.teral lines and
those around the prescutellar bare space are considered, the
number of loci necessarily involved increases. To this may
be added differences in habit, A. mascarensis is a truly
sylvan mosquito preferring the higher parts of the island
(MACGREGOR, 1927). It also has the ability to compete
successfully with A. albopictus, apparently not shara1by
A. aegYEti, in Malaya at least (MACDO!fALD, 1956; MATTINGLY,
1957), because in I1auritius larvae of !. mascarensis and
A. alboEictus normally share the same tree-hole breeding
place (HACGR~GOR, 1923, 1927). The possibility that
A. mascarensis is merely a polymorph of A. aegypti may
therefore be discounted. Furthermore the larvae of
~. masc§rensis were never found in the same breeding place as
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A. aegypti, which was, at least in NacGregor's time,
restricted to the coastal and lower parts of the island
(HACGREGOR, 1923, 1927). The isolation of the two species
was not howeve r as sharp as H.A.'rTINGLY (1953) postulated since
there are A. mascarensis labelled "In houses, Port Louis,
J. G. Halcrow 30-1-53" in the British Museum. HALCROVi (1954)
reported A. aegypti at 1,200 ft. where it last occurred before
its final eradication.
Since then more than ten years of surveillance have
failed to reyeal the presence of 1:::.. aegypti or any change in
habits or status of !. mascarensis (R. r"1A.MET, personal
communication) • It is hard to believe that MaoGregor, in
his years on Mauritius, could have overlooked variation in
A. masca.rensis as now reported; on the other hand, the
confusion of such forms with A. aegypti would not accord with
the clear distinction of breeding places., That such
variation actually occurs in adult A. mascarensis in- - . ," .
Mauritius and is not an artifact of laboratory rearing in
London (an unlikely hypothesis) is conf'Lr-med from examination
of 71 specimens collected in 1961 by H.. Hamet. It therefore
seems likely that the incidence of these va.riants is
i,ncrea.sing,even the 1962 lot of living material ,analysed
above varied more than that obtained the previous year.
It ls hard to escape the conclusion that the "aegypti-
like" characters in the population of A. mascarensis are
controlled by homologous or identical genes for those of
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A. aefypti, but harder still to explain their presence. It
is not plausible that so many dominant mutations, each
coinciding with a char-ac+e r possessed by A. eegypti and none
othe~ should have arisen independently in a closely related..
epeeLes, A.lternatively, these genes might be relicts in a
case of incipient speciation. The recently eradicated
, popu'La tLcn of !. aegypti in I1auritius vas probably one or
both of the paler urban forms (lVIATTINGLY, 1953, 1957) whioh
spread round the world with ma.n but nowhere, outside the
African mainland, evolved truly feral, let alone sylvan
populations. The possibility that not only did such
speciation happen in ~tauritius in less than the thousand years
suggested since the probable introduction of the urban
A. aegypti (vide supra), but that in the presence of
A. albQpictus there arose a form as distinct from A. ae&}Y'Eti
as A. ma.scarensis, would be remarkably rapid evolution. If
it had, it is even more surprising that the ar-ad i cat acz;of the
initial form should seem to lead te a reversal of the process ..
A third pOBsibility may now be suggested.
In the colour of its abdomen A. masca:rensis resembles not.
the type form or va.r. queenslandensia but the feral ssp.
formo$us of A. a.egypti (IATTINGLY, , 9 57) and other c10'881y
related species on the African mainland. It seems possible
tha.tA. masca.rellsisdeveloped in isolation from a.nancient
population of !::.. aegypti or some common ancestral form.
The reverse, that A. aeg:x;ptiand p~rhaps the other Stegom;y1a
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in Africa might have arisen from something like li. ruascarensis
has been referred to above. In either case, later
reintroductions of man-adapted urban forms of A. aegypti into
Mauritius would have been virtually isolated from sylvan
!. ~s9aren8is until recent urban expansion.,and perhaps the
effect of control measures may have stimulated some ~verlap
in their distribution. Under these condi tions hybridizat'ion
and consequent gene exchange is a distinct poss t bili ty.
If some of the "recent" aegypti genes have a higher
selective value in the changing environment of I'la.uritius,
their frequency will rise. The fact that the mascarensis
background confers the ability to survive with !. alboEictus
in the sylvan environment, together with the continued use of
insecticides in urban areas, may explain that the rise in
frequency of the "gegypti" genes is unaccompanied by any
reports of a recrudescence of an urban Stegomyia. If the
interpretation is, correct, tbeaegypti-mascarensis population
should nevertheless contain a potential for urban habit that
!. mascarensie never possessed.
The failure of hybrids between the pale form of !.a.ep;ypt:L_
and A. mascarensis to produce any combination of thoracic and
abdoratnaI paleness clearly disoounts the possibili ty of such
a hybrid origin for A. vinson1. Critical examination of the
type specimen shows much cle-arer affinities wi th fl. albopict1,l.s.
The recent collection of a mosquito intermediate between
A. vinsoni and A. albopictus co'firms this (f'.1ATTINGLY, 1a
J',)re.es), and the finding of a simila.r albino1d A. simpsani in
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East Africa (r1.ATTINGLY, in press) raises ·the whole fa.scinating
question of the si nificance of pale forme in A. aegypti/
mascarensis, A. albopiotus, A.simpsoni and other. species.
2. A •.SIMPSONI x A. WOOD!
The ease with which Aedes simpsoni (Theo.) (Plate XIV e)
can be maintained by hand-mating has led to its use for much
attempted hybridiza.tion. Adul ta feed r·ead11y and ov1posi t
well, although attempts to get a second egg b.atch by feeding
aga.i.n have nearly always failed. Three separate lots of eggs
were reoeive-d f'rom Kenya. at different times and from
different localities. These were combined in a s.1ngle
IIpopula tion" to avo i.d the effects of in.breeding. Not less
than 10 egg batches from different pair-.matings are hatched
togeth,er for each generation. Pupae from th-eseare picked
a.t random and no :fewer than 20 adult females inseminated.
A.simpsoni is widely distributed and often very COmmon
in sub-Saharan Afrioa; it is a proven vector of yellow fever
(!1AHAFFY et al., 1942) and its proclivity for breeding in
plantaxils which are particula.rly abundant in pl.a.ntations
and hedges.' bringel it into close contact with man.
Aedes wood1 Edw. (Plate XIV g), on the other hand , is
apparently oonfined to a part of Nyasaland. a.nd a few small
areas near the coast of Kenya and Tanganyika where it is
nowhere abundant. This is probably beoause it seems
restrioted to breeding in the axile of a single species of
swamp sedge Cyper~8 grandis (HARPER, 1955). Nevertheless, the
(JVIAT'rINGLY, 1953).
I
I
I
Several egg batohes of A. woodi were received from Kenya. I
t
I
I
I
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genita.lia of A. woodi and A. simpsoni seem indistinguishable
and the adults and Lar-vae are separable by few characters
The larvae did not thrive well in the laboratory, but
pr-oduced enough adults for force-rna ting. Several F1 pairs
were similarly force-mated, but all eggs laid by J!'2 females
failed to hatch.
6 females of A. simpsoni were easily force-mated with
males of A. woodi, 2 of the result.ing 5 egg batches being
fully fertile. The only female of A. woodi available for the
recipr.ocal cross laid a fully fertile egg batch. The hybrid
were nearer to ,A. simpsoni in ~)attern than to A. woodi (Plate
l!Yh).
The woodi/sj,.mpsoni hybrids of both sexes were caokc r-ose.ad
to it. \IIoo<3,i,5such backcrosses gave a t'otal of 38 progeny,
indicating lowered fecundity. The reciprocal simpsoni/woodi
hybrids were aired together giving an F2 of 73 males: 59
females. In both the backcross and n families characters
of !. woodi and A. simpsoni assorted independently, thus the
nar-r-ow anterolateral spots of A. "/Oodi were combined wi th the
pale-scaled lateral scutellar lobes of .the hybrid or !.
simpsoni (Plate n:.v: L) or the recessive dark-scaled lateral
scutellar lobes of A. woodi were combined with the broadly
"pear-shaped" anterolateral spots. of the hybrid or A. simpson:L:
An effort to breed a "synthetic.:11 form from either of these
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recombinants failed.
CROSS YIELDING STERILE HYBRIDS IN ONE DIRECTION O1QLY
A. SnUSONI x A. AEGYPTI
!1ales of A.simpsoni effeotively inseminated 59 female
!. aegypti, less than 20 of which laid eggs, mostly small
batches and all infertile. This contrasted \'liththe
reciprocal cross in whd ch 94 out of 126 female A. sim.psoni
apparently inseminated by male A. aegypti, oviposited mostly
normal-sized egg batches, of which 10 oontained at least 2
fertile eggs. The total of eggs hatching was not less than
33 (some mortality of freshly-hatched larvae might have been
overlooked) and development proceeded normally with only 5
larval, and 2 pupal, deaths. The pupal sex-ratio was
1399 : 15 dd. .All the 13 adults of each sex were identical
with respeot to thoracic markings whioh were intermediate
between the two species (Plat€ XlIV f) • Eight different atrains I
of A. aegypti were used; VL, !ilA, KN, PR, AO, NJ t SK and GA x
BLTS; only the first 3 gave fertile hybrids. In the.oase of
g wV1 and 1111\, 1? or ~ were mostly used and, all of the resulting
15 progeny showed th typical heterozygous expression of sg-
or s VI on the abdominal tergi t.e s, The banding on the metatarsi I
of A. simpsoni (Plate m f) differs from that of A. aegypti I
(Plate m b) in ·the absence of any pale scales on the 4th
segment and increased pale banding on the 3rd. The hybrid
between A. simpsoni and A. aegypti with wild-type tarsi
· -2'39-
(strain VL sg) shows (Plate XI! g) an intermediate 'condition,--
with a pale band on the basal third of the 4th segment
compared with the basal half in A. aegypti wild-type. In a
hybrid with A. aegypti of strain KN homozygous forblt2 (va.r.
luciensis) (Plate XII c), the same pale band is reduced to the
basal quarter (Plate XII h). 37 attempts to mate A. simpsoni
females with bl t1 homozygotes of 1:... aegypti (var . atr.itarsus)
of the SK and GA x BLTS strains failed. The only
abnormality noted in any of' the hybrids was a shortened
labium in one female (Plate XV! e), the labellae and stylete
were apparently normal. The few attempts to obtain an Fz
hybrid generation by force-mating, and to simi.larly baokcross
the hybrids to either parent, were all negative suggesting
sterility, but the number of trials does not permit a
significant conolusion.
OTHER NEGATIVE RESULTS
1. A. AEG,{PTlx A. ALBOPICTUS
The oonflictirJ.i reaul tB of earlier workers have alrs'sdy
been reviewed. The strain of A. albopic.tus, (Bkuee) (Plate
XIV a) used came from Madagasoa.r - its nearest approaoh to
Africa. It has bred vigorously in the standard Barraud
cages in the laboratory for ,~ years. No fertile egga
reBul te,d from 23 female h_. aegypti force-mated with
A. albopiotue. Further attempts to a~oeB the two speoies
were abandoned in view of the more intensive studies on this'
cross undertaken by LI~AHY (1960).
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2. A. SIMPSONI x A. ALfW··ICTUS
Reciprocal force-matings between A. simpsoni and
A. albopictus achieved no obvious insemination, and no
fertile eggs were laid by any of the 28 female A. simpsoni or
14 A. albopictus used.
3. A. AEGYPTI x A. Hl!;rrAL1Icns
.
4 males and '2females of A. metallicus (Edw.) ( late m d)
were obtained together with A. aeg;xpti from eggs wild-- ,
collected in Kenya. A single fema.le was successfully force-
mated and gave rise to a further 4 laboratory generations by
single pair brother-sister matings. Expansion proved
impossible through decline in fertility and the line died out.
11 females out of 13 were successfully inseminated by
A. aegypti males, but none of the 4 batches of eggs laid was
fertile.
4. .1\.. SIN. SONI x A. r!1ETALLICUS
20 apparently sucoessful in eminatlons Of f'emale
!. simpsoni by ma.le !.. metallicus and 9 of the reoiprocal
cross gave negative results, although egg production was
almost normal.
5. A. SINrSONI
All endeavours to colonize _. apicoa,rgenteus (Thea.)
( late X:IVc)at the Entebbe laboratory in Uganda had failed
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(WOODALL, 1959), so tha.t force-mating was tried at once on
the material received from Entebbe with equally disappointing
results. .Only 4 or 5 males out of more than 50 used achieved
proper copulation, giving 2 fertile egg batches and fewer F1
adults than the original batoh. The !. apiooargenteus males
seemed hyperactive, reacting violently to conta.ct with the
female by rapid abdominal inflexion.
obtained.
An Fz could not be
All 10 attempts to force-mate male !.apicoarg~nteue to
4. fJimpsoni failed, the males showing no copulatory response.
A Single female A. apiQo.argenteus, out of 6 tried, was
apparently inseminated in the reciprooal craBS but without
result.
6. A. SIMPSONI xA. D~BOERI
Several egg batches of A. Q.eboeri Edw. (Plate XIV b)
were received. The adults responded we~l to the force-mating
technique, but were induced to feed and oviposit only with the
greatest of diffioulty. Al though an F,3 generation \....as
•achieved by force-mating, these were ins:ufficient for any
.further attempts at strain maintenance. Only 2 male
A· deboeri were force-mated to A. simpsoni; the eggs laid
failed to hatoh.
7. A._ SIMPSONI X A. MASCARENSI$
14 attempts to orce e female A. ~impsOn1 with male
A. masoareneis and 4 of the reoiprooal cross were entirely
-242
%leuccessful.
8. A. ...;uD I x A. rl2::UY}'TI
eggs. In the reciprocal cross all 10 A. woodi females tried
6 out of 7 fellale A. Ltegypti force-mated with ma.les of
A. woodi were apparently ins emi.na ted and 3 laid infertile
were inseminated and laid normal-sized but infertile egg
batches.
..
I
·1
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GYNANDROHORPHS
Ten examples of gynandro~orphs have been observed during
the course of the present study. These are summarized,
together with all known earlier records of mosquito
gynandromorphs, in Table XXIX. Their descriptions are
briefly as follows
1. Strain GA. Left palp like shorter d palp, right like
longer 9 palp, left antenna normal d, right antenna normal 9,
left wing shorter than right, left side of abdomen shorter
than right, external genitalia normal d.
2. Strain GA (not related closely to (1) ). Left palps
and antennae normal d, right as normal 9, left wing shorter
than right, left side of abdomen shorter than right, external
genitalia normal d.
3. Strain CN. Left palp normal d, ri ht palp intermediate, I
left antenna normal 9, right as normal d, left wing normal 9,
right as normal d, left side of abdomen colour grade K3 as 9,
right side colour grade J3 as d, an~ shorter, external
genitalia 9,.
4. Strain GAlre l!'3 after outcross to BLTS. 1eft paLp
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TABLE XXIX
AUTHOR AND SPECIES
++
H
Aedes abserratus
Aedes ,eullatue
Cule.x tb:.eileri
Aedes punctor
!. putlctor
~. punctor
Aedes .e,ypti
Aede8 d.e 'tri t us
Culex pipiems eipiens
Cul.x 1'11>i.48mol.etas
.£. 1l.·eip1ens
Culiseta a,o.Qul.ta
!. aeSlpti
Culex Eipiene tatilams
Culex nigripalpu.a
~.i..• ol •• tua
_!. n.l.lripa.lpu8
Aedfts ca:na.de1t8ie
Culex Goronator
Hae.agogtl&Bp.gazzin~i
Culex saliAariae
Orthopodomyia sign1fera
Orthopodolll.Yiafascipes
MUSPRATT (1951) 'foxorhyncbite8 bre'l.12alpi6
BLAS~UEZ & MAIER (1951) £. ~. iatigans
ROTH & WILLIS (1952) A. aegypti
GRATZ (1954) c . .e.. moles t us
LAVEN (1955a) c. 2..molest~s
(19578) c. E.. molestus
LAURE qCE (1959) Mansonia unif·ormis
ANTUNES & FORATIN! (1960) A. aegypti
. PATERSON & BROOK.WORTH; (1961) A..des pel.llba.ns~s
HORSEFALL & ANDERSON (1961) A.edes .timulan:s
VANDEHEY Se CRAIG (1961) ~. a.61P ti
McCLELLAND (present study) !. a.glPti
Aedes d.boeri
FELT (1904)
FELT (1905)
BEDFORD (1914)
EDWARDS (1917)
MARTINI (1921),
SHUTE (1926)
MARTINI (1930)
MARSHALL (1938)
BREL·JE (1923)
WEYER (1938)
CLASSEY (1942)
SMYLY (1942)
MID.DLEKA.UFF (1944)
RINGS (1946)
GILCHRIST Se HALDANE (1947)
WARREN & HILL (1947)
CARPENTER (1948)
KOMP & BATES (1948)
sora (1948)
1
1
1 ?
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1,
1
1
1
3
1
1
1 ?
1
1
1
1
50
2
++
··········57··~····'·····
1
1
,
2
·····..········..80········.·.....
3 4
1
2
5
3
TOTALS 31 references - 7 gen~ra - 22 species 17 14 16
TABLE XXIX. IGynandromorphs and intersexes recorded
in. the literature and in the present at udy.,
NOTES A large unstated number is entered as ++ •
and the other three large numbers
'omitted from the totals of ind~vidual.
have
These
been
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normal d, right intermediate, both antenna a, remainder 9
(Plate XVlIa).
5. Same family as (4). Both palps normal 9, both antennae
d, remainder 9 (Plate XVII b).
6. Same family as (4). Left palp 9, right d, both
antenna d , remainder « (Plate XVII c) •
7. Same family as (L~). Left palp normal 9, right as
modified d, both antennae «, rema.inder cl (Plate XVII d).
8. Same family as (4). Both palps and both antennae
normal 9, remainder d (Plate XVII e). This gynandromorph took
a blood meal but had excreted most of the blood apparently
unaltered. within 24 hours.
9. Same family as (4). Left palp d, right as 9, left
antenna d, right as «, left wing d , right as «, left' side of
body shorter than right, external gani talia d (Plate XVII f) •
10. A,des deooari from egg laid by wild-caught female.
Left palp «, right as d t left an tenna « t 'right as d , left
wing longer than rignt, left side of body Longe r than right,
external genitalia 'd.
Three apparent intersexes appea.red in an F6
11_ masoarenels/e.eQPti hybrid ;t'e.mily. Resembling males in
general they showed oephalic ar d genital "abnormalities.
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.
It was the withered and bedraggled appearahce of the
palps and antennae which first attracted attention (Plate
XVIII g,h,i.k.). The terminalia of all three ahowed, in .
I
,I
\1
,\
'I
cleared preparations, exaggerated development of what are
presumably the apical paraprocts (1) into large lobes and a
great reduction of the claspettes (2) and the assooiated
spines (Plate XIX m,n.o.). The appearanoe in life (Plate J:l
XVIII j) suggested the combination of both male and female .'
genitalia (c.f. LAURENCE, 1959). In one example a single
spermatheca (3) is clearly visible (Plate XIX 0). ,iThe other I
Intwo specimens however were the only ones disseoted.
neither were ovaries nor spermatheoae visible, while
apparently normal testes were present in one and absent
altogether in the other. Hore detailed examination of this
material has been deferred.
" I
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DISCUSSION
HYBRIDIZATION STUDIZS
The production of fertile hybrids between two species by
forced-mating or any other laboratory method probably
indicates that they are sufficiently closely related to have
highly homologous chromosomes. Unless hybridization can be
demonstrated under natural conditions, no doubt need be shed
on the validity of either species, since chromosomal
incompatibility must usually be the ultimate consequence,
rather than a cause, of genetic isolation between populations.
A. aegypti and ~. mascarensis seems to be a case of allopatric
speciation in process of being broken down followinG the
overlap of the two populations. The situation in Mauritius
certainly deserves further study, so little seems really
known of the bionomics and distribution of • nascarensis.
A. woodi and A. !impsoni are sympatric speoies, but here
it is likely that isolation is behavioural. 'fhe failure to
obtain hybrids between female A. aegypti and A. simpsoni is
of doubtful significance in view of the small numbers tried.
I
,I
Similarly none of the negative evidence in the other 8
crosses precludes the possibility of suocessful hybridization
(c.f. the single hybrid obtained from 50,000 eggs by WOODHIIJL, .1
1959), but it nevertheless suggests that the chanoe of
hybridization between the species paired is Le aa than in the
three successful crosses.
----
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It is to be hoped that improvement in the techniques of
preparing polytene chroDosomes will enable the banding
patterns to be mapped, not only in A. aegypti but in other
species of Stegomyia as well, for comparison with the hybrids. i
Tha extent of similarity between the chromosomes of A. aegypti
and A. mascarensis would be particularly revealing. The
relative difficulty in obtaining hybrids 'between A. aegypti
and ~. simpsoni and their apparent sterility might then be
explicabl~ in terms of lack of homology.
It is possible that A. masca.rensis can be regarded as a
multiple recessive of !. aeg;y:ptiJ in which case crossing and
backcrossing would yield valuable linkage information. The
preliminary results suggest that ~ at least can function as
an effici ent marker ·gene in A. aek~l2ti and there is an
indication that it may be partially sex-linked. 1'11e vigour
of the k! in~. aegypti strain has improved during the year;
it has been colonized but no attempt has yet been made to use
it. If all the mascarensis genes can function when isolated.
in the aegypti genome, • rnaecarensis is a wonderful store of
"ready-made" mutants.
GYNANDHm'IORl'HS AND INT 'RSEXES
With the realization that both gynandr-omor-pnsand
intersexes can be genetically determined, their occurrence and
morphology per ~ is of less interest than the mechanism of
their production. The isolation of strains consistently
-------
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producing ~hem, as LAVEN (1955a, 1957a) has done for
C . .:E. molestus, is a prerequisite of further useful work.
The most remarkable fact is that no gyna.ndromorph or intersex
has ever been reported for Anopheles despite the enormous
numbers that must have been examined by ma.lariologists. The
explanation "may involve the presence in Anopheles of distinct
small heterosomes, yet gynandromorphs are reported from a ~ide
range of other insects which resemble AnoEheles in karyotype
more closely than do the Oulicines.
--.-.
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li'INAL RE~1ARKS
Paints for future researoh have been suggested above
where appropriate. It remains to emphasize that there 1s
still a great need fo~ the isolation of further good marker
genes and linkage measurements. The possible mascarensis
genes apart, the store of naturally occurring muta.nts in
A. aeg;ypti seems by no means exhausted; muoh that has been
passed-over or has eluded isolation can be expected to be
seen again. V{hen there is a need of irradiation-induced
mutants, the use of phosphorus32 in the larval rearing medium
su[gested in the introduction should be worth a trial.
The whole area of ~osquito genetios is widening and
A. aegypti is proving to be the most attractive species for
basic study. The present work was deliberately planned to be
broad in scope and therefore suffers from a certain inoomplete-
ness and lack of conolusion. It must therefore be accepted as
an interim report, a consolidation of work done and a base
from whioh future researoh can be planned.
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Key to abdC>Ini:nal colour grades (Sohama.tiQ) • Of tne 37 the
.t'o11owing 10 have been omitted: G-, B-ap,' KO, LO.MO, NO,
FOt Q-, Q+ and R.
PLATE I
F G
J3
J4
Ll
J5
H-
K3
J6
H Hap
L2 K4
K5 L4
Jl
Ml
M3
J2
L3
N2
Kl
M2
Pl
Nl
I, '.
Q
PLATES II -.IV
'rechniques.
(a.)Bowl with perspex oover and label used for rearing larvae.
(b.)Brass plunger used for tamping down ootton wool in shell
vials. (1) bypass hole (2) perforated bottom plate.
(0.)Wire rack holding shell vials of pupae plugged with
coloured ootton wool.
(d.)Wire raok holding single-pair paper cu p cages on
oviposition vials.
(e v) Binocular set-up for exarnining adults (1) lint-lined dish
(2) foot focussing attachment (3) plastioine surfaoe (4)
black perspex stage.
(t'.) Nonocular set-up for photography ('5) universal mounting
on extension arm (6) camera adaptor (7) perspex
photographic stage with central suction-hole (8) lamps.
(r ... ) Barraud-type moequa to ea ce wi th 11Of$den" maohine res ting
On top (9) thermostat (10) heater ('1) stirrer (12)
reoord label (13) cage frame.
(h.) Preparation of male A. albo}2iotus for hand-mating.
(-i.) ApplyinJ anaesthetized female to prepared. males glued toperspex disc.
PLATE II
(_ ~)
b
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PLATE III
c ( ,
I'
i
d
I
. I
I
(283)
PLATE IV
PLATE V
Eye colours in A.aegypti
(a-g) etherized 'males viewed in air.
(h-n) the same males cleared in xylol and mounted in DePeX.
(a/h)
(c/j)
(f/m)
wild-type (b/i) 01.
ru (d/k) re (e/l) ru re---- - .
01 .!:!:! or 01 ~ (gin) 01 rE(rUe
PLATE V
PLATES VI & VIJ;
Ea alleles and orosses.
(a) PR £!. «
(b) PR ~ r:t intermediate
( c) GA Ea « showing aesym.etry .
(d) GA R!,9
(e) PR R! '( sternites
(f) YD formosu_~ 9 sterni tee
(g) PR a d
(h) GA ]! d
(1) :PR ;pa 9 intermediate
(j) Cross GA grade G 9 x PR l2!! d
(k) Gross GA pa grade Q 9 x GJt gra.de F
(1) Groes OR ~ ? 9 x GA.E:.@: d.
(m) CC ~ '( 9 intermediate.
(n ) Cross PRa grade Q 9 x CC gra.de R d
(0) Cross CC'grade M39 x PRgra.de·J6 d
(p) C~ pale '(
PLATE VI
a
e f g h
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PLATE VII
m
PLATES VIII - X
~ alleles.
(a ) JD sg \;(
(b) DE siS 9--
(0) PH §_g 9
(d) GB !le; 9
( e)
(f)
(g)
DH!_g / a+ \( heterozygote pale
Ditto
.1'D sg 0
dark
(h) JD sg / .!+ d heterozygote
(i ) t'lA §.W <;;
(j) GAs W 9
(k)
(1)
(m)
( n)
( 0)
(p)
( q )
er)
(6)
(t)
(u)
(v)
( 'II)
(x)
GA §_w 9
wGA s 9-
lVlA !W / s+ d heterozygote
'M.'A W d.'l'Ui; S-
WGA s d" basal bands absent.- ,
DK ar 9
.,..;;..
FS _!p 9
'4 <;; .from Oross PR pa. x Ii'S !!p
FS sP d-
DE: er 9 sternites-
''1' VIF1 <;; Cross EK !_5 x GA .!
VI +GA.! /s 9 heterozygote
GA !.VI <;; basal bands absent.
PLATE VIII
..,".,:
•
a
e f g h
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PLATE IX
(295)
PLATE X
u v w x
PLATE XI
Misoellaneous forms.
,,
"
(a) DK wild-type «
(b) r·n palest «
( c) TV palest «
(d) SG gra.de J1 «
(e) TA formosu8 9
(f) TA formosus d
(g) TV vlild-type d
( 11) GH basal bundlesB «
,
ii'
I',
i
Ii
\i!
,
; i,II: t
~1 , ,;; !
PLATE XI
a b c ,1 d
,:
: !
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
!
PLATE XII
I1etatarsal variants.
:1
f
I
r~
(a)
(b)
( c)
( d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
th
wild-type
blt2
b L t1-
"half-blaok"
!. !='im12soni
• simpsoni x A. aegypti blt+
A.. simt)soni x A.a.egypti blt2
-------- ----- ~---_
PLATE XII
PLATE XIII
I
t
I
q Mesonotum mutante (all female).
I
II
(a) RB ds. 1!l with bLaok vertex
(b) ON second dark scutum variant
(c) YD first dark scutum variant
(d) YD, median paired lines faint
(e) YD, median paired lines as wild type
(f) PR St - Stripe f vertex dark ..
(g) GB 11 - Fleck.
(h) St - Stripe, vertex pale.
(i) KH. G - Gold mesonotum.: I:!
I
I
j
i
I
f
I
il
II
t
if
PLATE XIII
PLATES XIV - XV
The mesonotuu in other Stegomyia species
(All females except n).
( a) A. alboEictus
(b) A. debosri
( c) A. aJ2icoargenteua
(d) /::.. metall:i.oua
(e) A. simpsoni-
(f) Hybrid, A. &impsoni. x A. aegypti- -
(g) A . woodi......
(h) F ybrid, A. woodi x A. simpsoni. 1 -
(i) F2 hybrid, A. woodi x A. aimEsoni-
(j ) A. mascarensis type form
(k ) ~ A. mascarenais variants from field-
(1) ) colle oted agg s .
(m)
(n)
F, hybrid!. aesypti x A. mascarensie
male A. tnascarensis with single antenna
from ?1eld-colleoted egg.
(0) !l gene in _. aee;YEti
(p) A. ma.sca.rensis .£:i+ - paratergites white
-scaled.
(q) 11:.. IDas'carena:!s .E..! - parater ites bare
(r ) !. masG~ren.sis El"'" sl+ from f1eld-
colleoted eggs.
I,
1
PLATE ·XIV

---------------- ---~-"-~
PLATE XV
PLA'rE XVI
Various aberrations.
(a) Somatic mutation in PR ~ heterozygote.
(b) 1£ - fuzzy.
(0) RB - unilateral development of tergite.
(d) A. ma.scarensis with single antenna.
(e) 'hart labium in A. e1musoni x A. aegypti
hybrid.
~ 1
I
I;
,I
i
I
PLATE XVI
I!I
Gynandromorphs, etc.
(a-f) 6 gy andrortlorphsfrom a single family.
after outcross to BLTS.
( -h) heads ot two intersexes.
(i, k ) whDle mosquitos as above.
(j ) lateral vt ew showing apparent male and female
genitalia combined.
normal cf genitalia.
(m-o) genitalia of intersexes
( 1) apical paraprocts
(2) ola.spettes
(3) sperrnatheoa
(p) NJ, abberant basimere.
(q) bent proboaois.
PLATE XVII
d
( 311 )
~.--.. -'--
PLATE XVIII
h
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PLATE XIX
1
I"...
..
:...L;...:......JIt,._. ...... _~.:~.
2
n
m
,
3
o
p
